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Bush suggests 
domestic aid, 
military cuts 
by Tom Raum 
Associated Press writer 
Daily Sign Removal 
Alter removing the signs that prohibit traffic from driving down Ridge 
Street in front of the Math Sciences Building, University parking em- 
ployee Hank Geahan locks them Thursday afternoon to a side post 
Geahan has to remove the signs every Monday through Friday at 5 
p.m He said students have given him comments both for and against 
the barrier, which was installed at the beginning of last semester as a 
safety measure for the large number of students crossing the street 
there. 
WASHINGTON - President 
Bush proposed more money for 
domestic programs and re- 
straint of the Pentagon budget 
Thursday night as he summoned 
the Democratic Congress to 
work with him to "ensure a bet- 
ter tomorrow." 
In a well-received, 50-minute 
address to a joint session of 
Congress, the president vowed 
to proceed with caution in his 
dealings with Soviet leader Mik- 
hail Gorbachev. Still, he added, 
"We will not miss any opportu- 
nity to work for peace.'' 
Bush devoted most of his 
speech to domestic issues, as he 
sketched the outlines of a $1.16 
trillion budget. He called for $2.6 
billion in reductions from Presi- 
dent Reagan's Pentagon spend- 
ing plan and modest increases in 
selected domestic programs 
such as education and the envi- 
ronment. 
He repeated his long standing 
vow of no new taxes. 
Less than one month on the 
job, the new president echoed 
" e campaign of 1988 with his 
declaration that he wants to be 
an education president, wants 
in' 
the death penalty for drug king- 
pins and favors a cut in the capi- 
tal gains tax. 
He made a notable bow to the 
environmentalists with a call to 
suspend three oil leases; and 
another to the anti-abortionists 
with his call for an increased tax 
break for parents who adopt a 
child. 
He called for a society "free 
from discrimination and bigo- 
try" and threw a bouquet in the 
direction of Democrat Jesse 
Jackson when he said — as 
Jackson did to kids in the inner 
cities — "Keep hope alive." 
Above all, he summoned the 
Democratic Congress to join 
with him in solving the deficit 
problem. "The people didn't 
send us here to bicker," said the 
new president. 
Bush also voiced his support 
for making Puerto Rico the na- 
tion's 51st state and called on 
Congress "to take the necessary 
steps to let the people decide in a 
referendum." 
And he said he would set up a 
new Task Force on Competi- 
tiveness, chaired by Vice Presi- 
dent Dan Quayle. Saying, "The 
most important competitiveness 
program of all is one that im- 
Eroves education in America," 
e traced a number of schooling 
initiatives. 
Bars report 
rise in use 
of fake IDs 
by Greg Connel 
staff reporter 
While the use of false driver's 
licenses is on the rise, the quali- 
ty of the fake IDs is declining — 
and area bar owners are taking 
a tougher stance against them. 
Jeff Uhlman, owner of How- 
ard's Club H, 210 N. Main St., 
said the use of false IDs is in- 
creasing at his establishment. 
"Overall we're seeing more 
(fake IDs) than when I started 
10 years ago, and as the age lim- 
it went up, so did fake ID use," 
he said. "Kids want to get in 
more (now) and just because 
they are 18 or 19 they don't feel 
they should be discriminated 
against." 
While false ID use is up, Uhl- 
man said the quality of the fake 
IDs is down. 
"The new thing we've been 
seeing more of this year is the 
ID factories," he said. "There 
were several on campus, in the 
dorms, fraternities and sorori- 
ties that we heard about — and 
most of them were pretty bad." 
Gregory Bakies, directing at- 
torney of the Student Legal Ser- 
vice, said students pay to have 
their picture placed on a false ID 
or have one taken in front of a 
"board," — a poster-board sized 
forgery of a driver's license 
which, when reduced, appears 
to be the real thing. 
Uhlman said the   manufac- 
tured false IDs are easy to spot. 
:  See Fake IDs, page 4. 
WBGU-TV celebrates 25th anniversary 
by Ivan Groger 
staff reporter 
When Lyndon Johnson was 
president, a television station 
was established in Bowling 
Green. This 
year that 
station — 
Channel 27, 
WBGU-TV-is 
celebrating its 
silver an- 
niversary. 
The station, 
founded   by 
Duane Tucker,   Tucker 
went on the air 
Feb. 10, 1964, as Channel 70, 
WBGU-TV. 
Tucker said WBGU-TV is a 
public television station, mean- 
ing they are prohibited by law to 
sell or broadcast commercials. 
The station has been able to sur- 
vive 25 years through funds 
from the University, the public 
and other sources, he said. 
Tucker, WBGU-TV general 
manager, said the University 
provided the initial concept for 
the station. 
"Colleges and universities 
across the country saw a great 
opportunity in television to ex- 
tend the resources of a universi- 
ty to the general public," he 
said. 
According to Ron Gargasz, 
program manager at 
WBGU-TV, the roots of the tele- 
vision station began before the 
station went on the air. 
Gargasz said when he was a 
student at the University in 1961, 
"Project 70" was a training pro- 
gram to familiarize University 
students with television opera- 
tion. 
An experimental telecourse 
was delivered in 1963 from the 
studio on the fourth floor of 
South Hall to a developmental 
psychology class in Hanna Hall, 
Tucker said. 
In 1966, the television station 
began broadcasting from a new 
$200,000 building on Troup 
Street, he said. The money for 
the building came from the Uni- 
SeeWBGU,page3. 
Channel 27 founder, manager to 'sign off' 
after 30 years of University teaching, service 
by Ivan Groger 
staff reporter 
Duane Tucker, founder and 
general manager of 
WBGU-TV, announced his re- 
tirement Wednesday afternoon 
following 30 years of service at 
the University. 
He said his retirement will 
take effect at the end of 1989. 
Tucker, who holds a doctor- 
ate in speech from the Univer- 
sity of Wisconsin, came to the 
University in 1989 from Oregon 
State University. At Oregon 
State, he was an assistant 
professor in the general exten- 
sion division of the Oregon 
State System of Higher Educa- 
tion. 
He served as an assistant 
professor of speech at the Uni- 
versity   from   1959   to   1986, 
teaching a variety of courses. 
One of the highlights of his 
career was the decision to con- 
struct the station's current 
building on Troup Street, he 
said. 
As part of his retirement, 
Tucker said he plans on resid- 
ing in Bowling Green and re- 
maining involved with the Un- 
iversity. 
"I plan to participate in the Q See Tucker, page 3. 
Student Rec Center 'running' low on room 
Editor's note: This is the final story in a four-part series 
on the Student Recreation Center. 
by Jared O. Wadley 
reporter 
When the Student Recreation Center was designed 14 
years ago, the 185,000 square foot facility was able to 
accommodate a large capacity. 
Yet SRC director Terry Parsons said students now 
waiting in line to use the basketball courts and exercise 
bicycles might warrant an addition to the center. 
Parsons said in the next five years he would like a 
field house to be attached to the Sports Center, which is 
240 feet by 117 feet. 
The field house would hold a track, space for exercise 
bicycles and several basketball courts that could also be 
used for tennis. 
More basketball courts are needed, he said, because 
on weeknignts students wait almost an hour to play. 
While nothing definite has been planned, additional 
space is needed, Parsons said. The mezzanine was one 
of the areas converted to accommodate the large use of 
weight equipment. 
When he became director in 1980, Parsons said the 
mezzanine had table tennis, a television, billiards and 
foos ball. 
"It was meant to be a passive recr-eation area, not a 
fitness area," he said. 
Parsons said he consulted the original architect, who 
said the mezzanine area could support the weight 
equipment as long as the apparatuses were spaced 
apart. 
Exercise bicycles are also located on the mezzanine 
level. 
"The number one suggestion from students in the 
. ] See Rec Center, page 4. 
Friday News in Brief 
According fo the Notional Weather 
Service af Toledo Ex- 
press Airport, today Is 
expected to be partly 
sunny with a high In 
the mid-20s. Tonight Is 
expected to be clear 
and cold with a low 
near 15. Saturday will 
be cloudy with a 40 
percent chance of 
snow and a high of 
30. 
Alumni chapter offering 
$400 intern scholarship 
A $400 scholarship is available for students par- 
ticipating in the University's Washington Center 
Internship Program during summer, 1989. 
Donated by the Greater Washington 
DC./Baltimore Alumni Chapter, requirements 
include a 3.0 and above grade point average and 
involvement in campus activities. The award will 
be given on the basis of merit and financial need is 
not a factor in the selection process. 
Deadline for applicants — who must be applying 
to participate in the summer internship program 
-is Feb. 17. 
For more information contact the Center for 
Academic Options at 372-8202. 
Countries' reproduction rates 
to be addressed by UM prot 
A speaker from the University of Michigan to- 
day will focus on the question of women's status 
concerning reproduction and the effects this status 
has on the country's birth rate. 
Karen Mason, assistant professor of sociology, 
said she will discuss research of various scholars 
on the birth rate at 1:30 p.m. in the Assembly 
Room of McFall Center. 
Mason said she will examine evidence showing 
several countries' changing birth rates and ad- 
dress whether women's freedom has any connec- 
tion to those rates. 
The issue is more complicated than it may seem 
because there are examples and counterexamples 
that are not consistent with some of the studies, 
she said. 
For example, she said a there is a group of Mos- 
lem countries where the birth rate has not de- 
clined, —by Jill Novak 
2    IGNews    February lO, 1989 
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Room, meal 
fee increase 
is too hefty 
Another tuition hike — another year. 
i Just like the swallows returning to Capis- 
trano, it seems as if the University annually an- 
nounces a rise in room and board costs or a jump in 
academic fees. 
Last week, the Board of Trustees approved a 6 
percent increase in the price of a standard room 
and meal plan. What this means to students is the 
total cost for room and board will climb from $2,210 
in 1988-89 to $2,344 in 1989-90. 
This is a $134 increase per student per semester. 
And although Chris Dalton, vice president of budg- 
eting and planning has said the money will go 
toward useful purposes, the raise is a bit too high. 
Dalton said a major reason for the increase is to 
cover renovation costs. Recently we have seen 
major updates in the residence halls that make liv- 
ing there more comfortable. 
A quick look at the new carpeting in Founders Quadrangle or Kohl Hall, or a trip through newly- 
renovated Williams Hall, illustrates where past 
renovation monies were spent. 
The tuition hike will provide money to do more of 
the same. 
He also said some of the money will be used to in- 
crease salaries for classified staff and student em- 
ployees. Yes, it's true that those people need raises, 
and now is the time. 
But charging each student $268 yearly is more 
than enough. A 3 percent raise, rather than the 
large 6 percent raise, would have been plenty to 
cover necessary improvements and salary raises. 
But one thing is true. 
Even with the increase, our school is still inex- 
pensive in comparison to other tuitions. Trustee 
Warren Hall said the University is the least expen- 
sive of all 16 schools in the Inter-University Council 
and the Mid-American Conference. Compared to 
the room and board ticket at Central State Univer- 
sity — $3,543 — the recent announcement is a bit 
easier to live with. 
So while the Trustees may have resigned accep- 
tance to this latest example of educational infla- 
tion, they should not develop a "rubber stamp" 
mentality on this issue. 
Maybe they need to reach a little deeper into our 
wallets to provide a quality atmosphere in which to 
work and learn. But this time around they should 
have reached only half as deep. 
Your turn 
There are usually two sides to an issue — tuition increases, 
for instance. Students may be paying more to attend the Uni- 
versity, yet, these increases lead to better qualified instruc- 
tors, capital improvements to the buildings and residence halls 
and improvements in academic offerings. The BG News would 
like your opinion. Please address comments to: 
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210 West Hall 
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LETTERS 
Stolen banner 
signals racism 
I know how a person may be- 
come prejudiced, but I still can- 
not comprehend why. The atti- 
tude of being biased toward 
someone — anyone solely on the 
basis of color, religion, sex or 
even sexual preference, to me, 
is not only ridiculous, it's also 
obscene. Though I've been ex- 
posed to and confronted by this 
my entire life, the act of dis- 
crimination has never ceased to 
befuddle and frustrate me. I'm 
befuddled by the great amounts 
of fear and ignorance which 
causes racism, and I'm frus- 
trated by the consistency and a- 
daptability to the actions. Ra- 
cism has gone from being overt 
and visible to subtle and under- 
handed. Whether people admit 
to it or not, prejudice is 
ingrained into the ears of all and 
effects the very workings of the 
American system. 
An example of this can be 
drawn by an incident which just 
happened this past weekend. A 
banner in the Union Oval advert- 
ising an upcoming program on 
racism in America was cut 
down. Why was it cut down? 
Maybe it was just a prank done 
by a couple of drunks. I don't be- 
lieve this, however, since many 
banners have decorated the 
Union Oval in the past with sof- 
ter messages ana have never 
been touched. The banner did 
not blow away in the wind, as it's 
not difficult to tell the difference 
between rope that was pulled 
apart and rope that was simply 
cut. Besides, do people re- 
member the peace shanty a 
couple of years back protesting 
our school's investment in South 
Africa that kept getting torn — 
and finally burned — down? No, 
to me this was a premeditated 
racist act. It doesn t even really 
matter who cut the banner 
down. The fact is that it hap- 
pened and there are no two ways 
of looking at why. 
As coordinator of the program 
advertised on the banner, I was 
infuriated to find out about it be- 
ing stolen. Not just because 
something that took a lot of 
BLOOM COUNTY 
effort to make was now gone, 
but because of what the theft 
made me realize. Through the 
months of work, I had become so 
wrapped up in the program it- 
self that I had forgotten why I 
wanted to bring it to campus in 
the first place. It's because of 
the ignorance I so often see and 
the prejudice I too often feel that 
I wanted to effect a change. It's 
for the people, like the ones who 
stole the banner, who need it the 
most. Unfortunatley, these 
same people usually don't want 
this type of help. It's a simple 
yet frustrating reality of life, but 
it cannot be ignored. 
Ironically, I'd like to thank 
those individuals who stole our 
banner. You did more by your 
ignorant act to emphasize the 
need for a program on racism 
than all the banners in the 
world. Also, you reopened my 
eyes to what I and the whole 
world must face. An act such as 
this won't destroy hope, and it 
certainly won't stop the pro- 
gram. I just wish you would look 
at yourselves and see the hate 
that you possess. We need each 
other to survive. There are no 
two ways of looking at that 
either. 
Kevin Turner 
OCMB5820 
Dept, blunder 
unforgivable 
These are hard times. Colum- 
bus barely increases the BGSU 
subsidy, room and board is 
hiked, and yet another tuition 
increase is on the horizon. Add 
to all of this the fact that a Uni- 
versity department has blown 
its $1.7 million budget sky-high 
with five months remaining in 
the fiscal year. Now Plant Oper- 
ations is scrambling to put as 
good a face as possible on a 
grave financial situation. 
Since Bob Martin and Roland 
Engler were "unavailable for 
comment," Michael Sawyer 
made an attempt to explain the 
budgetary shortfall, citing 
wages for temporary employees 
and overtime pay drawn from 
the operating budget as the 
reason for the deficit. Sawyer 
then went on to state that he 
doesn't "think it is anybody's 
fault. The only thing we can do is 
make do." 
Try telling that to the seven 
people who lost their jobs, or the 
students, taxpayers, and alumni 
who provide the funds that allow 
this University to function. It is 
expected — no, DEMANDED — 
that every department on cam- 
pus function within its budget 
with no exceptions, and it is the 
responsibility of President Ols- 
camp to take decisive action in 
this matter. He should send a 
strong message to the Universi- 
ty community that budget- 
busting tactics will not be toler- 
ated at BGSU, now or in the fu- 
ture. 
A tremendous disservice was 
done to the seven people who lost 
their jobs. Not only was the 
layoff given on extremely short 
notice, Mr. Sawyer himself 
lacked the courtesy or the spine 
to do it himself. Perhaps these 
people just don't matter to him. 
Finally, custodians at BGSU 
are concerned about the welfare 
of seven laid off co-workers and 
whether essential services can 
be provided to students, faculty, 
and administration on a shoestr- 
ing budget. Contrary to what 
Mr. Sawyer says, increased 
workload due to the layoffs was 
never a consideration for custo- 
dians. In fact, let Sawyer speak 
for the Administration; custo- 
dians will speak for themselves. 
Sanford MacMillen 
and 15 other custodians 
Custodial Services 
PASS comments 
raise questions 
I write in response to Yanina 
Vargas and Valery Staskey's 
comments published on Feb. 7. 
Ms. Vargas, how can you say 
these contestants are receiving 
awards for "what you can do 
with your body?" Did these 
women compete for a complete 
line of haircare or beauty prod- 
ucts? A swim wear wardrobe? I 
think not. These women com- 
peted for a $600 scholarship, 
which clearly shows the pag- 
eant's concern for matters of the 
mind. 
I also think that Ms. Staskey's 
by Berke Breathed 
Flat Life by Chris Mead 
I Someone *» se«i .. 
Ltasr : 
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matronly concern for the 
"naivete of the women" contes- 
tants is sadly misplaced. It 
strikes me as odd that such a 
staunch defender of women's 
rights has no faith in the consti- 
tuency she presumes to rep- 
resent. 
Again, Ms. Staskey errs when 
she says that the men of this 
campus would not don swimsuit 
attire and perform a talent of 
some sort to compete for a $600 
scholarship. Let me be the first. 
I will gladly wear a Speedo and 
do a little soft shoe if it will re- 
sult in a $600 scholarship. 
Finally, what will these 
contests be like when the People 
Against Sexist Scholasticism 
have their say? Would they have 
the contestants in petticoats, 
and the judges in blinders? This 
would deprive attractive, tal- 
ented and intelligent women of 
their financial opportunities. I 
hope we never come to that. 
Matt Mason 
OCMB 3520 
Am. Pictures 
commended 
I would like to commend and 
thank Kevin Turner and USG for 
bringing Jacob Holdt and Amer- 
ican Pictures to this campus. 
This presentation was by far the 
most perceptive and insightful 
assessment of oppression in 
America that I have ever had 
the oportunity to hear on cam- 
pus in four years. 
Jacob Holdt shared with us the 
reality of American society 
without neglecting any facet of 
it. He observed oppression of the 
homeless from the rural south to 
the urban north. He also obser- 
ved the oppression of the police 
forces, the millionaires, the ho- 
mophobics, heterosexuals and 
homosexuals. He observed the 
oppression of ourselves, more 
often than not, by ourselves. It 
was a brilliant presentation and 
an experience to learn from. 
PamBoehm 
OCMB 0467 
Respond 
The BG News editorial 
page is your campus 
forum. 
You don't have to be a journalism major or even 
a student to write a col- 
umn. The News encour- 
ages and welcomes any 
and all guest columnists. 
Letters to the editor 
should be a maximum of 
200-300 words in length and 
should be typewritten, 
double-spaced, and signed. 
Address or on-campus 
mailbox number along 
with your telephone num- 
ber for verification, must 
be included. 
The News reserves the 
right to reject any materi- 
al that is offensive, mali- 
cious or libelous. All sub- 
missions are subject to 
condensation. 
Please address all sub- 
missions to: 
Editorial Editor 
The BG News 
211 West Hill 
THE BG NEWS 
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Racist attitudes 'pictured' 
Holdt's follow-up workshop focuses on presentation 
by Laura Hardy 
staff reporh'r 
In a follow-up workshop to "American 
Pictures," about 50 University students 
were told white society must confront its 
subconscious racist attitudes before Amer- 
ica can free itself from oppression. 
This message was conveyed by Jacob 
Holdt, who conducted the workshop Thurs- 
day as a supplement to his "American Pic- 
tures" program. Holdt, a Denmark native, 
presented the show Wednesday in Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom to an audience of more than 
900. 
The Ihree-and-one-half hour show com- 
bined music and narration with graphic pic- 
tures Holdt took during his five years travel- 
ing across America as a vagabond. The pic- 
tures — mostly of the people and living con- 
ditions of the nation's lower class society — 
illustrate the poverty and oppression that 
exist in this country. 
The workshop, held in the forum of the 
Student Services Building, provided the 
viewers the opportunity to discuss their 
emotions and explore their attitudes toward 
racism. 
At the workshop, Holdt told the audience 
that whites have no valid reasons for the 
emotions they feel toward blacks. 
"We tend to hate and fear the ones we've 
hurt and the whites have intensely hurt 
American blacks," Holdt said, referring to 
the past days of slavery and the present days 
of blacks forced to live in ghettos. 
Holdt said people should not feel guilty 
about harboring racist ideas because many 
of their opinions about minorities are for- 
med from insufficient or inaccurate infor- 
mation. 
Tom Evans, junior German and interna- 
tional studies major, said he did experience 
feelings of guilt after seeing "American Pic- 
tures,   but said he is uncertain how a pro- 
WBGCJ  
Continued from page 1. 
versity's local capital improve- 
ment fund. The move provided 
adequate studio and office space 
for the expansion of the 
WBGU-TV program and staff, 
he said. 
Some of the programs pro- 
duced at the station in the 1960s 
4Feb 
included "Professors' World," 
"Beyond the Books" and a daily 
newscast, Tucker said. 
Today, the station produces 
shows covering topics such as 
economics, art, sports and pub- 
lic affairs. 
Gargasz said sometimes the 
station attracts more viewers 
Feb. 10!? 
than commercial stations. 
"Saturday, we have more 
people watching our 'how-to' 
shows than Lima commercial 
stations," he said. 
Paula Davis, information di- 
rector at WBGU-TV, said the 
station is planning to televise 
more shows in the future. 
gram like this will help eliminate racism. 
"Bringing about change has got to be a 
personal decision," Evans said. "It really 
depends on the person." 
Although Holdt said he had no definite an- 
swers to solving the problem of racism in 
America, he said educating individuals 
about minorities is an important step toward 
eliminating the minority stereotypes. 
"If we don't understand the situation, we 
can't change it," Holdt said. "We can't ef- 
fectively compete in the world market if the 
whole boat is sinking with all of us 
together." 
Deirdre Vodanoff, graduate student in ap- 
plied human ecology, who attended the pro- 
gram and the workshop, said she agreea ed- 
ucation is vital to changing people's opin- 
ions. 
"True racism comes out of ignorance," 
she said. "When you start to befriend people 
and understand them, you have less of a de- 
sire to put (them) down." 
Tucker  
Continued from page 1. 
University's supplemental re- 
tirement program, which I will 
work in a part-time administra- 
tive position which has not yet 
been determined," he said. 
Tucker said the process to find 
his replacement at WBGU-TV 
will begin at a later date. 
Area orchards 
unhurt by ban 
by John Kohlstrand 
iiaff wportoi 
Wood County growers 
should not be affected by a fu- 
ture Environmental Protection 
Agency ban on Alar, a chemi- 
cal used to grow apples. 
Tom Hopkins, Wood County 
agricultural extension agent, 
said the few small apple or- 
chards in the county probably 
do not use the chemical. 
l<ast week the EPA an- 
nounced a future ban on the 
chemical, pending further 
tests. The chemical in high 
dosages is proven to cause 
cancer in mice, according to 
the EPA. 
Alar is used by growers to 
increase apple firmness and 
color, Hopkins said. 
The ban is not as significant 
now because the Fruit in- 
dustry is already self- 
regulating the use of the 
chemical, Hopkins said. 
"Many major chains have 
refused to accept fruit grown 
with Alar," Hopkins said. 
Public perception motivates 
the industry to police their 
products, and the perception 
of the chemical is that it is 
dangerous, Hopkins said. 
"In fact, scientific evidence 
may be leaning in favor of i( 
i Alar I," he said. 
Haslinger's Orchards, on 
U.S. Route 6, has not used the 
chemical in years, according 
to the co-owner of the or 
chard. 
"It was nice to have, but 
we're getting along just find 
without it," Mary Haslinger; 
said. "We haven't used it 
since the early '80s." 
Haslinger's does not use the 
chemical on their apples beJ 
cause wholesalers refuse to 
buy Alar grown apples, she 
said. 
However, she said she be- 
lieves the chemical was not 
as dangerous as the EPA 
thinks. 
"They injected these rat$ 
and mice with so much of this 
stuff — a human would hav$ 
to eat three apples a day for 
the rest of his life to compare 
to those amounts," she said. ; 
Announcing the 
GRAND OPENING 
of 
JO-BOB'S 
Chicken        Pork        Beef 
BAR-B-Q 
1616 E  Woosler  Bowling Green, Ohio  (419) 354RIBS  354-7427 
OPEN Tuesday - Sunday al 4:30 
Grand Opening Special 
FREE 2 Liter Bottle ol FREE can Pepsi Product 
Pepsi Product with with any dinner order 
Family Pack Order 
WANTED: 
ALL STUDENTS TO 
STUDY IN FRANCE 
*Learn in English 
*Earn 6 Credit Hours 
*Live with French Families 
Open    Informational   Meeting 
on   Monday,   Feb.   13th   at   9:00 
In   Business  College  Room   3000 
' Refreshments   Served * 
This Spring Break, catch a Greyhound 
to the Beach, the mountains or your 
hometown.  For $99.00 round-trip, you 
and your friends will have a great time 
when you go Greyhound.     ^ 
For Further Information Call 
353-5982 
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£L'Kfi,ehLeA\c& *\Cq,lit Uje. at tUe. NeAl . . . 
"JeatuLKlrLq,. 
'Elaborate Lights & sound 
"Giant Video screen 
Grand Opening 
TONIGHT! 
9:00pm in the Falcons Nest 
wuth {hie*i<l& . . . e*&Ao/uie/<f 'Jhce,! 
*Food Coupons Accepted 
Look for exciting innovative entertainment each and every 
Friday night at B'Dazzle],_BG^s hottest new night spot! spon- 
sored by 
******************** 
M&Ite© HQn® 
C©ME)(B(£tln©IEl 
Fact Line and 
You! 
If you are: 
- intelligent 
- resourceful 
- dedicated 
- curious 
- knowledgeable about 
BGSU 
- and want to help others, 
a Fact Line job could be 
riszht for you! 
100 applications for fall 1989 positions 
will be available to freshmen and sophomores 
beginning at 8 a.m. TODAY 
at the Student Employment Office. 
460 Student Services. 
For more information, contact the Office of Public Relations ;it 372-2616, 
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Racism Reflections BGNewS,johnPotier 
Jerome, one of the three characters portrayed by Dr. John C. Gaston in his show The Brothers, reflects on 
his past in Thursday night's performance in West Hall. Dr. Gaston. an associate professor at Wichita State 
University, designed the one man play to focus attention on racism and its effects. 
GSS prize funds raised 
Grad students eligible tor Shanklin Award 
by Laura Hardy 
staff reporter 
Winners of a University graduate student 
research award will receive more prize money this 
year as a result of fund reallocation, according to 
the Graduate Student Senate treasurer. 
Kilong Ung said first place winners of the Char- 
les E. Shanklin Award for Research Excellence 
will receive $800 and runners-up will receive $300. 
Last year, first and second place winners were a- 
warded $750 and $250, respectively, he said. 
The GSS operating fund was shifted in order to 
provide an increase in the prize money, she said. 
According to Ung, "The (Honors and Awards) 
Committee felt the increase was important to 
honor the winners." 
Kathy Bower, GSS Honors and Awards Commit- 
tee chairperson, said there will be a first and sec- 
ond place award presented in each of three div- 
isions: Arts and Humanities, Social and Behav- 
ioral Sciences and Sciences and Mathematics. 
GSS established the Shanklin Award in 1984 to 
emphasize and recognize quality research at the 
graduate student level, Bower said. However, she 
said this award is unique because it is the only 
research award sponsored by graduate students 
that includes the students on the judging panel. 
Registered graduate students who are in good 
standing with the University and meet the estab- 1 
lished requirements of the Graduate College are ' 
eligible to compete for the award, Bower said. 
The research for the original project must be 
conducted, in part, while the graduate student at- 
tends the University, she said. 
All projects entered in the competition must be 
outlined in a maximum 15-page paper which will 
be evaluated on comprehensiveness, thorough- 
ness, content and originality, according to the a- 
ward guidelines. 
The papers will be read by a nine-member judg- 
ing panel consisting of two faculty members and 
one graduate student from each of the three div- 
isions in which awards are given. Bower said. 
During the closing competition, six finalists will 
give oral presentations before the panel, she said. 
The presentations will be evaluated on clarity j 
merit, professionalism and the ability to adhere to 
a maximum time limit of 15 minutes, she said. 
Bower said the closing competition, which is free 
and open to the public, will be April 27 at 7:30 p m 
at Bryan Recital Hall. 
Entries must be submitted by March 3, Bower 
said. 
"It's not too early for graduate students to be 
thinking about entering," she said. "This is an op- 
portunity to share with their peers the quality 
research they have been engager! in." 
Rec Center- 
Continued from page 1. 
suggestion box is to get more 
bikes. We don't have enough 
money or space for them. We 
buy what we can afford," Par- 
sons said, adding that there are 
currently 20 exercise bikes. 
Parsons said computerized 
bikes which tell the rider how 
many calories are burned per 
hour and miles ridden per hour 
while simulating hills and flat 
roads are the most popular. 
Six or seven people wait in line 
to use the bikes, he added. 
Fake IDs  
. i Continued from page 1. 
"There are things the state 
puts on licenses that people 
don't know about. We check to 
see that those things line up 
right and do what they're sup- 
posed to." 
Although more students also 
are using their friends' IDs or 
tampering with their own, Uhl- 
man said these fakes are detect- 
able as well. 
"We question them on it, 
check the birthday to see if it is 
blurry... I don't want to give 
away everything ... but we 
check the typing to see if it is 
clear and the lamination to see if 
it's been tampered with — that 
sort of thing,' Uhlmansaid. 
Bakies said possession of a 
false operator's license is a first- 
degree misdemeanor which car- 
ries a maximum penalty of a 
six-month jail term, a $1,000 
fine, or both. 
He said his office has rep- 
resented 14 University students 
this school year, including seven 
this semester. First offenders 
usually were fined $150 plus 
court costs, and received one to 
three years probation, he said. 
Students using the license to 
enter a liquor establishment 
also had their actual driver's li- 
censes suspended for two to six 
months, Bakies said. 
The long-term ramifactions of 
false ID use may not be as se- 
vere as other misdemeanors, 
THE SOCIAL JUSTICE COMMITTEE 
will be holding an informational meeting 
about the Structures for Peace Convocation 
in Washington, DC 
The convention will be 
held the weekend of 
February 24-26, 1989 
however, since the violation is 
considered a traffic offense and 
can be recorded as such on job 
applications, Bakies said. 
He added the penalties are 
more severe for the false ID 
manufacturer. 
Bakies said manufacturing 
false IDs is considered forgery 
— a fourth-degree felony carry- 
ing a maximum penalty of a 
$2,500 fine, a three-year jail 
term or both. 
Pressure from the state liquor 
control board also is forcing 
tavern owners to call police 
more often when they are pre- 
sented with a fake, he said. 
Uhlman agreed, saying liquor 
control officers, who in the past 
conducted undercover surveil- 
lance annually or on a complaint 
basis, are visiting bars more 
often. 
S;t caught  serving 
o is underage we 
I if we 
"If we 
someone wh 
lose our liquor license, and
lose our license we're just a big 
empty building," he said. "We- 
ve got to protect that license 
above all else." 
Uhlman said he believes How- 
ard's is not the only bar exper- 
iencing the pressure. 
"I think it has hit everybody 
(bar owners) pretty hard and 
everybody is being tougher than 
they used to be," he said. 
The final decision whether to 
call the police, however, rests 
with the student, Uhlman said. 
"If they argue with us or stand 
there and tellus it's real, we call 
the police," Uhlman said. "If 
they say 'OK, you got me,' and 
leave, we just turn the card in — 
but if they hassle us, we hassle 
them." 
DRY DOCK 
Dry Dock 
February 10lh: 
Semi-Formal 
Co-Sponsored by 
•No jeans, sweats, 
or shorts please! 
9 PM 
Li \f. *■ -*i 
r-l AM 
February 11,h: Funk NIGHT 
Located in Harshman's Basement 
THE KAPPA SIGMA FRATERNITY 
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES OUR 
Spring 1989 Initiates 
Eric Chi lord 
Matt Willis 
Brad Dumbauld 
Mike Shull 
Dan Traweek 
Dan Breit 
Greg Kopczewski 
Chris Wrisley 
Russ Kcefe 
Chris Brossia 
Alan Gresh 
Seott Fearn 
Mike George/ 
Clark Myers 
Greg Lopeman 
Nick Kluding 
Pete Landversicht 
A.E.K.A.B 
NOT FOR AN HOUR, A DAY, OR A 
COLLEGE TERM ONLY BUT FOR LIFE 
THE BG NEWS 
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Interview 
seminar 
offered 
by Dawn Calcote 
reporter 
Job Placement Services 
will offer an information 
seminar Monday to help 
University students with 
interviews. 
"Beyond the Campus In- 
terview: The On-Sitc In- 
terview Process" will take 
place from 7-6:30 p.m. in 
the University Union's 
Community Suite. 
This will be the last in a 
four-part job placement in- 
formation series, Tom 
Gorman, assistant director 
of Job Placement Services, 
said. 
He said the goal of the 
seminar is "in keeping 
with the educational mis- 
sion of providing students 
with as much information 
as possible about the world 
of work." 
According to Gorman, 
students do not realize that 
interviews are "too impor- 
tant to go into cold." 
He said the seminar will 
address issues such as 
what to expect after the 
initial job screening pro- 
cess, what job applicants 
should ask interviewers 
and be expected to answer, 
and what criteria potential 
employees will be judged 
The seminar will go a 
step further than most on- 
campus career search 
workshops by providing in- 
formation on the crucial 
preliminary steps students 
need to take when compet- 
ing for jobs, he said. 
A panel of representa- 
tives from various seg- 
ments of the workplace 
will discuss what students 
should expect when apply- 
ing for jobs in their respec- 
tive areas, Gorman said. 
Representatives from 
Johnson & Johnson, Owens 
Corning Fiberglass, the 
Environmental Protection 
Agency and Lakewood City 
Schools will provide in- 
sight into their respective 
hiring techniques as panel 
members, he said. 
Poet receives 
writing award 
by Jeff Batdorf 
staff reporter 
For his creative writing abili- 
ties in combining musical tech- 
niques with poetry, the English 
department has chosen Theo- 
dore Enslin as the winner of this 
year's Distinguished Visiting 
Writer Award. 
In a ceremony Thursday, the 
department awarded Enslin for 
his work in more than 80 
different books of poetry, said 
Howard McCora, English 
professor. 
"I have known his work for the 
past 25 years and we are de- 
lighted to have him come here," 
McCord said. 
The award has been given 
every spring for the past four 
years to poetry or fiction writers 
who have not been properly hon- 
ored, he said. 
"Each year we try to find an 
outstanding writer who has had 
a distinguished career, but has 
not been greatly recognized by 
the public," McCord said. 
Enslin said he was flattered he 
had received the award, adding 
Eoetry is something that should 
e important to everyone. 
"It nas always been a part of 
See Enslin, page 7. 
Readings 
program 
'booked' 
by Shelley Banks 
staff reporter 
The Creative Writing depart- 
ment is bringing the words of 
distinguished visiting writers to 
life by scheduling readings this 
semester. 
The readings began last 
month and will continue through 
April, Howard McCord, acting 
director of the creative writing 
department, said. 
McCord said the purpose of 
the readings is to provide Uni- 
versity students ana the public a 
better understanding of poetry 
and other forms of writing. 
"Poetry is most alive when 
it's spoken — just hearing a poet 
in itself gives new insights about 
the poetry," he said. 
John O'Connor, visiting as- 
sistant professor in the creative 
writing department, gave a fic- 
tion reading last month. O'Con- 
nor read from his unpublished 
See Poetry, page 7. 
Poel Theodore Enslin discusses his works with Claire Fit/patrick. graduate studen 
watches. Enslin has been named to receive the Distinguished Visiting Writer Awa 
Creative Writing Department. 
BGNe 
t in poetry, as 
rdof 1989 by 
John Grieshop 
John O Connor 
the University's 
Groups seek slur's removal 
by Tracy Richards and Jill Novak 
Some campus organizations 
are asking the English Depart- 
ment to use better judgment and 
recommend a dictionary that 
does not include the word "nig- 
ger." 
The Second College Edition of 
the American Heritage Diction- 
ary defines nigger as "a noun, 
offensive slang, a black or 
member of any dark skin people 
— see negro." Clifford Brooks, 
assistant professor of education, 
curriculum and instruction and 
co-chairman of People for Ra- 
cial Justice, said members of 
People for Racial Justice object 
to the dictionary's definition of 
the word "nigger". 
"Even though it states it's 
offensive, the definition states 
that it is a black or dark person. 
It says that it's OK to call people 
y•¥•¥•¥¥•¥ 
a nigger," Brooks said. 
It is this edition of the diction- 
ary that is recommended for 
students enrolled in English 110, 
111 and 112. 
According to John Bucken- 
meyer, director of the Universi- 
ty Bookstore, 1,100 copies of the 
dictionary were sold during the 
1988 fall semester, adding the 
dictionary has been sold there 
for five or six years. 
People for Racial Justice, 
along with the Human Relations 
Committee and Women for 
Women, have drafted letters re- 
questing the English Depart- 
ment discontinue recom- 
mendation of the dictionary, 
Brooks said. 
"We would prefer the depart- 
ment use a dictionary that 
leaves the word out altogether," 
he said. "I'm not used to being 
defined as a "nigger." 
Although he said some people 
believe advocating a dictionary 
that leaves a word out would be 
censorship, Brooks disagrees. 
"If it (the word) is offensive, 
then why put it in?" he said. "As 
an institution of higher learning 
I would think we would choose a 
dictionary with a more appro- 
priate definition. 
"We are not asking the Eng- 
lish Department to censor any- 
thing — just use better judg- 
ment," he said. 
See Dictionary, page 7. 
NEWLOVE 
RENTALS 
525 EAST MERRY 
ONLY      1       LEFT! 
►2 Dedroom opts 
•completely furnished 
►close to compus 
» FREE water & sewer 
•Laundry facilities ana private parking 
328 S.MAIN 352-5620 
#^**¥**¥**-* ■*•**■******■**** 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
liSiS' 
VS. 
PONDEROSA'S 
Grand Buffet 
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT 
LUNCH 
"ALL YOU CAN EAT^- $09? 
•..- • 
MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 
^ HAM-4PM 
^ With over 80 delicious items    '.. 
like: soups, salads, hot appetizers,/ 
^^alad nxins, fresh fruits and more. 
^jJpjjjAnd hecause vou serve \ourself, irt U 
Jt*3>S-5fc»-Ji",t as V"u want it to he. 
PONDEROSA STEAK HOUSE 
1544 E. WOOSTER STREET 
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402 
- -BONUS COUPON- - T - -BONUS COUPON- - 
'     HL'RRY! COUPON EXPIRES 2/17,89     '      HURRY!COUPON EXPIRI- 2/17/89 
ALL ■YOL> CAN -EAT 
GRAND BUFFET 
ALL-YOU'CAN'DRINK 
BEVERAGE 
1 AM-4 PM Monday thru Saturday 
$3 99 
IIM1T«»NH tK'l\>\ I'lR I'Ktsi 
hruml wiih i4hct JMH- 
VJIIJ -  |U(ln irelinaj (>■ 
Save H.00 
ON ANY STEAK, CHICKEN, 
OR SEAFOOD ENTREE. 
IIMII ONI i  i'l!\>srt.K PIKNOS PtR VISIT 
I -inn.- hr tB*\] «ilh xhr* Ji- ounfi  Til rw irclwlrJ 
VJIIJ « ruitotfiMinti ImMimt 
1 
I 
I 
I 
BY 
I. 
fBGSU PONDEROSA - -JBGSUPONDEROSA _ _ J 
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INTERNATIONAL / NATIONAL 
China population high expected    Terrorist builds bombs in Newark 
BEIJING (AP) — China's population may reach 1.3 billion by the 
end of the century, 100 million more than the target, because of fail- 
ures in carrying out the nation's strict family planning policies. 
The official China Daily on Wednesday quoted population experts 
as blaming administrators for not holding down population growth. 
The experts discounted government arguments that the recent 
surge in the growth rate was due to a baby boom. 
China, the world's most populous nation, has about 1.09 billion 
people. 
Yu Jingvuan. senior engineer of the Beijing Institute of Informa- 
tion andControl, was quoted as saying the target of 1.2 billion people 
by the year 2000 could nave been met if the government had adhered 
to its one-child policy. 
Yu said stricter controls must be placed on rural families. 
The 1980 policy of limiting each couple to one child generally has 
been successful in crowded urban areas but has met strong resis- 
tance in the countryside, where couples want more children, partic- 
ularly sons, to help in the fields and care for them when they become 
old. 
Newly affluent farmers are often willing to pay large fines for 
having two or three children. Many rural areas have relaxed the 
one-child policy to allow couples whose first child is a girl to try for a 
boy. 
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — A Japanese man who allegedly came 
within two days of blowing up a Manhattan building avoided suspi- 
cion by buying ingredients for his deadly bombs on a monthlong ter- 
rorist shopping spree at art supply, sporting goods and discount 
stores in 11 states, documents reveal. 
Yu Kikumura, reputedly a member of the Japanese Red Army 
who received terrorist training in I^ebanon's Bekka Valley, entered 
the United States illegally last March 8 and then made his zigzag, 
7,000-mile trek in a used Mazda. 
His odyssey ended at a New Jersey Turnpike reststop on April 12, 
two days before officials said he intended to bomb a Navy recruiting 
center housed in a Veterans Administration building in retaliation 
for the 1986 U.S. bombing of Libya. 
New Jersey State Trooper Robert Cieplensky said he noticed Ki- 
kumura acting erratically. As Kikumura drove off, Cieplensky 
stopped him and found in the back seat a package containing three 
bombs — hollowed-out fire extinguishers filled with gunpowder, lead 
shot and with switches and triggers. 
Cieplensky also found a map which authorities later said showed 
possible other targets, including three New York City college cam- 
puses. 
On Tuesday, Kikumura, claiming the allegations against him 
were fabricated, was sentenced to 30 years in prison for explosives 
and weapons charges • 
STATE / LOCAL 
Ohio approves 'home* education     Mobster's claims found invalid 
COLUMBUS (AP) — Parents who want to educate their children 
at home instead of sending them to public or private schools no 
longer would need approval from local officials under a proposed 
new law outlined Thursday. 
The measure, sponsored by Rep. Larry Manahan, R-Defiance, 
would exempt parents from the state's compulsory school at- 
tendance law so long as they comply with certain conditions. 
"The purpose of introducing House Bill 217 is to accommodate in a 
uniform and least restrictive manner those parents who choose to 
home-educate their children, and at the same time (satisfy) the 
state's compelling interest that the child is indeed receiving an edu- 
cation that will enable him to become a productive member of soci- 
ety," Manahan told a news conference. 
A committee of the State Board of Education has been studying 
the matter for at least 10 months. 
Parents also would have to annually file an assessment of the stu- 
dent's progress with the superintendent. 
After a child reaches age 10, a parent would have to annually show 
the child performed satisfactorily on a nationally standardized test 
or have a properly certified examiner review materials studied and 
determine whether the child had performed satisfactorily. 
Manahan's bill would exempt parents from complying with the 
compulsory school attendance law if they notify their local school 
superintendent in writing of their intent to home-educate a child in 
language arts, mathematics, history, natural science and health. 
If a child failed to record satisfactory progress for two consecutive 
years, the school attendance exemption would be revoked. 
CLEVELAND (AP) — A reputed Cleveland crime boss who was 
arrested Thursday in Florida in an undercover racketeering in- 
vestigation in fact had little to do with organized crime in this city. 
The claims of John "Peanuts" Tronolone, 78, that he was in charge 
of organized crime in Cleveland are not valid because such crime 
has been "decimated," said William D. Branon, agent in charge of 
the Cleveland FBI. 
Tronolone was arrested in Hallandale, Fla., near Fort Lauder- 
dale. He is alleged to have accepted $80,000 worth of diamonds from 
undercover police who convinced him the diamonds were payment 
for gambling debts. 
During the Florida undercover investigation, Tronolone told 
undercover officers he headed the Cleveland Mafia. He was being 
held in Broward County Jail on a $1 million bond, said Statewide 
Prosecutor Peter Antonacci. 
But Branon said the FBI believes there are presently no active 
members of La Cosa Nostra, or Mafia, in Cleveland. 
"Organized crime in Cleveland has been decimated," Branon 
said. "He was the boss of a decimated 'family.' That would be our 
position. When you are boss of something that has been decimated 
and you are not around to be boss where the 'family' is, that speaks 
well to the inroads that have been made. 
Tronolone, who keeps a home in Miami Beach, was charged with 
racketeering, loan sharking, bookmaking, conspiracy to commit 
bookmaking and dealing in stolen property. 
Last May, he was acquitted in New York on charges of fixing the 
election of the late Teamsters boss Jackie Presser of Cleveland. 
PEOPLE 
Teen goes on drug money joyride 
BERKELEY, Calif. (AP) — A 14-year-old boy took $120,000 in drug 
money and treated himself and friends to a three-day spending spree 
that ended with a trip to Hawaii, authorities said Wednesday. 
The three teenagers' life of leisure ended when Kauai police, aler- 
ted to their flight, picked them up on a beach Jan. 10 and recovered 
$111,000, police ana school officials said. 
According to Oakland Municipal Court records, one of the boys 
said he found the money and two bags of what he said was cocaine in 
a false-bottom drawer at a relative's home. 
The 14-year-old left the drugs but took the money and ran, he told 
police. 
The teenager and some schoolmates set out to enjoy the windfall, 
renting a limousine to go to San Francisco, where they persuaded 
the driver to rent a room at the Mark Hopkins Hotel, the paper said. 
Rooms at the hotel start at $175 a night but range up to $1,000, a ho- 
tel spokeswoman said. There was no way to tell which room the 
youths had, she said. 
The teenagers also said they bought stereo equipment and made 
reservations through a travel agent to go to Hawaii the next day. 
Since their return, the three teenagers have withdrawn from jun- 
ior high school, officials said. 
Downey planning N.J. casino buy 
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) — Television talk show host Morton 
Downey Jr. was casino-hopping last week, but his motive was busi- 
ness, not pleasure. 
Downey, who bid on Del Webb's Claridge Casino Hotel last month, 
now has his eye on Elsinore's Atlantis Casino Hotel, a struggling 
property on the Boardwalk that has been for sale since 1985, Atlantis 
officials confirmed on Tuesday. 
"I was very encouraged by the reception I received at the Atlantis 
and I was pleasantly surprised with the property itself," Downey 
said earlier this week. He toured the gaming hall and met with ca- 
sino executives last Wednesday and Thursday, said Atlantis 
spokesman Robert Arrow. 
Downey and his investment group had placed a $120 million bid on 
the Claridge, but face strong competition from an investment group 
that includes former casino executive Alfred Luciani. 
Carmel residents protest filming 
CARMEL, Calif. (AP) — Fed up with fame and overdosed on tou- 
rists after the tenure of Mayor Clint Eastwood, some residents tried 
to stopHenry Winkler and Tom Hanks from making a Disney movie 
in this coastal village. 
The showdown came Tuesday night when the City Council granted 
Disney a permit to film outdoor scenes of the action comedy "Turner 
and Hoocn" in five days in April. The film stars Hanks, Mare Winni- 
ngham and a big dog named Beasley. Winkler will direct. 
Neither Winkler nor Hanks appeared at the meeting. Instead, lo- 
cation manager Eric Johnson and production manager Michele 
Ader fielded questions from neighborhood associations. 
Although some residents complained the filming would disrupt life 
and attract unwanted tourists, others praised Disney as a "quality" 
outfit and said the film would be a community project because local 
extras would be used. 
$K*VALENTINE'S 
DATE PARTY '89 
Bill ...           & Kathy 
David . . & Jackie Mike ...       & Melissa Arvin & Amy 
Dave . . . & Dawn Jim ...        & Sue Dean &Kim 
Ryan . . . & Julia Doug ...      & Stevie Atlas & Lampito 
Tim . . . & Steph Barney           & Betty Ken ft Jen 
Tattoo . . .    &Teri W.Axl          &Jacqueline Welch.. ftLori 
CW... &TBA Ken ...        & Karen Llyod &? 
Matt & Marcy Craig ...      & Alicia Ken... & Mindy 
Craig & Angela Vande ...     & Tina Blakster . . .& Jen 
Tony & Michelle       Stephen ... & Kristen Bob... & Amy 
Bill & Kim Steven. . .     & Jenny Tony F. & Vanessa 
Eric & Lelia Bill                & Kory Nick & Valerie 
Jim . . . & Laurie Todd             & Friend Slash & Terri Lynn 
ttie tittle Shop 
'Tor All Your Valentine's Needs" 
GIFTS, CARDS, B.G. ITEMS 
UNIVERSITY UNION 
M-F    8:00-4:45 
Give the 
Love Struck 
GARFIELD 
Bouquet. 
SXSEE 
We're the Heart Specialists 
Come out and see our in house specials 
Roses Sold Singly or By the Bud Vase 
Vi dozen or dozen roses boxed or arranged 
• Cards •Plush   animals • Balloons 
and other gifts 
M - F 8 - 5 p.m. Sat. 8-4 p.m. Closed Sunday 
Special Hours Mon. 13th & Tues. 14th     8-6 p.m. 
KLOTZ FLOWER FARM 
"Our customers are extra special." 
906 Napoleon (end ol South College) 353-8381 
Roses Say 
Romance. 
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Proposal may ban tobacco 
CINCINNATI (API - A new 
proposal to classify tobacco as a 
drug and subject it to regulation 
by the U.S. Food and Drug Ad- 
ministration could help bring 
about a no-smoking society in 
America, an anti-smoking group 
says. 
The proposal Wednesday by 
the National Cancer Advisory 
Board — a presidential advisory 
board — would be a valuable 
weapon in the battle to restrict 
smoking, Citizens Against 
Tobacco Smoke president Ahron 
Iiichtman said Thursday. His 
Cincinnati-based group is a co- 
alition of anti-smoking organiza- 
tions. 
"It's the only consumer item 
in America that is ingested by 
humans (whereI we really don't 
even know the chemicals, the 
additives. Nobody really knows 
the ingredients," Leichtman 
said. 
"They say it's a proprietary 
"It's the only consumer item in America 
that is ingested by humans (where) we 
don't even know the chemicals, the 
additives. Nobody really knows the 
ingredients." 
-Ahron Leichtman, Citizens Against Tobacco 
Smoke 
secret ... We feel very strongly 
that the FDA should regulate 
it." 
The National Cancer Advisory 
Board, which held a series of 
public hearings on cancer pre- 
vention, also recommended that 
smoking be banned on all air- 
lines and other public transpor- 
tation and in the workplace, pub- 
lic buildings and schools. The 
board said its recommendations 
could help create a tobacco-free 
society by the year 2000. 
Leichtman's   group,   which 
also wants to rid society of 
tobacco by 2000, has lobbied a 
smoking ban on all commercial 
airline flights. 
Federal law now bans smok- 
ing on all domestic commercial 
flights of less than two hours. 
The board also urged that 
smokeless tobacco be banned in 
schools. The panel urged profes- 
sional and athletic organizations 
to campaign against the use of 
smokeless tobacco. 
The   Tobacco   Institute,   a 
Washington-based trade asso- 
ciation of cigarette manufac- 
turers, criticized the board's 
recommendations as an attempt 
to prohibit tobacco. Institute 
spokesman Gary Miller said 
tobacco "already is one of the 
most regulated substances in 
America." 
Leichtman said he thinks that 
FDA regulation of tobacco 
would help increase public pres- 
sure to reduce or eliminate 
smoking nationwide, 
"We endorse the findings and 
recommendations of the report, 
and call upon the U.S. Congress 
to take a comprehensive ap- 
proach to the regulation of 
tobacco products, which in- 
cludes testing, restrictions on 
advertising and promotion, re- 
strictions on the sale of tobacco 
products to minors, and public 
disclosures and labeling of the 
additives contained in and the 
constituents of tobacco smoke," 
leichtman said. 
Dictionary  
Continued from page 5. 
A student originally informed 
People for Racial Justice that 
the word "nigger" existed in the 
dictionary, Brooks said. 
As a result, a coalition of all 
minority organizations will be 
formed to determine what 
course of action needs to be tak- 
en in order to remove the dic- 
tionary from University book- 
shelves, he said. 
Donna Nelson, director of the 
General Student Writing pro- 
gram in English, said the People 
for Racial Justice Committee in- 
formed her of their complaints 
in December. 
She said her department has 
appointed an ad hoc committee 
which will investigate the 
group's complaints. 
"As of right now, there has 
been no decision made as to 
what (the English department) 
will   do "she said. 
Poetry  
Continued from page 5. 
story In The Wild West. 
The program generates inter- 
est among students, he said. 
"Students seem to be excited 
about it, which creates a grow- 
ing knowledge of writing," he 
said. 
According to O'Connor, the 
program is culturally enriching. 
"People can learn a great deal 
and be entertained at the same 
time — that is the positive as- 
Eect of a program such as this," 
e said. 
The schedule for the semester 
includes Carl Thayler, Feb. 10; 
John Calderazzo. Feb. 17; Scott 
Cairns, Feb. 23; Bill Tremblay, 
March 7; Ted Enslin, March 10 
and Dara Wier, April 3. 
Enslin  
: : Continued from page 5. 
my life and it means everything 
to me. I think it is a basic human 
need and it is a part of the lives 
of all of us," he said. 
The composition of music and 
poetry are similar because the 
artist bases his work on his emo- 
tional reaction to the environ- 
ment, he said. 
"Poetry needs to have a per- 
formance like music where the 
reader not only has to listen to 
the poem, but really listen to it 
to get its real meaning," Enslin 
said. 
He said he started writing poe- 
try when he was 9 years old and 
became interested in music 
compostion at age 11. 
Although Enslin decided to 
concentrate on writing, he said 
the discipline he learned 
through music helped him im- 
prove as a poet. 
Enslin will discuss the simi- 
larities between composing mu- 
FREE CATALOG 
of Government Books 
Send for your copy today' 
Free Catalog 
Bo  ClHIl 
Wtuluntton IX   2001 • 
sic and poetry as the guesi 
speaker on the "University 
Forum," which will air Tuesday 
on WBGU-TV, Channel 27, Bowl- 
ing Green and WNWO-TV, 
Channel 24, Toledo. 
Enslin is spending the semes- 
ter at the University teaching 25 
graduate students in a creative 
writing course as well as con- 
ducting a workshop on the sub- 
ject. 
"The response from the stu- 
dents has been very good; I get a 
sense of warmth from them and 
I hope they enjoy it (poetry) as 
much as I do," tie said. 
Born outside Philadelphia, 
Enslin said he has spent most of 
his life in Maine where he lives 
with his wife and son. 
McCord said that Enslin is the 
fourth writer to be honored by 
this award. He said the depart- 
ment honors both styles of fic- 
tion and poetry writing by alter- 
nating the yearly award presen- 
tation between the two. 
—CHARLESTOWN- 
APARTMENTS 
MID AM MANOR 
Choose from choice apartments within 
walking distance to campus Summer 
1989 and 1989-90 school year. 
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or 
unfurnished, gas heat & water included, 
air conditioning 
Resident Manager, 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
B.G. TAXI 
352-0796 
/■■WlV^W.V^AV^.V.VA-.V.-.W.VAW^ 
Distinguished Service Awards 
The Distinguished Service Award Committee seeks self nominations and 
facutly/administrative nominations of seniors and graduate students who have 
given distinguished service to Bowling Green State University. 
To be eligible to receive consideration for a Distinguished Service Award, a 
senior or graduate student must have demonstrated outstanding service 
contributions to BGSU through one or more areas of University service 
(college and/or department activites, student government, student activities, 
Greek Life, athletics, etc.) 
Seniors graduating in the 1988-89 academic year (Winter commencement, 
1988; Spring and Summer commencements, 1989) and graduate students 
who would like to be considered for a Distinguished Service Award and 
those faculty/adminstrative staff who would like to submit nominations, may 
obtain an application form at 305 Student Services Building or by calling 
372-2147.   THE ABSOLUTE DEADLINE FOR ALL NOMINATIONS IS 5 
P.M. FRIDAY MARCH 17, 1989. 
ROSES ARE SWEET 
CHOCOLATE IS TOO 
BUT HAS THE 
VALENTINES GIFT 
FOR YOU... 
Buy your 
balloons 
in the 
Union Foyer 
on 
Monday Feb 13 
or 
Tuesday Feb 14 
from 
10:30-3:30 $2.00 
- for heart shaped helium balloons 
$3.00 
• lor a bouquet 
Make 
Valentines 
Day 
'89 
a special day 
for that 
extra special 
person 
in 
your life 
HEART SHAPED HELIUM BALLOONS 
Jill  + Slu 
Jodi + Rob 
Chris + Tomm> 
Tcrri + Chris 
Darla + Butch 
Lisa + Jim 
kalh>  + Rob 
M. ridv   +  Todd 
Krisse +  Nick 
Penny . MiMi. K.IIIII & Co. 
Ilralhcr + Some handsumc man 
Jill + Eric 
Shannon + Ken 
Heather +  Bradley 
Karen + Dave 
(irelchen + Mike 
Ellen -t- (hip 
Tiffany  + Paul 
F.rika  + Jamie 
Jane + Brian 
Anne + Brian 
l.ori  + Who Knows 
C'andice + Chris 
Cindy + Mike 
Julie +  Ron 
Mikki  -i-  Whomever "ill go 
Brigetle + Tom 
Lisa + Kevin 
Klena + Mark 
Jane + Joe 
Deanna  + Sam 
Jill +  Frank 
Slephanie + Eugene's brother 
Maribelh -<- Patrick 
Kim -i- Mike 
Lisa + Gregg 
Megan +  A boy 
Tracy  + John 
Lisa + Doug 
Lisa + Drew 
Amy   + Tim 
Schelly   +  Lance 
Jo + Kevin 
Jill * T.J 
Kristen  +  Jeff 
Kelly + Davis 
Terri + Pete 
Missy  + Brent 
Heather + Eric 
Anissa + Tim 
Emily + Cliff 
Kim + Jim 
Mary  + Phil 
Joanne ♦ Tom 
Maureen + Tom 
Laura + Chris 
Shannon  +  Adam 
Karen  +  Bruce 
Missi  + David 
Lancy + Rick 
Peggy + The most handsome man Angie + Mike 
Sheri + C'raig 
Trina + Scoll 
Pam + Moe 
The Southern Belles 
Missy  + Jim 
Melissa  + God Only Knows 
Laurie + Another handsome man Lisa + Nick 
Tricia  +  Ron 
Wendy + Scotl 
Beth + Andy 
Kelly + Jjm 
Joy  + Jim 
Jill + Todd 
Chris + Chris 
tricia +  Dave 
Su*i + Drew 
Emily  + Massood 
Traci + Joe 
Jennifer  •  Charlie Sheen man 
Cyndi + Max 
Christie + Eric 
Heidi + Brent 
Laura + Scolt 
Michelle + Rick 
Missy + Ralph 
Jessica + Dave 
Lisa + Dennis 
Maria + Kurt 
Stephanie + A boy 
Carla + John 
Jennifer + Hoss 
Beth + Eugene 
Madalyn + Bea 
Jeannie +  Kurt 
Kim -•- Dave 
Jodi + Ted 
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Tankers seek momentum 
by Mike Drabenstott 
sports reporter 
The Ball State swim team 
could take one of two forms this 
weekend in the eyes of the Bowl- 
ingGreen swimmers. 
They could act as a catapult 
should the Falcon teams win, 
propelling the men and women 
into the Mid-American Confer- 
ence Championships riding a 
wave of momentum. 
Or the Cardinals could be a 
harness should BG emerge on 
the short end of the score, tem- 
porarily hindering BG's quest 
tor one of the top spots at the 
MAC finale (Feb. 23-25 women, 
Mar. 2-4 men). 
The Falcon tankers will dis- 
cover which role the Cardinals 
will assume Saturday as they 
travel to Muncie, Ind. to battle 
Ball State in a dual meet begin- 
ning at 11a.m. 
For BG, head coach Brian 
Gordon's thinking typifies the 
challenge for his men in the 
meet. 
"The Ball State men have a 
great team," Gordon said. 
"They have lost only one confer- 
ence meet (to MAC perennial 
power EMU) this season. 
•'This is the team we will have 
to beat to be second (to EMU) at 
the MAC Tournament." 
The Cardinals are powered by 
senior Winnand Willigers, who 
was last season's MAC cham- 
pion in the 200-yard individual 
medley, and the 100- and 200 
freestyle events. Though his 
name may cause a few chuckles 
because of its tongue-tingling 
qualities, there is certainly noth- 
ing humorous in regard to his 
talent. 
"(He) is the best all-around 
male swimmer in the MAC," 
Gordon said. "He holds one of 
the top ten times in every single 
event in the conference. 
Gordon said Willigers' ver- 
satility will cause BG problems 
in scheduling their swimmers 
for each event. 
"We don't know where they 
will put him, so we don't know 
who he will be swimming 
against and how to set our lineup 
when he swims," Gordon said. 
The BSU women have im- 
proved since last year, but have 
not reached the level of Bowling 
Green. Still, Gordon warned of a 
possible upset should the BG 
women fail to swim with inten- 
sity. 
"If we swim like we are capa- 
ble of, we will win," said Gor- 
don. "I want to avoid mistakes 
early in the meet on the road. I 
don't want to be in the position to 
play catch-up." 
Another incentive exists for 
both Falcon teams, this one in 
the form of season won-lost re- 
cords. 
A men's team win will mark 
only the second time since the 
1966-67 season that they have 
reached   the   eight-victory 
Blateau. They had nine wins in 
le 1979-80 campaign. 
The women have a similar op- 
portunity, in that a victory will 
match last season's total of eight 
wins. 
In either case, BG would like 
to end the 1988-89 schedule on a 
positive note while giving the 
swimmers one final chance to 
assess their progress. 
"A win over Ball State would 
be a nice way for our swimmers 
to close out the regular season," 
Gordon said. 
Falcons face home-ice test 
If this were a horse race, the 
Bowling Green hockey team 
would be three back and coming 
on. 
As the stretch run to the Cen- 
tral Collegiate Hockey Associa- 
tion playoffs begins, the Fal- 
cons, unbeaten in their last five 
games, find themselves in fifth 
place, two points out of the final 
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SUMMER AND FALL 
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE 
521 E. MERRY 
720 SECOND 
707-711 THIRD 
715-719 THIRD 
723-727 THIRD 
402 HIGH ST. 
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE 
649 SIXTH 
831 SEVENTH 
839 SEVENTH 
854 EIGHTH 
FOREST APARTMENTS 
-853 NAPOLEON 
-751   HIGH 
-849 NAPOLEON 
-851 NAPOLEON 
319 E. WOOSTER 
724 S. COLLEGE 
• 2 BR furnished 
• I BR furnished 
• 1 BR furnished 
or unfurnished 
• 2 BR unfurnished 
summer only 
• 1 BR furnished 
or unfurnished 
• 2 BR furnished 
• 2 BR furnished 
• 1 BR unfurnished 
• 1 BR unfurnished 
• 2 BR furnished or 
unfurnished. Grad 
student housing 
• 1 BR furnished 
• 2 BR   unfurnished 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
OFFICE AT 319 E. WOOSTER 
OFFICE HOURS 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
354-2260 OR 353-3850 
home-playoff spot. 
"Realistically, if we're going 
to finish in the top four and get 
home-ice we're going to have to 
probably win all four of our 
(remaining league) games," BG 
head coach Jerry York said. 
The Falcons will be presented 
with the home-ice challenge to- 
night, as John Perpich brings 
his Ferris State squad into the 
BG Ice Arena to do battle with 
BG at 7:30. 
The Bulldogs have arrived 
bruised and bandaged, as two of 
their top scorers are sidelined 
with injuries. 
Senior Andy Black (knee) is 
out until next week, while last 
year's CCHA Rookie of the 
Year, John dePourcq (shoulder) 
is out the remainder of the 
season. 
But, FSU took two from BG 
earlier this season, 6-4, 7-5, at 
Ewigleben Ice Arena in Big 
Rapids, Mich., and have a 
powerful offensive attack led by 
senior Rod Schluter. He leads 
the Bulldogs with 22 goals and 40 
points. 
"Ferris has an outstanding 
center in Rod Schulter," York 
said. "He's really dangerous, 
especially on the open ice." 
i   See Hockey, page 10. 
valentine's Da>"* fc.'f fc   Valentine's LM 
Sweets or Flowers? 
Why not both? 
Order your personalized 
ice cream pie 
and receive a free carnation. 
Order by Feb. IO at the Union Soda 
Shoppe or call 372-2641 S7.SO cash or 
coupons 
or order The Sweetheart Special. 
S3.50 for a Heart-Shaped ice cream 
pie for 2. 
v 
14 
u 
e 
e v 
3 
> 
Valentine's Day »    j»  qf   fr valentine's Day 
GREENBRIAR, Inc 
is now renting for fall 1989 
Columbia Court Apartments - 3 Bedroom, 
Furnished   Apartments 
522 E. Merry Avenue - Apt. 25 
2 Bedroom, Furnished Apartments 
Frazee Avenue Apartments - 2 bedroom 
Furnished Apartments 
Theta Chi House - 3 Bedroom, Furnished 
Apartments 
204 S. Summit Street - 3 Bedroom, 
Furnished House 
Call 352-0717     224  E.  Wooster 
Cagers set for 
road challenge 
by Amy Cole 
sports reporter 
Winning for the Bowling 
Green women's basketball 
team has become common- 
place in the past few weeks, 
especially 
when   they 
El a y    at 
MM. 
But as 
they leave 
the confines 
of Anderson 
Arena, 
chalking up 
wins has not 
been as Motycka 
easy. 
Of the Falcons' three los- 
ses, two have been on the 
road and of their eight away 
victories, two have been 
within one point and one was 
within six. 
The Falcons, 17-3 overall 
and 9-0 in the Mid-American 
Conference, will be looking to 
extend their 10 game winning 
streak as they take on Ball 
State Saturday at noon in 
Muncie, Ind. BG holds a 12-4 
edge in the series, but all of 
the Cardinals' wins have 
come on their home court. 
"They play pretty well," 
BG head coach Fran Voll 
said. "They did a nice job of 
driving to the basket the last 
time we played. 
"At 8-11 overall and 4-6 in 
the MAC, they could still 
make moves as far as the 
MAC is concerned — espe- 
cially playing at home." 
BG will also be facing a 
team which kept them within 
one point at intermission 
when the teams battled ear- 
lier in the season. Sopho- 
mores Julie Lozier and Kelli 
Hipsher and junior Jenny 
Eckert all scored in double 
figures in the Cardinals 92-78 
loss. 
Lozier, a S-foot-1-inch for- 
ward, leads BSU in scoring 
and ranks sixth in the 
MAC with 16.2 points per 
contest and grabs an eighth 
ranked 7.7 rebounds a game. 
Eckert, a 5-foot-7-inch 
guard, follows close behind 
Lozier with an 11th ranked 
14.5 points per game and 3.7 
rebounds per game. 
The Falcons are led by 
Jackie Motycka once again. 
The 6-foot senior forward 
missed two full games with a 
foot injury, but came back 
and scored 14 points and 
grabbed nine rebounds 
against Kent State Wednes- 
day night. 
Offensively, senior Megan 
McGuire and junior Angie 
Bonner will be present to aid 
Motycka. Both McGuire and 
Bonner contribute to the Fal- 
cons' second-ranked MAC 
offense by averaging in 
double figures, 13.3 and 13.4, 
respectively. 
"The biggest thing for us, is 
to be alert with our mat- 
chups," Voll said of the Fal- 
cons man-to-man defense. 
"We have a very good tran- 
sition game and that makes a 
big difference." 
FALCON NOTES:Falcon 
point guard Paulette Back- 
strom moved into third place 
in the MAC in career assists 
with 479 while Motycka needs 
only 82 points to become the 
second woman in MAC his- 
tory to reach over 2,000 
points. 
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Fraternity Ed. Asst. 
Julie Pecano 
Julie Gilles 
Sherry Balinski 
Rush Asst. 
Eva Cox 
Laura Green 
Denise Zappola 
Social Asst. 
Melissa Dunn 
Alcohol Awareness Rep. 
Dawn Menno 
Treasurer Asst. 
Heather Sex ten 
Publicity Asst. 
Corresponding Sec. Asst. 
Lori Ehrenfried 
Marie Applin 
Activities Asst. 
Alumni Chairman Michelle Gentner 
Caroline Roser House Sales Chairman 
House Asst. Valerie Wonnacotl 
Shelly Nix Sunshine Chairman 
Allurism Assl. Stephanie Andrews 
Sharon Russell Jr.Panhel Representative 
Laura MacVicar 
* 
s 
Intramural Representative ,3 
Shelley Vigneau 
104S N. MAIN 
BOWLING GREEN 
fllarccVs Pizza 
It's Marco's Pizza Time 
WSff   353-0044 
--------- VALUABLE COUPON- ---- — -- — . 
2 (10") PIZZAS WITH CHEESE & 1 ITEM 
A      $ 'IPBWJ
n   I mofco's Pino I 
5 
Your Choice 
Pan Pizza or Original Round 
M.60 
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA 
CONGRATULATES OUR 1989 OFFICERS 
PRESIDENT • LYNNE DRESSEL 
1ST VICE PRESIDENT • BONNIE ROBERTSON 
2ND VICE PRESIDENT • LAURA SHOCK 
RECORDING SECRETARY • KIM POLEMSKY 
CORRESPONDING SECRETARY • LAURA JONES 
TREASURER • SHERRY BAYLIFF 
REGISTRAR • SUE RAMSETH 
MARSHALL* BELINDA STITT 
FRATERNITY EDUCATION • MELINDA MESSBARGER 
HOUSE CHAIR • KATHERINE GARVER 
MEMBERSHIP • KIM COTTER 
JR  PANHELLENIC • ANNE CARLETON 
SR. PANHELLENIC • JULIE THOMAS 
PLEDGE CHAIR • CELIA BURDEN 
PUBLIC RELATIONS • KATHERINE SP1LLER 
SCHOLARSHIP CHAIR • SALLY COLLINS 
SOCIAL CHAIR • KIM MARKUSIC 
PHILANTHROPY CHAIR • LESLIE POLLOCK 
ASSISTANT TREASURER • CHERYL HASSAY 
ASSISTANT MARSHALL • AMY VAN WINKLE 
ASSISTANT PLEDGE • JENNY STRUTHERS 
ASSISTANT MEMBERSHIP • CARLA CASEY 
ASSISTANT SOCIAL • MOLLY WILLIAMS 
ALTERNATE PANHELLENIC • CLARIE MAYS 
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CCHA STANDINGS 
TEAM! overall |                                  m            L 
1. Michigan Suite I26-&-11                     M           4 
2- Michigan (17-11-41                           1$           9 
3  Lake Superior 11 W)-5i                      14           7 
4. Illinois-Chicago 117-104)                     14             9 
5. Bowling Green 120-13-1 j                       14            13 
6. Ferns Slate'12-16-41                          9          16 
I- Western Michigan 110-17-6)                 7          13 
8. Ohio State f 9-20-3)                                  7            16 
9. Miami (9-23-0)                                  6          20 
T 
1 
4 
5 
3 
1 
3 
6 
3 
0 
PTS 
43 
34 
33 
31 
29 
21 
20 
17 
12 
TONIGHT AND SATURDAY 
Ferris State                               at     Bowling Green 
Miami                                   at    Michigan State 
Illinois-Chicago                      at    Western Michigan 
Lake Superior                        at    Ohio State 
Michigan 1 Sat. 1                      at    Notre Dame 
MAC MEN'S STANDINGS 
TEAM 1 overall)                   W 
1 Ball State U9-2)                8 
2. Toledo (13-9)                    7 
3. Kent State (13-8))             6 
4. Eastern Michigan (11-6)   S 
S.Miami (9-10)                    5 
6. Central Michigan (10-11)   4 
7. Western Michigan (9-11)   4 
8. Ohio (9-11)                           3 
9 Bowling Green (8-12)          2 
L 
2 
2 
4 
5 
5 ( 
6 
7 
7 
Saturday's Games - 
1    Bowling Green                        at    Ball State 
Toledo                                    at    Kent State 
Central Michigan                    at    Miami 
Ohio                                       at    Western Michigan 
Youngstown State                   at    Eastern Michigan 
MAC WOMEN'S STANDINGS 
TEAM! overall 1 
1. Bowling Green (17-3) 
2. Toledo (16-4) 
3. Miami (15-6) 
4. Central Michigan (9-12) 
5. Ball State 18-H. 
6. Western Michigan (9-11) 
7. Ohio (6-14) 
8. Eastern Michigan (5-15) 
9. Kent State (6-15) 
W 
t 
8 
7 
5 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
L 
0 
1 
3 
5 
6 
6 
7 
8 
8 
Saturday's Games 
Bowling Green                        at    Ball State 
Ohio                                       at    Western Michigan 
Central Michigan                    at    Miami 
Toledo                                    at    Kent State 
Youngstown State                    at    Eastern Michigan 
leers face must win situation 
Commentary 
by Don Hensley 
assistant sports editor 
Trying to figure out the Cen- 
tral Collegiate Hockey Associa- 
tion playoff picture is like trying 
to figure out a way to balance 
the national budget. 
With only three weeks left in 
the CCHA, the picture is begin- 
ning to clear, but only slightly. 
with last Friday's victory 
against last-place Miami, the 
Bowling Green hockey team 
clinched a playoff berth, mean- 
ing that it will be one of the eight 
teams to compete in the tour- 
nament. 
But BG wants more. Not since 
the 1980-81 season have the Fal- 
cons been on the road for the 
first-round of the league playoffs 
and if the season were over to- 
day they would find themselves 
in Chicago, playing the Flames. 
But such is not the case. There 
are still three weeks left in 
which   there   promises  to  be 
filenty of jockeying for those 
inal three home ice playoff 
spots (Michigan State has 
already clinched home ice). 
Here's the scenario — it may 
best be suited for viewing on the 
John Madden chalkboard 
BG currently finds itself in 
fifth place with a 14-13-1 record 
in the league which is good for 29 
points. Although they are not in 
the top four now, there is ample 
opportunity for them to move 
into these elite spots. 
At this point, BG can catch 
everyone ahead of them except 
MSU, who has all but clinched 
the league title with 43 points. 
Fourth-place UIC is currently 
the closest team to the Falcons 
with 31 points, while it trails 
third-place Lake Superior (33) 
and Michigan (34). 
Simply put, the Falcons must 
win the rest of their games 
(Ferris State and UIC) to even 
have a hope of playing in BG 
::2:¥:S:¥:*:::S£^^ 
$ ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '89 W'TH S 
Help bring the world together. 
1 Phone  352-9378 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
835 High St  - Rental Office 
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa 
900-4:30 
Housing Openings for Summer & Fall 
9 mo.-12 mo. Leases 
Monday-Friday 
Features 
2 1 M-ririK»m    i '.. baths 
1 umishffl    wall to wall < arpeilng 
Extra large i losets    Hnen « tosei 
< uis heat and rooking 
Laundry areas In eat h building 
Patio area    MNIK available 
St it ir 11 I 1 < 1111 ill" IIU-I ! Illlriior 
I 
FOX RUN HOUSING UNITS 
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR 
PIEDMONT APTS. 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE 660 SIXTH ST. 
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN 
6TH AND 7TH 
RAILVTEW MINI - WAREHOUSE 
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT 
All residents will have membership privileges 
to Cherrywood Health Spa 
Complete facilities for men and women 
• Hydro - Spa Whirlpool 
• Metro Sauna 
• Complete Exercise Equipment 
• Indoor Heated Pool 
• New Weight Equipment 
Tanning Booth Available 
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during the first round. This is 
because they only have two 
weeks left of league play. The 
last week of the season they play 
out-of-conference foe St. Cloud 
State, who is battling to earn the 
independent berth into this 
year s National Collegiate Ath- 
letic Association tournament. 
This game is one that should 
not be overlooked by the Falcons 
because they must work hard in 
order to keep their non- 
conference record perfect (BG 
is currently 6-0 away from the 
CCHA). 
Who plays who in the final 
three weeks? 
UIC plays at Western Michi- 
gan (currently 7th), entertains 
the Falcons, and then travels to 
Ohio State (currently 8th) to 
close out the season. LSSU plays 
at Ohio State before hosting 
WMUandMSU. 
Michigan faces a home-and- 
home series with Notre Dame 
and MSU, before closing out the 
slate at Miami (currently 9th). 
By looking at the remaining 
schedule, it appears BG has the 
best chance to catch either the 
Wolverines or UIC. 
There are two reasons for the 
UM conclusion. 
First, the Wolverines will play 
their non-conference opponent 
(Notre Dame) this weekend, 
leaving the door open for the 
Falcons to pick up points on 
them. Second, UM must wind up 
the season with a home-and- 
home series against MSU, be- 
fore closing at Miami. 
The series with the Spartans 
will be a real test for the wolver- 
ines,   and   then   to   travel  to 
Miami, who may be battling for 
that last playoff spot with Ohio 
State, is a tough challenge. 
The one thing that hurts the 
Falcons is that between UM, 
LSSU, and UIC, none of them 
play each other down the 
stretch, while UIC is the only 
team BG will play out of the 
three. 
BG still somewhat controls 
its destiny with UIC, in that 
they still have to play each 
other. This may help the Fal- 
cons overtake the Flames. The 
Flames have no cake walk even 
though two of their three re- 
maining series are with two of 
the bottom three teams. Both 
the WMU and OSU trips will be 
hard fought contests considering 
that those teams will also be try- 
ing to secure a playoff spot as 
well. 
But the bottom line is simple. 
The Falcons must win the rest of 
their games and then sit back 
and hope that everything else 
falls into place. Without wins in 
their last four league games, the 
icers can pack their bags for the 
first round. 
WBGU BRINGING YOU EVERY FALCON 
HOCKEY GAME THIS SEASON 
Ferris State 
at 
^&t   Bowling Green G 
TUNE TO WBGU AT 7:25 ON 
FRI. AND SAT. NIGHT 
88.1 FM - YOUR SPORTS AUTHORITY 
CUPID SAYS HERE ARE 
7 SURE WAYS TO WIN YOUR VALENTINE'S 
THE FLOWER BASKET 
$3 95 
$8 95 
$1495 
$21 95 
A single rose & mint valentine balloon, tern & tied with a red 
nbbon 
A 4 02  heart box of candy lopped with a fresh red rose and 
mini valentine baUoon 
$12 95   Our stuffed Teddy has his arms wrapped around a bud vase 
filled with flowers 
A valentine mug of fresh flowers that say I Love You 
Our candy tar is filled with Valentine candy and topped with a 
fresh arrangement of sweetheart roses 
$26 95    A fresh heart shaped wreath frames 2 roses and an 
arrangement of carnations and daisies 
$11.95   Choose from: Puppy Love. Kitty Purriect. Prince Charming Frog 
or Kissaroo Kangaroo   Each stuffed pet is holding a bouquet of 
fresh flowers 
Open until 9:00 — 13th and 14th Visa/Mst.Card 
108 S. Main St., B.G. 352-6395 
NOW... 
What About 
The Rest Of Your Life? 
Enroll in Hills Graduate 
Training Programs 
Come join a healthy, 
growing chain ol over 
200 discount department 
stores spanning   ^^^ 
14 central and 
eastern states 
Career 
Advancement 
Program 
We look for performers 
and we give you the tools 
you'll need to perform 
well     like one of the 
most respected and 
successful training 
programs in the 
industry You'll learn everything 
from a store's general operations 
and merchandising to employee 
relations and management development 
Loss Prevention 
Management 
If you have an interest 
in law enforcement. 
consider a career 
in Loss Prevention 
*   Hills provides 
thorough shoplifter 
apprehension, 
employee training, 
internal auditing, 
front line register 
supervision and 
training in safety and 
emergency procedures 
All non-technical degrees 
are accepted Contact your 
placement office for interview 
scheduling, and we'll arrange 
a meeting with one of our 
Personnel Representatives 
We'll be on your campus March 1 & 2 
Or send your resume to: 
Executive Recruiting Dept NP 
Hills Department Stores 
3010 Green Garden Road 
Aliauippa, PA 15001 ^4 ffifc 
Training • Promoting • Growing 
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F 
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Play speaks for BG's Pippin 
by Mark Huntebrinker 
sports editor 
Lamon Pippin can undoubte- 
dly light up any crowd with an 
acrobatic fastbreak slam dunk, 
but you won't 
see Bowling 
Green's senior 
forward 
fiumping his 
ists and yell- 
ing at his 
teammates as 
he runs back 
down the floor. 
The 6-foot*   p, 
inch    co-      KK 
captain lets his consistent play 
speak for itself. 
"We can always count on La- 
mon to get 12 to 15 points a 
game," Falcon head coach Jim 
Larranaga said. "His leadership 
comes from his consistency; 
he's not an outspoken kind of 
guy." 
Pippin has been a study of 
consistency since his arrival to 
the Falcon program in the 
1985-86 season. His gradual im- 
provement is best shown by his 
scoring production. As a fresh- 
man he averaged 2.6 points per 
game and his point production 
has steadily increased each 
year. This season, the native of 
Milwaukee, Wis. is averaging 
11.8 ppg. and hauling in 4.5 re- 
bounds per contest. 
"When I came in as a fresh- 
man it was more of a learning 
year," Pippin said. "Since then, 
I've become more confident in 
my play and this year being a 
co-captain, I feel I have to set 
KAPPA SIGS 
So far this year, 
We've crashed and burned. 
We've gone to Hell, 
And we got crushed at Christmas. 
Tonight, we are going to make 
The Ultimate Sting. 
Be at Stingers at 8:00 with a date. 
good examples on and off the 
oor." 
While Pippin has taken on a 
new role of leader this season, 
he's also doing a good job in his 
old role, according to Larran- 
aga. 
"He's (Pippin) always felt 
comfortable with a supporting 
role," he said. "He's just had a 
real solid season." 
Pippin and fellow senior co- 
captain Joe Gregory are the 
only players on this year's squad 
that were recruited by John 
Weinert, Larranaga's predeces- 
sor. Although Pippin entered 
under Weinert's slow-down, half 
court offensive system, he said 
his play forms more to the up- 
tempo style of Larranaga's. 
"When the coaching change 
occurred, we started to do a lot 
of running and played more of a 
transition type of game and 
that's when I'm at my best," 
Pippin said. "The uptempo style _ 
of game with trapping defenses " 
has been for the better for my- 
self." 
Although Pippin's progress 
has been nothing but a steady 
incline as a Falcon, he said he 
has also had some highs and 
lows that stick out in his mind. 
"Beating Kentucky on their 
home floor in front of over 20,000 
people was an undescribable 
feeling," he said of BG's 56-54 
victory over the Wildcats on 
Dec. 16. 
One of the lows involves a 
Are you glad the snow is back? 
Well UAO has the thing for you . . . 
cross country skiing for the day at 
Wildwood Preserve Park in Toledo!! 
When : Sat., February 18 
Cost: $5.00 with own rental 
$11.00 includes rental 
Leaving at 9:00 am, returning before 8:00 pm 
Sign-up in the UAO office      {yinkv) 
Feb. 10 - 16 
PI BETA PHI 
Pippin trademark — the slam 
"I came to BG with the repu- 
tation of being a good lea per," 
he said. "But my freshman year 
on my first college fast break, I 
literally kicked the ball out-of- 
bounds. That let the air out of 
everybody, but once I got my 
first dunk I forgot all about it." 
But Pippin is presently con- 
cerned with future of the Fal- 
cons, which includes getting 
things going in a positive direc- 
tion in time for U\e season end- 
ing Mid-American Conference 
Tournament. 
"In the remaining seven 
games our goal is to play those 
games as hard as we can to get 
emotionally ready for tne 
(MAC) tournament," he said. 
"It's do or die right now for us. 
Our goal is to come together 
right now." 
Although Pippin and his 
teammates are concerned about 
getting things turned around 
right now, the senior is staring 
at something that every college 
athlete must face eventually — 
the end of his college playing ca- 
"Something that will stick out 
in my mind when I look back is 
the guys on the team, and the 
things we've been through and 
the Tun times we've had," he 
said. "Since my freshman year 
I've grown up and learned a lot. 
I hope I've had as good as in- 
fluence on them as they've had 
on me." 
BG News/John Potter 
BG's Lamon Pippin leans in for a shot against Kent State's Jim Manga 
pora during a recent game. Pippin, a co-captain, helps supply the leader- 
ship on the floor for the Falcons. 
Hockey  
! . Continued from page 8. 
Schulter is followed by senior 
Dean Cowling (12-22-34), de- 
Pourcq (9-19-28), and junior Bill 
Thomas (8-17-25). 
The Bulldogs' weakness is on 
defense as they have allowed 128 
goals in CCHA play, second to 
hio State (134) in goals given 
up. BG has allowed 117. 
Senior captain Randy Robert- 
son leads the Bulldogs in back- 
line production, 5-12-17. 
Junior Mike Williams and 
sophomore Marc Felicio split 
action between the pipes. Wil- 
liams has seen action in 19 
games and posts a 6-9-3 record 
and a 3.39 goals against aver- 
age, while Felicio (16 games) 
holds a 6-7-1 mark and a 5.03 
gaa. 
But the Falcons have weapons 
of their own led by senior co- 
captain Greg Parks. 
Parks is the number-two 
scorer in the CCHA and in the 
league's overall race. He has 
netted 20 goals and 27 assists for 
47 points in conference play and 
is 26-32-58 overall. 
Parks is followed in overall 
points by a duo of juniors in Nel- 
son Emerson (19-32-51), and Joe Quinn (15-16-31). 
Defensively, BG is anchored 
by senior co-captain Alan Lig- 
gett and senior Thad Rusiecki. 
Petitions for USG President, 
Vice President and twelve 
At-Large Representatives 
for 1989-90 are available in 
405 Student Services 
thru February 16. 
efypurtu SluHfH  GoyrfxTtfit 
Offensive threats from the de- 
fense come from junior Kevin 
Dahl (7-20-27) and sophomore 
Rob Blake (7-17-24). 
The goaltending chores will be 
handled by the durable Paul 
Council. The junior, who has 
started 29 games, boasts a 
16-11-1 record and a 3.62 gaa. 
Connell has a capable backup in 
John Burke, who has a 4-2 re- 
cord and a 4.11 gaa. 
The BG defense appears to be 
solid as they allowed three goals 
or less in 12 of the their last 17 
games. The key for the Falcons 
will be to put the puck in the 
Bulldognet. 
And BG's leading scorer said 
he would like to see his sauad 
make amends for what hap- 
pened at Big Rapids on Dec. 2-3. 
"Those two losses that we suf- 
fered the first half of the season 
were were pretty tough for us," 
Parks said. "That was a critical 
time, and I think we're going to 
be fired-up to try and avenge 
those losses." 
Magic out 
INGLE WOOD, Calif. (AP) - 
It was vintage Magic Johnson, a 
weaving drive through traffic 
resulting in a layup and two 
Joints   for   the   Los   Angeles 
takers. 
A work of art, until Johnson 
touched down and landed with a 
torn hamstring. 
Johnson's injury was diag- 
nosed as a partial tear of the left 
hamstring. Team physician Dr. 
Robert Kerlan estimated that 
Johnson will be sidelined from 
seven to 10 days. 
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HEART '- - .»*&£ 
SOCIETY NATIONAL 
BANK 89 
WHAT? HEART • 2 • HEART 
WHEN? FRIDAY, FEB. 10 
5:00 P.M. • 9:00 P.M. 
WHERE? UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN 
WHO? EVERYONE! 18 YEAR OLDS 
WELCOME! 
HELP RAISE MONEY FOR HEART 
A*       A*       A*       A* A*      A*       A*       A*      A*       A*       A* 
THE BG NEWS 
' "ATTENTION ALL EDUCATION MAJORS'■ 
The Toledo Zoo w>n show you n0* i0 mteg-dte 
animals mio the classroom Monaay February 
13 al / 00 in 110 BA Sponsored by A C E 
ALL WELCOME' 
APPLY TODAY 
(or a 
CAMPUS FACT LINE 
pOSiton ne.t lad 
Open to hesnmen and sophomores 
ApplicatK>ns al Slurjenl Employment 
460 Stuoeni Services 
Attention Everyone 
Want d Job Someday17 
Learn about interviewing from Doug Ge/man m 
Boom   115 EDUCATION Mon   Feb 1 3 8 00 
Sponsored by EE SAB 
Attention BGSU Business majors-It a not too 
late to jo»n and become involved m the leading 
general business fraternity-Phi Beta Lamda 
Our next meeting writ feature M*e Sugrue ot 
Ernest ft Jubo Gallo at 8 00pm 101 BA Bldg 
Bt A CAMPUS KNOW KNOW 
WORK AT CAMPUS FACT LINE 
100 applications for positions ne«t fall 
«iii be available at 8 a m TODAY 
at Student Employment. 460 Student Serv 
Open to all Iresbmen and sophomores 
BG PRO PRSSA Meeting 
Resume Workshop 
West Hall Rm 316 
Wed Feb   1 5 al 9pm 
Al KHirnaHsm Majors Welcome 
BOB MARLEY TRIBUTE 
Reggae with the Ark band from Columbus Sat- 
urday Feb   11.NE   Commons. 9pm 
'A    carnbean    Assoc      event    with 
ECAP.GSS.TWGA PSO.APA.WSA    and    Kohl 
Hal (One Lover 
DISCOVER    EUROPE    A    EARN   6    CREDIT 
HOURS 
Summer study program w\ France Classes are 
m English Food 8 accomodahons is tree lor 4 
weeks 
INFORMATIONAL MEETING 
Mon . Feb 13 9 00 pm 
Room 3000 B A Btdg lor more INFO 
Or Chiltle3728t80of 3526012or 
George Kotteros 372 8198 or 353-6671 
E   VERY FRIDAY 
ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS 
SOUP AND SANDWICH LUNCH.S1 00 
UCF CENTER, corner of 
Thurslm and Ridge 
Tins Friday Df   Demse Hartsough   Radio-TV- 
Film, will discuss "Redefining Feminism ' 
For an me time with Reggae Music. The Carib- 
bean Association urges you to listen to Red-i 
Roots every Sat morn 6 10am on WBGU M.I 
FM. Seen?  
KAPPA DELTA PI 
Meeting on sun Feb   1 2 al 5 00pm 
Little Red School House 
Speakers   Dr   Adeka Peters and Zhongxuan Du 
on   "Education  in  the  Peoples  Repubkc  of 
China " 
Live Falcon Hockey onWBOUU.1 FM 
Fn4Satat7 25 
Ferris State at Bowhng Green 
8B.1 TM WBGU Your Sports Leader* 
Placement Services 
Professional Development Seminar 
BEYOND THE CAMPUS INTERVIEW 
The On-site Interview Process 
Monday. February 13 
7 00-8 30 pm 
Community Suite 
REGGAE! REGGAE! REGGAE' 
The ARK plays tribute to Bob Mariey 
Sat   Feb   1 1  NE Commons. 9pm • Caribbean 
Association. ECAP   TWGA   PSO   WSA   APA 
GSS. and Kohl Hall' (one love) 
University 4H Meeting 
Feb   13 8 00pm 
222 Ed 
WOMEN S RUGBY CLUB 
Jo*n the Club First organizational Meeting and 
practice Wed Feb 14 8 30 PM Epps Gym 
LOST & FOUND 
Video tape   ol   "Breaker Morant"   last 
Thors REWARD'Cal 353 307 7 
Lost Ivory Wool Coat at Howards last Thurs- 
day Keys m pocket needed Call 353 2125 
Lost One South Channel Leather Jacket at tea 
Reward Offered Call Dave 2 1389 
To the girl who has my prescription glasses that 
were lost m Downtown last Friday! 1 27)that 
ware) grven to you at an after hours that same 
night please contact Jay Rhoades at 
353-3494   Anytime - Important" 
SERVICES OFFERED 
A TO Z DATA CENTER 352-5042 
Complete Packaging Needs  UPS. Federal Ex- 
press. Typing. Resumes. FAX Copies 
Classifieds 
Center for Choice n 
Abortion. Morning After Treatment 
Free Pregnancy Test 
Proud to be Pro Choice 
16 N Huron Toledo. OH 
255-7769 
STRESSED. TENSE, or SORE?? 
Your Answer A MASSAOEII 
$ 10 Session CALL 353-4963 
TYPING SERVICES for all types ol papers 
Reasonable rates with accuracy 
Call 352-3987 Irom 8am to 9pm 
PERSONALS 
DAYTONA * DAYTONA * DAYTONA 
Is the place to be1 
For you and your posse" 
Thunderbird Htl. S119Dnve S226 Bus 
Claredon Plata f MjDnve S236 Bus 
8 days. 7 nights m the heart ol the strip 
Call Mark 353-5957 
Warren 353 4284 
$50 Deposit or Full Payment Required 
10H Discount at TO's Tanning Too 
with every sign-up (Regular S30) 
Deadline Feb 28 
Hurry Seats are go-ng fast 
• MARK SOUTHWARO ■ 
Can't wait to meet you' 
Love. 
Your Secret Valentine 
' PHI DELTA THETA * 
Michael Kunstmann 
Jeepers' 
You know I'm Psyched 
Love. Kimberly Whittington 
' CHI OMEGA ' 
* Recogni/mg Excellence * 
Submit your nominations lor 
Dr HoMiS A   Moore University Service 
Dr   William T Jerome III 
Faculty Excellence TODAY 
deadline Friday Feb 10 at 5 00 
Contact Kathy Carter 
405 Student Services 
'' DZ LISA COLE AND JULIE LANGE OZ ■ * 
It's   time   for   reflections    for   fun   night    then 
roses 
It's time to share' It's time lor initiation 
It's time tor secrets o! sislerhood 
Its time to remind you I care" 
It's time my (LITTLE DZ'l) 
No one could be prouder than me 
Congrats*   DZ love Big Beck DZ 
• ' * ALPHA PHI '' ' 
Heart-2-Haeri 
• • * ALPHA PHI " * • 
' " * ALPHA PHI * * * 
Hein-2-Hean 
• * * ALPHA PHI * * • 
* ' • ALPHA PHI ' * * 
HEART-2-HEART 
• * " ALPHA PHI • • • 
••• ALPHA PHI " ' 
HEART-2-HEART 
* • ' ALPHA PHI "" * 
• ' ' ALPHA PHI ' ' ' 
Heart-2-Hean 
• * * ALPHA PHI *' • 
•' * ALPHA PHI *" * 
HEART-2-HEART 
• ■ • ALPHA PHI • ■ • 
• ' ' ALPHA PHI ' " " 
Heart-2-Hearl 
■ ' * ALPHA PHI • * ' 
'' ' ALPHA PHI ' * ' 
Heart-2-Heart 
• " * ALPHA PHI ' ■ ' 
■ " • ALPHA PHI " • 
HEART 2-HEART 
•' ' ALPHA PHI " ' 
* ' " ALPHA PHI '' " 
HEART-2HEART 
• • * ALPHA PHI ''' 
"" LiiDaMMelcher * •• 
I'm so happy to have you as a little Delta Sigma 
Pi is an experience ol a lifetime   so gel psy- 
ched   have fun. and get ready lor some great 
times' 
Your Big Juke 
"••DARLMELCHER  
Be prepared for individual reviews and good 
luck I know you II do great' 
-Your Secret'B»g 
' •' * Tom O'Brien 
Roses are red 
Scholars are smart 
You're now 24 
Happy Birthday, ok) Fart" 
Thanks for being such a terrific friend 
Have a wonderful birthday 
Love. Kathy 
• •" Attention Freshmen" *" 
Become a University  Ambassador Applica- 
tions available at   405 Student   Services and 
Miled Alumm Center (due Ov February 15) 
•'ALPHA GAMS" 
Thanks for al your support and encouragement 
during the pageant You guys are great1 
Love. Steph 
(jfeaugaGLalfe 
Sales Department Internships at Geauga Lake 
Excellent opportunity for professional minded individual to 
gain valuable business experiences now as a Group 
Outing Coordinator for Geauga Lake's Sales Department. 
Send resume to: Geauga Lake 
1060 North Aurora Rd. 
Aurora, OH. 44202. 
Attn: Personnel Office 
••SIGMA CHI'- 
-   »* SillyGilliefNo2> 
Congratulations on your activation   You are Ihe 
Best.   I'm  so  incredibly  proud  ol  my   baby 
brother 
I love You. Kimmylno t) 
••THETACHI" 
Cupid's Revenge 
A Theta Chi will have a heart-on tor you tonight 
at Cupid s Revenge1" 
February 10   1989 
•ALPHA PHI* 
HEART-2-HEART 
Happy Hours Mock Wedding 
Friday. Feb 10 
5-9 UPTOWN 
HEART 2-HEART 
"ALPHA PHI' 
• Delta Tau Delta * 
Pat Sm.lh 
Congratulations on going active you big track 
Stud" I'm very proud Of you' Love your dirt-bag 
cafeteria-worker.hat "aired Pi Beta Phi Bud 
Christy 
•GAMMA PHI' GAMMA PHI* 
LORI TUNSTALL 
Congratulations   on   your acceptance to Law 
School 
Love in Pi Kappa Epsilon 
Your Gamma Phi Beta sisters 
1989 Spring Semester Edition of the Student 
Organizations Directory 
Now available in Ihe office ol Student Activities 
and Orientation   Room 405 Student Services 
Building Hurry while supplies last 
Alpha Sig " Mark Struhar " Alpha Sig 
Honey There Are only 3 words that can sum up 
the last 3 and 17 years and that is I LOVE 
YOU" Not only are you my Honey you are also 
my best friend I was lucky i found The man ol 
my dreams while I was awake 
I love You. K S 
ALPHA SIGMA PHI 
When Trouble comes your soul to try 
You love the brothers who just  standby' 
Perhaps there s nothing they can do. 
the thing is strictly up to you 
For they are troubles all your own. 
And pains the soul must tread alone. 
Times when love can't smooth the road 
Nor brothers lift Ihe heavy load 
But just to know you have a brother & friend 
Who win  Standby  until tne end 
Whose Sympathy through all endures 
Whose warm handclasp is dung to yours- 
It helps somehow to pull you through. 
Although there s nothing they can do 
And so with Fervent heart I cry 
God bless my brothers of Alpha Sigma Phi 
thanks for being there tor me 
In Sigdom 
OR 
ALPHA SIGS: 
PHIESTA 
PHIESTA 
PHIESTA 
IS HERE!!! 
ALPHA SIGMA PHI 
Amy Burkett - Congratulations on Receiving 6th 
Place m the Miss BGSU pageant   We are so 
Proud ot you 
Love. Your Alpha Phi Sisters 
ANCHOR SPLASH" 
ANCHOR SPLASH' 
ANNE SPAHR 
Congratulations on your lavakermg lo SHAWN 
FORTUNE Sigma Nu from Akron. Love your 
Phi Mu Sisters 
AOTT * Alpha Ormcron Pi ' AOTT 
The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi would like to 
congratulate Michelle Peters   executive direc- 
tor of the Miss BGSU pageant, tor a job well 
done We re proud of you' 
AOTT ' Alpha Omicron Pi ' AOTT 
APO ' DAVID CALDWELL ' APO 
I lovo all our pledges but you are ihe best' 
Love   Ya Your B.g 
APPLY TODAY 
tor a 
CAMPUS FACT LINE 
position next laH 
Open to freshmen and sophomores 
Applications al Student Employment 
460 Student Services 
ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 
IU repair) Delinquent la< property Reposses- 
sions Call 602 8J8-88B5 Ext GH4244 
BE A CAMPUS KNOW KNOW 
WORK AT CAMPUS FACT LINE 
100 applications lor positions next fall 
WIN be available at 8 a m TODAY 
at Student Employment. 460 Student Serv 
Open to all "ashmen and sophomores 
DRY DOCK 
SEMI-FORMAL 
FEBRUARY 10th 
DRY DOCK 
FUNK NIGHT 
FEBRUARY 11th 
BOB MARLEY TRIBUTE 
Reggae with the Ark band from Columbus Sat- 
urday Feb  11  N E Commons 9pm 
'A    carnbean    Assoc      event      with 
ECAP GSS TWGA.PSO APA WSA.and    Kohl 
Hall lOne Love) * 
Brenda Warden 
Lor. Weickert 
Beth Shrake 
Matt Plybon 
and especially 
Jackie latell 
Thank you lor all your help with Mardi Gras'You 
are al appreciated very much 
The O S E A Service Committee 
Cherry wood Hearth Spa-Tanning Booth 
10 visits lor $20- 352-9378 
CONGRATS TP THE KAPPA SIG LIP SYNC 
BAND: 
BUFFY; "AXL ROSE" BISHOP 
GRUB: "SLASH'   THE BUSH BABY 
OOMPA: "IZZY STRAOLIN'   DROSOS 
MUCK-MUCK   "DUFF McKAGAN" HARDY 
KEVIN: "STEVEN ADLER" THOMAS 
You welcomed us to the Jungle, then took us 
Down to Paradise city. Was Guns-n-Roses In 
bowling Green Last Friday' 
Congratulations to 
TONY OIETZ 
AND 
LAURIE FREDERICK 
• winners ol the OE S A • 
'beach towel raffle' 
MardiG/as 89 
CfHo(WANQ] 
Chiomegaville will be tun in many ways more 
than you can handle-even better than DAYS1' 
We'll party all mghtdrmk wo will 
This time I promise I won t get ill'IHA HA| We'll 
have a great time and I know why. Because my 
date is such an awesome guy' 
Love Sneri 
DAVE PECK 
Congratulations on being the IFC Athlete ol the 
week-Ihe Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon 
Delta Gamma Delta Gamma Delta Gamma 
Greg Eric. Brian Brett 48 J 
Friday night is drawing near 
The Delta Gamma date party is almost here 
So grab your date and don I be late 
For a time that wilt be out of sight 
C P R a Delta Gamma" Tonite" 
Peggy. Jamie. Tina. Knstm. & Cathy 
Delta Gamma Delta Gamma Delta Gamma 
DELTA PI LOWE 8 SPANKY DELTA PI 
The time has come to challenge your Faith. 
The  Light  ot  Lambda   Chi  Alpha  Eagerly 
•waits. 
The Inner Circle. That* all That's Left. 
Be prepared to join the Rest. 
You both Have been Chosen as some ot the 
Best. 
Delta Pi. 
DUKE 
Delta Sigma Pi Pledge Lii Jana 
Keep up the great work' Good luck with mdivid- 
Your Big SaHy 
Delia Zets 
Jamie Plnkerton, 
Congratulations on Initiation 
Love. 
Your Rose buddy 
Delta Zola GlNA WARCELLO Delta Zeta 
The big day s almost here' 
Get excited for initiation' 
I'll be there watching 
Can I wait to tell you Wtol am' 
Love Your Rosebuddy 
Discover Europe 8 earn 6 credit hours 
Summer Study Program in France-classes are 
m English Food 8 accommodation is free tor 
four weeks INFORMATIONAL MEETING 
Mon Feb 13. 9 00 pm Room 3000 B A 
Bldg For more info Dr Chitlle 372 8180 or 
352-6012 or George Kotteros 372-6198 or 
3536671  
Don I Forget' UNIVERSITY AMBASSADOR 
Applications Due by Wednesday1 
Don t miss Out' The Washington Center intern- 
Ship summer application deadline is Feb. 17 
Chech out this fabulous opportunity lo live and 
work m Washington DC for a semester or the 
summer Come to ihe Center tor Academic Op- 
tions. 231 Admin today at 10 30 lor more 
mlo cal 2 8202 
DRY DOCK 
SEMI-FORMAL 
FEBRUARY 10th 
DRY DOCK 
SEMI-FORMAL 
FEBRUARY 10th 
DRY DOCK 
SEMI-FORMAL 
FEBRUARY 10th 
DRY DOCK 
FUNK NIGHT 
FEBRUARY 111h 
DRY DOCK 
FUNK NIGHT 
FEBRUARY 11th 
DRY OOCK 
FUNK NIGHT 
FEBRUARYIIth 
DRY DOCK ' DRY DOCK 
February the 1 Oth DRY DOCK'S having a SEMI- 
FORMAL. Co sponsored byHOME. So put on 
your best duds and come dar.ee the night away 
NO JEANS. SWEATS. OR SHORTS PLEASE! 
then on Saturday Ihe 11 tn DRY DOCK >s having 
FUNKNIOHT So come and DANCEtothe RAP. 
DRY DOCK * DRY DOCK 
DRY DOCK'DRY DOCK 
February the 10tn DRY DOCK is having a SE- 
MI-FORMAL co sponsored by HOME So put 
on your best duds and come dance the night 
away No leans, sweats, or shorts please! 
Then on Saturday the 11 In DRY DOCK is 
having FUNK NIGHT So come and dance to the 
rap. 
DRY DOCK'DRY DOCK 
OZ GRAND LIL SCRIBES DZ 
Way logo' 
initiation is finally here 
Love ya. 
Kathy 
DZLILTPACEYLUCEKDZ 
This will be short and sweet- 
Congrats on Initiation' 
I'm proud of you Kiddo' 
Love ya- 
Kathy 
DZ LIL' SHANNON OZ 
WELL INITIATION'S FINALLY NEAR' YOU 
HAVE MADE ME THE HAPPIEST AND 
PROUDEST BIG EVER' PEACE LOVE & 
HAPPINESS 
BIG NOR IN A 
EVERY FRIDAY 
ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS 
SOUP AND SANDWICH LUNCH, $1 00 
UCF CENTER   Corner ol 
Thurstm and Ridge 
This Friday Or   Dentse Hartsough   Radio-TV 
Film, will discuss "Redefining Feminism 
FRANK 
it s great to have you as my little 
Congratulations on being Pledge President 
Good Luck Sunday I know you II do great 
Remember   Know Ihe purposelthe right One I 
Delta Sigma PI 
Suzanne 
FUNK NIGHT * DRY OOCK 
GAMMA GUCCI 
GAMMA GUCCI 
GAMMA GUCCI 
GAMMA GUCCI 
GAMMA GUCCI 
GAMMA GUCCI 
GAMMA GUCCI 
GAMMA GUCCI 
GAMMA GUCCI 
GAMMA PHI BETA 
Dawn Day 
Congratulations on Go-ng active' I'm so proud 
of yon' You re the best little' 
Love and Pi Kappa Epsilon 
Chris 
IGNewi    February TO, 1969    11 
QammaPhi Beta 
•PHIESTA' 
1989 
Gamma Phi Beta 
■PHI ESTA' 
1989 
GammaPhi Beta 
•PHIESTA' 
1989 
Get your UNIVERSITY AM6AS- 
SADORapolication at 405 Student Services or 
Mileti Alumm Centeridue by February 15) 
Gimee Gimee Gimee number seven 
a date with us babes you II think your in heaven 
Gimee Gimee Gimee number eight 
Shots kegs and a boot to snoot-we can t wstt 
G>mee Gimee Gimee number number nine 
when we got our goggles on you re Fine 
Gimee Gimee Gimee number ten you'll be wi 
sn^n Gamma Gucci would never end 
Love 
Your GAMMER DATES 
GINA LEONE 
We Love Ya1 
Congratulations on your initiation1 
Love Your Phi Mu Sisters 
Have you had your heart checked'7 
Tonight is the night Dee Gee CPR' 
HEIDI WILLHELM 
Congratulations   on   making   Delta   Sigma   Pi 
sprmg Pledge class' Good Luck individuals' 
Your B*g. Kris 
Interested in UNIVERSITY AMBAS- 
SADORS? Appfccations avertable at 405 Student 
Services and Mileti Alumm Center (due By Feb- 
ruary 15) 
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED 2-BALL 
INDOOR SOCCER-MANDATORY CLINIC 
FEBRUARY 27-5 00-7 00 pm VOLLEY 
BALL MANDATORY CLINIC-FEBRUARY 
28-5 00 8 00 pm PICK UP REFERRAL AT 
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 
Janean Ohradzansky 
"Wean" 
Happy 21st big guy' 
No more time lo be shy you ask why** 
I say - wasted Saturday danong in Downtown 
Sunday we ■ pay' 
It will be one to remember 
-Your special day1" 
LoveYa. 
Margie 
JIM 
If you're still confused 
I understand Id like 
to talk to you so give 
me a cal 
Marybeth 
JODYDIERKSHEIDE 
DELTA SIGMA PI 
This pledging semester is going to be great 
especially with such a wonderful little Uke you 
Good Luck with individuals this Sunday' 
Your Big Amy 
Legal Jo*nt S1 
During Friday Happy Hours 3-9pm 
AT BRATHAUS 
LESLIE 
THE ULTIMATE IN EXOTIC DANCING 
PARTIES 
FRATERNITY     BACHELOR     BIRTHDAY     DI- 
VORCE 
372-3937 
Lwe Falcon Hockey on WBGU 88.1 FM 
Fn&Satal 7 25 
Ferris Stale at Bowhng Green 
88.1 FM WBGU Your Sports Leader' 
MAKE VALENTINE5 DAY 
special for your sweetie 
BGNEWS 
VALENTINE HEARTS 
Your message printed ms-de a 
RE D heart border on Tues    Feb 14 
$5 50 ■ orders must be placed in person 
2' 4 West Hall 
Res 
(Laser type)' 
ume 
(Typeset type)- 
Choose a quality typeset resume from 
UniGrgphics 
211 West Hall 
372-7418 
' 11 pt  type enlarged 
NO MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED w/valid drivers license 
with this coupon 
MONDAY THRU THURSDAY FOR 
THE NEXT TWO WEEKS 
YOU CAN RENT A 
NINTENDO SYSTEM FROM 
BARNEYS FOR ONLY: 
99C 
BARNEY'S ALSO ACCEPTS 
COMPETITORS' COUPONS 
THE BG NEWS 
12    IO News    February lO, 1989 Classifieds 
Mtcheie Bruno 
Congratulations on your lavaliermg to Larry Bud 
Melman We are so Happy for You1" 
P S Gotten*"' 
NANCY BARRETT 
Congratulations   on    your    lavaliermg   to    Ed 
Schuitz. AGAIN! The second lime >s a Charm 
Have a nappy twthday 
TTF Cale 
Now that you've seen it 
Here s *nat you can do about it1 
RACISM WORKSHOP 
GwlthAIIRashadUmranl 
Monday at 7 00 
t15 Education Building 
'A Follow-up to American Pictures 
One non-smoking female wanted to share an 
E. Merry apt. with 3 easy to get along with 
girls lor 89-90 school yr. Call Pam 353-3095 
Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu 
TRACY ORAQER 
Congratulations on receiving 2nd runner-up in 
Miss BGSU   We re so proud of You' 
Love your S'Slcs 
Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu Phi Mu 
PHI SIGMA KAPPA 
The Brothers of Phi sigma Kappa Congratulate 
John Weroer ffld Jennifer York on their lava- 
liermg Good LUCK to you both' 
PHI SIGMA KAPPA 
PHI SIGMA KAPPA 
The brothers of Phi Sigma Kappa congratulate 
Todd McMaster on his recent lavahenng lo 
Laurie Belli la from Kent Stale Best ol Luck to 
(he both of you 
PHI SIGMA KAPPA 
PM, 
The Pi Phi formal is finally ne'e so raise your 
glass and give a cheer The grapefruit iuice wil 
rmc just nghl lo put us m the mood that night 
But Ihis time you« be okay 
not like you were at Pi Kapp Cale' 
love Kathy 
MASSACRED 
SWEATSHIRTS PICK UP 
Where: Math Science Bidg 
When: Fob 14 4 15 
Time: 9 3 
' You may slill purchase one at this lime' 
PI BETA PHI-DELTA TAU DELTA-CHI OMEGA 
A Pi Phi and a Chi-O were Ready They de- 
clared Down to Mark's lookm for men and drm- 
km beer 
Well the Girls were very bashful and the Delts 
were very shy 
The women asked em if they'd fo with a Chi-0 
and a Pi Ph. 
You can go if you want but you better parly right 
cause Ihe Chi-0 and the P> Pht dele parties win 
oeouita s»ght" 
Be prepared' we want back our shots' 
Drew-   Lookm   forward   to seeing   that   happy 
morning face' 
Chickie-   The absolute and sentimental couch 
are waiting 
Love your dates. 
Christy and Michelle 
Prayer Service 'o' the healing of racism. Sun- 
day. February 19, 1989. 8 PM at the United 
Christian Fellowship Chapel (corner Tnurstm 
& Ridge)   We believe m me power of prayer to 
■ ,M. Vf B ■    »l '.n   .m 
Railview Mini-Warehouse 
(al the corner ol Railroad Ave    And Lehman 
Ave )5«7-9*15 9*30 
Preferred Properties Co 
352-9378 
REGGAE! REGGAE! REGGAE! 
The ARK plays tribute to Bob Marley 
Sat Feb 11 NE Commons. 9pm 
•Caribbean Association   ECAP. TWGA   PSO 
WSA APA GSS and Kohl Hall* (oneiovei 
RESERVATIONS TO DAYTONA 
only $50 down Call Ramona af 353-7236 lor 
anappt 
SEMI-FORMAL * DRY OOCK 
SHAIRE GREEN A CARLA MATHES 
Thanks for Ihe knowledge we'd need alter col 
lege sohtares or sets the 3 C s we'll never for 
get' Jewelry Ads Galore   Now Wedding Re- 
ceptions and so much more1 
Congratulations on your Engagements' 
Love HECKLER A MACIK 
P S   You've been seen Green* Father Tom 
knows' Separate rooms or get married with the 
brooms' 
S-g Ep * Alpha Xi 
Happy 21 si Ekrthday Hampy1 
I officially owe you one dinner   a weekend get 
away with a certain Mr   B. a bottle of Cham- 
paign and a 6-Pack of candles Love You' Your 
favorite Gomer' Fuz'ie 
Petitions lor USG President.Vice President and 
twelve At-Large Representatives for 1989-90 
Avarfabie m 405 Student Services Thru Feb 16 
Qeauga^ahe 
Public Relations Internships at Geauga Lake 
Excelleni opportunity for professional 
minded individual, seeking a fuiure career 
in public relations.   Start now to develop 
your professional writing and business 
skills while interning as a Public Relations 
Representivr lor < ieauga Lake's Promotions 
Department 
Send resume to: Geauga Lake 
1060 North Aurora Rd. 
Aurora, OH. 44202. 
At in: Personnel Office 
SPRING BREAK 
NASSAU PARADISE ISLAND 
FROM S299 00 
PACKAGE INCLUDES 
ROUNDTRIP   AIR    TRANSFERS.    7   NIGHTS 
HOTLL 
BEACH   PARTIES    FREE   LUNCH.   CRUISE 
FREE 
ADMISSION    TO    NIGHTCLUBS     TAXES    & 
MORE" 
CANCUN PACKAGES ALSO AVAILABLE'I• 
ORGANIZE    SMALL    GROUP     EARN    FREE 
TRIP' 
1 600-231 0113 OR 1203) 967 3330 
STEPHANIE CRAWFORD 
Congratulations   on   winning   Ihe   1989   MiSS 
BGSU Scholarship Pageant 
The Brothers ol Sigma Phi Epsilon 
STOYKS S PIKE OF THE WEEK 
STEVE WOODS 
WERE YOUR EYES OPEN FOR THAT SHOT' 
The Sisters of Alpha Phi would like lo congratu- 
late Diana Bartholomew Lisa Cradle. Kelly 
Gray Debra Hovanec and Heather Ring on be- 
ing nominated to Who s Who among American 
College Students 
The sisters ol Chi Omega would fcke to congrat- 
ulate Jane McEtroy on her Ohio University Si- 
gma Nu Lavaliering lo Brian Mathews 
Thela Chi Tony Gildone Tneta Chi 
Congratulations on being elected president of 
Theta Chi" Im looking forward lo having a great 
time af Cupids Revenge Ihis Weekend-will you 
be my valentine'' 
I LOVE YOU • KARA 
VALENTINE 
pillowcases, cards, stickers. 
candles notecards. boxes. 
shirts, mugs etc at 
JEANS N THINGS 
Fn A Sat Open 10-5 30 
Sun   12-5 
WANTED 
All students to study in FRANCE 
'Learn in Engksh 
Earn 6 Credit Hours. Live with French Families 
Open information meeting on Monday. Feb 13 
al 9 00 pm In BUS College Room 3000 Re- 
freshments Served 
Wm a free U.A.O. trip to Daytona for 2 plus 
$100.00 Cash! You are automaticalry entered 
wilh each Tanning Package purchased before 
Feb 24 Buy as many as you w*h. use Ihem 
anytime during Spring Semesler Sign up at 
THE TANNING CENTER 2 locations down 
town-The Wash House 248 N Mam or Hair Un- 
ftrmled 143 W Wooster Call 3541559 or 
353-3281 for mlo '.our tanning professional 
Since i960 
Yo Mike and Rupes' 
lets Do it 
Studying al week. Noi a beer m our hand, when 
the weekend comes we'll gel live w our 
Honeys 
RoiUng through the Campus We saw these 
guys Ihey were something, we winked our eye 
they got into our stride, went to a party, it was 
jumping 
Introduced ourselves as M and A and we wer- 
en't lying we got it gom on baby doll and we're 
on fire 
Took us to the date party, we said your Sigma 
Alpha Epsiion's   Well be your Chi-O's if you 
know what I mean Let s do some drinking 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Date Party and Chiomega- 
vMe 
Luv M and A 
YUPPIS SPECIAL EVENTS 
Sun   Mon   Closed 
Tues    Pool Tournament 
Wed -25 cent drafts 
Thurs    Beat the CLock 
Fn . Sat   SO S 
YUPPI'S 
Rumor has it we are closed We are NOT Yup- 
pi s is si* under the same lousy management 
YUPPI'S 
Rumor has il the bar has been sokJ-FALSE 
The BG News Classified Information Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: 
KATES: 
Two csys prior to publication. 4p m 
{The BG News is not responsible tor postol service delays) 
per ad O'e 65' per line     $! 95 minimum 
- 50' c"o per ad for bold type). 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" ad< 
1" (8 line maximum)     $ 5.85 
2" (16 line maximum) $11.70 
PREPAYMENTS     >s 'equired for oil ron-univer$ity related c-usmeues and individuals. 
NOTICE: m The BG News will no' be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information    Please come to 
"?U Wes' Hall immedio'ely if 'here is on error m your ad    The BG News wili not be responsible for typo- 
graphical errors in classified ods for more than two consecutive insertions 
The BG News reserves 'he '*gh' 'o release me names o* individuals who place adver'isirg m The BG News 
The decision on whether to 'eteose mis information shall be made by tie management of The BG News    The 
purpose of this policy is to discou'oge 'he placement of advertising thot may be cruel or unnecessarily embor- 
'assmg to individuals or organisations    Cases of fraud con be prosecuted 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
NAME   (PRINT)  
ADDRESS  
PHONE*. 
SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*. 
(For billing purposes only) 
pieose P"? V vour ad ceariv EXACTLY TOW ycx. wi$n it to appear 
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type) 
Classification In which you with your od to appear: 
Cam put A, City Cventt" 
^^__ Lost and Found _ 
 Hides 
Services Offered 
^^_^^ Personals 
* Campus/City Event ads are published fre>e> ol charge for one day for o non-profit event or meeting only 
.Wanted 
.Help Wanted 
. For Sale 
. For Rent 
Dates to appear 
.. 
Total number of days to appear. 
Mall to:   (On or Off-Campus Mail) 
The BO News 
214 West Hall BGSU 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403 
(checks payable to The BG News) 
Phono:     372-2601 
GALIEBE 
Say. sayonGaiiebe 
come out and dnnk with us 
We'll get you very drunk 
and you'll blow lots of chunks 
climb up the bar stool 
And tall onto the floor 
And we H be K>Hy friends 
Forever more. more. 10-4GA'" 
Happy   BA   Day 
■ 'You Know   E P C 4 Paul 
WANTED 
1 female roommate Fall 89 Spring 90 
CALL IMMEDIATELY 
Kim 353 4160 
2S0 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed' 
Private, coed, summer camp In Pocono 
Mountains. Northeastern Pennsylvania. Lo- 
hlkan. P.O. Bo« 234BG. Kenltworth. NJ 07033 
(201)276-0565. 
Grad Student w dog seeks same to find & 
share apt House 89-90 Call Pete C 
353-7158 or co Pop Cult 
Male Roommate Needed for house Close to 
Campus      $200 00 mo      plus    utilities 
M :>ti?:'  
One female needed IMMEDIATELY to sublease 
4 man apt with 2 other girts on 2nd St Only 
$400 00 Neg Desperatel Call 353-7828 
Ride needed to Ohio University Any Weekend 
Call 353-3675 
Roommate needed immediately 5th St House 
Own room $140 00 mo plus ulil Call 
353-2125 
Wanted One nonsmoking female roommate 
needed lor summer term furnished apt all utili- 
ties paid except electric interested persons 
should call 353-5738 
Wanted Ride to Daytona 'or two for Spring 
Break 353-4056 or 372-5243 
HELP WANTED 
ACTIVITIES DIRECTORS NEEDED 
NOW INTERVIEWING for the summer of 1989' 
Need a summer ,ot'> Don't Wail til the last 
minute' Our campground. Yogi Bears Jelly-s- 
tone Camp Resort, is looking lor 2 creative. 
Outgoing persons to coordinate & direct activi- 
ties tor a family camping resort Location Aur 
ora. Ohio 5 miles from Sea World of Ohio and 
Geeuga Lake Park 'Experience preferred but 
not a must Living Facilities provided If inter- 
ested, send resume to 
JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT 
3392 SR 82 
Mantua Ohio 44255 
Area Photo processing company has position 
open lor photo lab technician Positive attitude 
A good communication skills more important 
than experience Will tram Send reply to ATTN 
Manager 1843 Tiffin Ave . Findlay. Oh 45840 
Assistant Camp Director tor Camp Courageous 
a residential summer camp for people with men- 
tal retardation, located near Toledo. OH A 
bachelor's degree m related field and-or con- 
siderable experience m camp programming >s 
required To apply, contact the Camp Director 
151 N Michtgan Suite 200 Davis BWg 
Toledo OH 43624 (419) 242 4412   EOE 
ATTENTION HIRING* Government (Oba*your 
area $1 7.840 $64,485 Call 602-838-8885 
ExtR42244 
BOSTON BECKONS 
Boston's leading nanny placement agency in- 
vites you to spend a challenging and profitable 
year with carefully screened professional lami- 
kes Complete support network awaits your ar- 
rival Round trip a>r beautiful New England 
neighborhoods-We care' Call American Au Pair 
today 1 800 262 8771 
Camp Counselors wanted for Camp Cour- 
ageous a residential summer camp for people 
with mental retardation located near Toledo 
OH To apply contact the Camp Director. 151 
N Michigan Suite 200. Davis Bldg . Toledo. 
OH 43624 (419) 242 4412 EOE 
Counselors coed camp m N E Pa. dose to 
NYC. has opening for general counselors as 
well as speciahsls for land and water sports. 
drama, rocketry computers AiC tripping. 
rope courses, etc We w* be holding on cam- 
pus interviews For info 4 appbeahon wnie G 
Lustig 60 W 86th St 15-E New York New 
York   10023 
COUNSELORS CAMP WAYNE, CO-ed ch.1 
dren's camp Northeastern Pennsylvania 
6 23-8 23 Great opportunity for personal 
growth' Specialty counselors needed tor Ten- 
nis Swim. (W S I preferred). Windsurfing Ski. 
Sal. Basketball Volleyball. Baseball Softball. 
Soccer. Gymnast'cs Aerobics. 
Nature Camping Cheerleadmg Computers. 
Wrestling Golf. Hockey. Self-Defense. Guitar. 
Bat*. Sculpture Ceramics. Painting. Printmak- 
*ig. Photography. Woodworking. Drama. Piano. 
Group Leaders (20). General. R N . Nurses 
Aide (21 ) Bookkeeper Drivers (21 ) Many 
other positions available so please call us For 
information aboul On Campus Interviews on 
Tuesday Feb 28 WOMEN call 
516-889-3217 or write 12 Allevard St. Lido 
Beach NY 11561 and MEN call 
516-599-4562 or write Box 823 Lynbrook. 
■■ ■    ' ' ■»   '  
FITNESS COUSELORS 
Partime Fulltime All Shifts 
Holiday park athletic club 
Hourly Rate plus membership 
Previous Experience Helpful, outgoing person- 
ality a must  Send Resume to P O  Box 509 
Perrysburg. 43551 
Graphics designer tor custom print & advertis- 
ing design studio Knowledge of layout keylm- 
mg design & ilustration necessary Computer 
design & typesetting experience helpful Please 
have samples of work prepared For interview 
cart 352-1748 
Help Wanted' 
Musicians wanted especially females, for studio 
recordings,    night   club    and    videos-Call 
353-4399-excelientpay 
Knickerbocker Building Services needs md-vid- 
ual with maintenance skills lor part-time work 
Pteete call 352-5822  
LIFEGUARDS 
Gel your summer |ob lined up now' Head Lile- 
guard • rate based on experience Lifeguards ad 
slvfts-4 00 hr It interested, contact 
JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT 
3392 SR 82 
Manlua. OH 44255 
(Near Sea World of Ohio) 
Live-in summer time help in private house Ba- 
bysitting & light housekeeping Call or wnle 
MOTHERS LITTLE HELPER 30574 Wood 
stream Dnve Farmington Hills. Ml 48018 Ph 
313-851 0660  
OVERSEAS JOBS $900 2000 mo Summer 
Yr round. All Countries all fields Free info 
Write UC P O Box 52-OH03 Corona Del Mar 
CA 92625 
SPOTS WANTS YOU 
Mr   Spots is hiring full and Pf   Time drivers 
Must have own car   Hourly plus Commission- 
pay Apply m Person between 2-5 Weekdays 
125E Court 
UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM June 
18 July 28 Aprecollege preparatory program 
for high school students Employment available 
as 
TUTOR">COUNSELOR Available 24 hrs daily. 
Residential. Mm soph Class Five posi- 
tions $900 salary 
iNSTRUCTORSfMath Social Studios Com- 
munications. Science. & Fine Arts) Available 
mormng hours Non-residential. Bachelor's de- 
gree required Salary based on Qualifications 
Applications, due February 27. at 301 Hayes 
He) 
FOR SALE 
*'' House For Sale By Owner ■' * 
Half-block from campus at 6 University Lane in 
one of the prettiest areas ol B G   3 bdrms    2 
lull baths stone exteno' new landscaping Call 
352 1707 lor appointment 
•RCA 20   Color TV For Sale* 
for $75 00 352 0984   DAN 
1979 2S0ZX ■ runs excellent great body con- 
dition.- New paint- Have to sell quickly • Asking 
$3600 can Nick 352-8473 
Looking for a unique 
way 
to wish your sweetie... 
Happy 
Valentine's Day? 
The BG News 
Tuesday, February 14 
DEADLINE IS TODAY! 
Feb. 10th, 4 p.m. 
Just $5.50 
orders must be placed in person 
• 214 West Hall* 
1985 RENAULT ALLIANCE 
inter,,,, look, „,„. „.,,„ j oaswllo   AC N„.. 
Mull!*, Runs great $3600 352-1172 before 
Noon o, alloi 9 00pm 
30 U.8.b,i. IBM Computer 
•HI) Monitor. K.,bo.,d. | Epson P,,nl., 
ALL BRAND NEW 
with licensed DOS progiam 
cm 354-1 asa SOON 
|0'.gr.a1d..l' 
ATTENTION GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHI 
CLESIromJioO Fo.d6 Me,cMe.. Cwvelles 
Cnevys Suiplus Buyers Gum* 
1602 838 8885 E<1 A4244 
Oynasla, 195 cm Skis Salomon Endings GC 
$60  Dynasla,   180 cm   T,,0ka 420 bind 
mgsE« Cond   SI00   1   ,oom ai,   conditions, 
$35 
MaranLr digital receive, 75 watts vac $75 
CaJ Jason 352- 7245 Iv message 
Far MB 
Solas $100 Tables $12 > Cnaus $10 Call 
353-4399 
Houses lo, 89-90 School veai Can 352 2330 
Atte, 5 00pm 
Men's   10 speed  8*e lor sale   like  new 
$75 00 0 bo Can 2 4143 (John) 
Never used Kohmoo, 7pen Set $40 00 
Velbron Camera Tripod $25 00 
3545524 
One Way plane ticket trom Detroit to ton 
Lauderdale S100 00 for moro information call 
372-4855 Ask lor Amy 
Round trip ticket Cleveland to Fort Meyers 
Florida Leaves March 21 return March 
27 $190 Can Brad 372-8086 or 353-4574 
FOR RENT 
• I Bedroom & 2 Bedroom 
turn & unlutn apartments 
' Roommates needed male lemale 
Call John Newiove Real Estate 
354-2260 
I A 2 bedroom apartmenls summer 9 month & 
12 month leases available 352-7454 
3 Subleasers needed for summer semester 
89' Four bedroom house at 1230 Wooster 
For into Call Sue 353-6338 or Val 
372 5841 
6 Bdrm Semilurmsned house 3 blks-campus 
12 mo lease avail May 15 Call 353-3855 
Apart For Rent Furnished Utilities pax) 
$100 00 mo oil Jelt 353-7238 or 
353 4810 
EFFICIENCY AVAILABLE     IMMEDIATELY 
FURNISHED NEARCAMPUS 
CLEAN    AND    OUIET      $200 00 mo     PH 
352 6816 
For Sale 74 Olds Omega 53.000 Actual m«ea 
$650 00 or best otter Call 372-4179 
Houses & Apartments • Close to Campus 
For Summer 1989 & 1989 90 school year 
1 267-3341 
Need a place to live this summer? 
We have openings in the Peace House   The 
House is kxateC across Irom campuslcorner ol 
Thurstm and Pike) Ca> 352-7534 
NEW OPENING 
1 bd'm apt   unlurn    close to downtown 
$225 mo plusuM 
Call after 6pm 354-1079 
Now leasing to> summer and tall 
PIEDMONT APARTMENTS 
Privileges lo Cherrywood Health Spa 
Preferred Properties Co   352-9378 
One bedroom apts lor grad students Available 
lor tall close to campus 287 3896 
Party room lor rent 
Preferred Properties. Co 
3529378 
Railview Mini-Warehouse 
(at   the corner ot   Railroad Ave   and Lehman 
Ave > 5*7 9*15 9.30 
Preferred Properties 
352-9378 
Small Efficiency Avail immediately 
$250 00 mo   Util   included   Prefer grad Stu- 
dent?ar  ■- »  
Small elticiency avail immediately $250 mo 
util included Prefer Grad student 287-3896 
Summer Lease Available 
Large qu>ei 2 bdrm apt Call 353 4662 before 
11  after 4 
Well maintained 2 bdrm apt3 close to campus, 
leases avail starting May or Aug 1989 Phone 
419-287 4685 850 Scott Hamilton. Excep- 
tionally nice, modern, turn laundry facilities. 
AC. Water and Sewer mcki 12 mo lease. 
$595 00 per month 234 S College-stove A 
relrtg . lower apt   $305 per month 
Yxi're 
astute enough 
to discuss the 
philosophical 
ramifications of 
Victor Frankl's 
"Existential 
Vacuum? 
And you're 
still smoking? 
Friday MT^ 
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Campus Comments 
What's your opinion of Sports Illustrated's swimsuit issue? 
Friday/John Gricshop 
Robert Heck, senior prc-med major 
from Oregon: "Personally I love it. but I 
think it is just one more thing for women 
studies majors to complain about." 
Carolyn Alic. junior journalism major 
from Marion: "I'm not really opposed to it. 
but for the type of magazine it is. it doesn t 
make sense. It s just done for men to coo 
over." 
Joe Miller, junior psychology major 
from Dayton: "I have not seen that partic- 
ular issue yet. but the swimsuit issues in 
the past have artistically showcased the 
many wonderful attributes of women. Hu- 
bba llubba." 
Amy Dafforn. junior statistics major 
from Fort Wayne, Indiana: "/ like the is- 
sue, but when I'm a mother I don t want 
my daughter posing for it." 
Local group Madhatter calls it quits 
by Deborah Gottschalk  
Madhatter, a local band that played more than 200 gigs 
at Howard's Club H. disbanded last Saturday night. 
"It's definitely the end ... finally," lead singer Ed Cratty 
said. 
According to Cratty. the current members have played 
together since Sept. 1987, but keyboard player Steve 
Feehan decided to go to Las Vegas, and the band decided 
to discontinue playing together. 
"I don't think there are any keyboard players of his sen- 
sitivity to the music and talent combination," Cratty said. 
After bass player Jeff Bumes heard about Feehan's 
move, he said this weekend's performance would be his 
last, according to Cratty. 
"I readily agreed (to quit) and so did Jeff Martin (drum- 
mer)," Cratty said. However. Feehan's move is not the sole 
reason for the break-up, he just got the ball rolling. 
"There was a lot brewing underneath. To a degree it 
was personality conflicts ... we didn't get along all that 
well." Cratty said. "As people and as friends we were grow- 
ing apart. "Jeff (Martin) and I were pushing to play Cleve- 
land, hut the drive didn't seem as appealing to go that far 
with people who drifted apart," he said. 
According to Cratty, the band members would leave 
Howard's and not see each other until the next time they 
played there. 
"We were not practicing at all and we lacked new mate- 
rial ... that had a lot to do with it," he said. 
In addition, Cratty said the band was frustrated. Calling 
Howard's an "oasis in the desert," he said it was hard to 
find different places to play where the people enjoyed the 
music and the band could earn money. 
Billy Hanway. Madhatter's lead guitarist, said when the 
band tried to take their music somewhere else it "didn't 
work out." 
"But our band is the perfect band for Howard's," he 
said. 
And at a time when the band members are going their 
different directions, Hanway will not give up hope. 
Although Cratty said he had retired, Hanway said "I'm 
holding up the flag saying if you want to play, I'll play." 
He said he feels like he just ended a personal re- 
lationship, and wants to reconcile differences and start a 
new line-up and show. 
"It was a sad day when I found out the band wanted to 
break up ... I loved playing in Madhatter... you can't build 
up a hand like that every day," he said. 
And those who were mad about Madhatter are also dis- 
appointed the band broke up. 
Andree Kinnee, assistant music director of WBCU-FM, 
said many students will be upset with Madhatter's de- 
cision. 
"They were the best band playing at Howard's ... I didn't 
realize there were any problems within the band," she 
said. 
Although the band has dissolved, its name will continue 
- at Madhatter Music Co. on 143 E. Wooster St. The 
store, owned by Cratty and Hanway, opened last July. 
"The business will be in no way affected by the decision 
of the band to stop performing," Cratty said. Although he 
said many people thought the store was owned by all 
members of the band, "there is no connection between 
the two — there never was." 
So Madhatter, named by Cratty, who wore hats because 
he was balding, and the original drummer Jimmy Havi- 
land, who collected hats, is taking its hat off to Bowling 
Creen, and saying goodbye. 
Friday fcfTt 
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'Awareness key to stopping incest* 
by Dennis J. Hocrig 
Names of victims have been changed In protect inno- 
cence. 
I.ila has a funny uncle. 
To the 20-year-old business major, her uncle's antics 
were no laughing matter. I.ila was the victim of incest. 
The abuse began when she was about four — although 
she said she cannot remember specifically — and contin- 
ued for about four or five years. Lila says she has blocked 
out the incidents for the most part. 
In fact. Lila was unsure she had been the victim of abuse 
until only recently. 
"I knew what he (her uncle) was doing wasn't right, hut 
what did I know? I was a kid." 
Lila said she considers her abuse to have been relatively 
mild. "... Winking, a lot of winking. Touching and feeling. 
Sometimes he would grab my hand and make me feel his 
balls. He would force my hand but, at least, he never did 
that to me." 
She said her sister, who is two years younger, was also 
victimized hy their uncle. 
Linda, a freshman liberal arts major, said her abuse hit 
closer to home —her father. The 17-year-old said she 
could not recall when her father began molesting her — 
but it ended when he died and Linda was nine years old. 
"It's cold. I know, but I'm glad he's dead." she said. 
Linda recounted the nights she laid in her bed. cower- 
ing under the covers, afraid that her father would visit her 
that night. 
"I would ball up under my sheets and pray that dad 
would ... stay away. My mom had to work nights, so we 
were alone a lot." 
She said her abuse sometimes involved sexual inter- 
course. 
Lila and Linda are not alone. 
Sandy McNabb of Women for Women said there are 
around 60,(KH) - 1 (M).CKM) incest cases reported each year. 
This estimate is crude, though. McNabb said that for each 
case reported, there are "many, many more" that remain 
unreported. 
McNabb said victims tend to be female. Of the reported 
cases, McNabb estimated that male victims are outnum- 
bered by a 10-to-l ratio. 
Josh Kaplan, director of Student Health Services, said 
he has not dealt with incest victims except in a medical 
capacity — that is, testing for pregnancy or venereal 
disease. However, he said there are two groups on-campus 
that provide counseling for victims. 
The psychology department. Kaplan said, operates a 
clinic, and the Counseling and Career Development 
Center, located in the Student Services building, also pro- 
vides guidance for victims of incest. 
Strictly defined, incest is "sexual intercourse between 
two persons too closely related to marry." 
Yet. McNabb said incest goes far beyond the dictionar- 
y's narrow definition. "It is a question of power." she ex- 
plained. "It's power and domination ... over one with abso- 
lutely no control." Douglas Ullman. professor of psychol- 
ogy, has dealt with and counseled victims of incest. "It is a 
more pervasive problem than most people realize. It's a 
big problem in our society." 
Ullman said incest is the most common form of child 
abuse. "It's most often someone the victim trusts and 
knows. Strangers are rare." he said. 
Incest, McNabb said, is akin to rape in that the victims 
are forced into submission. "It can be viewed as. if any- 
thing, fulfilling the wants of the adult." 
Lila agrees. "I really didn't know what was going on. My 
uncle was someone I trusted ... our families are really 
close. He was fun to be with: he seemed a lot more like my 
dad than my own dad. 
"I thought he was doing something wrong, but I really 
didn't know until I talked to my sister and found out... it 
had happened to her. too." 
Their mother only found out about the incidents when 
she discovered a letter written by Lila's sister to a friend. 
The mother asked the girls if the allegations were true; 
Lila and her sister said they were 
"Mom didn't say much, I think she was stunned. She 
probably didn't want to believe it. All she said was. 'don't 
be alone with him and don't tell your father.' That was it " 
According to Lila. her only form of therapy was "to 
block it out." 
"I just blocked it out. didn't think about it," she said. "I 
tried to ignore him and avoid him when I could." 
McNabb said that most incest victims do tend to block 
out the incidents, hoping they will just "go away." 
"It's a common thing to do. Most victims don't really 
understand or begin to connect, until later in life ... it 
-;•     ) 
Saturday, February 11 
5 p.m. 
UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN 
10th Anniversary Party 
• All You Can Eat Pizza 
• First 200 Get Free Shirts 
• Free mugs, Visors, Door Prizes for all 
$2.00 Admission 
Don't Miss Out!! 
shows up with all sorts of problems, like difficulties in re- 
lationships," McNabb explained. 
Linda said she believes her experiences have marred 
her relationships with men. 
"I don't feel like I can be close. I'm still sensitive about a 
lot of things and I think most men can't even really under- 
stand." she said. 
Although discussing the abuse is a painful and sensitive 
issue. McNabb said it is necessary for the victim. "It's only 
through talking with other victims, or a counselor or sup- 
"It's cold, I know, but I'm glad he's 
dead.'' -Linda.  
port group, that the woman can really confront her abuse 
and work through it with the right help." McNabb said. 
According to McNabb. there is an excellent support 
group for incest victims located nearby. The group is 
called "Voices" and is based in Toledo. McNabb said the 
group is highly confidential, for the victim's protection, 
and cannot be contacted by telephone. Those interested 
in the group must send a self-addressed stamped envelope 
UK Voices, P.O. Box 4435. Toledo. 43620. 
Awareness is the key to stopping incest, McNabb said. 
"The people who abuse just don't realize how sick in- 
cest is." 
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Friday/John Potter 
Bucky," a cross between a pit bull tarrlar and a Rhodesian rldgeback lion-hunting 
dog, is tha result of individuals trying to bread larger, more agressiye pit bulls. Fre- 
quently, however, the dogs prove to be more than their owners can handle. 
What is it? 
il you can identify this 
(il lire i. you could win a sis 
Hiii certificate from SamB's, 
146 N. Main. (Does not 
Include lax, gratuity, or 
,ih hoik • beverages). 
Drop your entry form In 
the box located in the Bt! 
News Kditoriul office. 214 
West Hall. 
Entries are due each 
Thursday, n p.m. The 
winning entry will !><• named 
,n thai lime ii more than one 
correct entry is received, a 
drawing will be iieid to 
determine the winner. 
Last week's winner was Julie Katoch. 
who correctly Identified the object 
as a stack of newspapers. 
lor great i(xxi and drinks 
(lowntown, it's perfectly dear 
ih,ii SamB's is the ri^in choice. 
m 
116 II MAIM • B0W1ING CRIII 
ENTRY FORM 
Na me 
Address  
Phone Number. 
What is it?  
lirturn to lid /Veu.s luiiiorial oilier. 214 West Hull. HdSir 
Employees of BGSU student Publir;itions are not eligible. 
Controversial pit bulls 
not a problem for BG 
by Kathy Fox 
Although some cities throughout the 
United States have been going through a 
pit bull scare, the problem seems far from 
Bowling Green. 
"It's more of the small town versus the 
big town," said Diana Johnson, a Bowling 
Green Animal Control officer. "Big towns 
have the crack houses and have dangerous 
dogs guarding them. BG doesn't have that 
problem." 
Kay Chapman, shelter manager of Wood 
County Humane Society, 14706 Bowling 
Green Road West, said she has never seen 
a pit bull at the shelter. 
"Actually I've never met one face to face 
and I hope I never do," she said. 
Similar public reaction to the pit bull 
scare is putting pressure on law- makers to 
get rid of the dogs. 
"A lot of cities are trying to ban them 
(pit bulls) but it's not enforced," said 
Sandy Rowland, director of the Great 
Lakes Regional Office of the Humane So- 
ciety of the United States. "There's no way 
you can ban a certain dog — it's unconsti- 
tutional." 
Rowland said state legislation and the 
media have contributed to today's pit bull 
hysteria. 
As the law stands now, pit bull owners in 
Ohio are required to pay $50,000 in liabili- 
ty insurance on their pit bull if the dog is 
defined as dangerous or vicious. Rowland 
said. 
Pit bulls are defined as vicious only after 
they have killed a person or another dog, 
or caused serious injury to a person, she 
said. 
"The dog is termed dangerous if it has 
chased or approached (a person) in a men- 
acing fashion," Rowland said. 
Although the legislation may pertain to 
all dogs, it's mostly aimed at the pit bull 
terrier, she said. 
"Legislation should be for every dog. It 
should put a burden on the owner prior to 
any incidents," she said. 
These incidents, she said, include the 
dog repeatedly trying to jump out of its 
fence or becoming overly aggressive. 
"We don't like the Ohio legislation on 
pit bulls," Rowland said. "We acknowl- 
edge that pit bulls are not the only dogs 
killing people. If the legislation doesn't 
realize that, they have not done any good." 
Pit bulls are registered in Ohio the same 
way as any other dog, Rowland said. A fee 
must be paid to obtain a license. 
"The cost (for registration) in Wood 
County is $10," she said, "but there's a 
different charge in other areas." 
There is not a higher charge for a pit 
■See pit bulls, page 11. 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
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Opportunities scarce 
for college romantics 
by Christian Thompson  
Are you frustrated because you're sur- 
rounded by "thousands'' of eligible mem- 
bers of the opposite sex. but haven't had a 
date in months? Are you tired of feeling 
like a third wheel when going out with your 
friends and their girlfriends/boyfriends? 
Does the word "LOVE" make you feel like 
throwing up? 
Commentary 
If so. you better be prepared because it 
is going to get worse —"They're here." 
Those nasty people whose only job is to 
ruin your day by asking if you think you'll 
get flowers or candy this year? Or do you 
have any romantic plans for the day? Yeah, 
I'm going to clip my toenails. Wanna 
watch? Oh. by the way, if you are totally 
lost I'm talking about Hell-For-Lonely- 
I'enple-Day. commonly called Valentine's 
Day. 
The legend states that Valentine's Day 
was started by an old saint named Valen- 
tine. This is very nice, but 1 still think the 
day still exists for one reason only. It's an- 
other Hallmark scheme to take $ 1.25 out 
of the pockets of college students who 
have to squeeze 25 cents together to buy a 
pack of peanut butter crackers out of the 
local vending machine. 
Back to the subject — college romance. 
Does it still exist? Did it ever exist? If col- 
lege is supposed to he the place to meet 
members of the opposite sex then why are 
so many people complaining? There are 
practically hundreds of reasons, but since 
you want to act like you're listening to at 
least half of your profs lecture. I'll cut it 
down to two. 
Opportunity. There are possibly two 
places to meet members of the opposite 
sex while in college — classes and bars. 
To meet someone in class is almost im- 
possible. Picture this scene. It's 9:30 a.m. 
You arrive at class after crawling out of bed 
just 10 minutes ahead of time, taking great 
care to slip into your best pair of sweats. 
With one eye open you spot someone in- 
terested glancing in your direction. Do 
you: 11 straighten out the sweatshirt you've 
worn for the past three days to try to look 
presentable or 2) close your face into the 
nearest book and go back to sleep? Good 
choice. 
The subject of bar relationships has 
been talked to death so I'll try to spare you 
another lengthy version of "who are you 
and why are you in my bed" by expressing 
my opinion with one question. How is it 
possible to meet "that special someone" if 
during "the morning after" you can't re- 
member "the night before?" Am I right? 
Communication is the second problem. 
How many times have you heard someone 
say "Dave is driving me crazy because he 
won't tell me how he feels?" or "Sue just 
told me she only wants to be friends, but 
she sure doesn't act like it." This lack of 
clear communication seems to be causing 
romantic stress. We already have enough 
stress so why do we put ourselves through 
this? Answer: college students are so used 
to pain, confusion and humiliation — 
romantic stress seems normal. 
Kor those of you who don't have these 
problems and have plans for a long roman- 
tic holiday, I have just one question for 
you. Why did you just waste 10 minutes 
reading this article? 
Oh, 1 almost forgot — Happy Valentine's 
Day. 
Help bring the world together. 
CAMPUS 
POLLYEYES 
"A Gathering Place" 
Tonight:   Live Entertainment with Jamie & Joe 
FREE CUP OF 
SOUP 
With Any Large Salad 
Chef. Taco. Veg or Turkey 
Campus Pollyeyes  Sav.- $i oo 
""$T6O"OFF" 
Any Full Price Pasta Dinner 
Campus  Pollyeyes    352-9638 
$4T6b" 
Any Small 10 Inch Pan Pizza 
With One Item 
Extra Items 70'     a $5.20 value 
Campus Pollyeyes   352-9638 
lU*t41AXJAlaAi£Afcl£li?. 
12.80 
DOUBLE PIZZA 
Two 14 Inch One Item Pi2zas 
Extra Items $1 20     A $15 60 Value 
POLLYEYES PIZZA 
440 E. Court Street 
352 9638 
_FREE_DELIVERY 
FREEPOP" 
With Any 
Large Sub. Burriro. or 
Large Salad (Chel, Veg . Taco. Turkey) 
POLLYEYES PIZZA 
440 E  Court Street 
352-9o38 
FREE DELIVERY 
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THERE'S A NEW VIDEO STORE 
IN TOWN!! 
NOW OPEN - NEW LOCATION 
CONNECTION 
• over 5,000 movies 
• convenient 7:00 p.m. returns 
• over 500 new releases 
• foreign films, travel, special interest 
• open until 11:00 p.m. weeknights- 
MIDMIGHT on weekends 
• fast computerized check-out 
• movies arranged in categories for 
fast, easy selection 
* FREE MEMBERSHIP • 
HOGRS: 
SCJN.-THURS. 10 A.M.-ll P.M. 
FRI. & SAT. 10 A.M.- MIDNIGHT 
353-6759 
1214 W. Wooster      next to Tyrrell's 
coupon 
Rent a video player and 
3 general titles for 1 day 
$6.95 
I 
| Expires 2/25 1 coupon per visit 
1 
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coupon 
3 general titles 
for 1 day 
'except new releases 
I I ■ Expires 2/25 
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The Ark highlight 
of Marley tribute 
by Brcnda Young 
When Terry Hobh started his own reg- 
gae hand in February 1988. he wanted to 
give the group a name which would define 
both his religious beliefs and the move he 
made from another band. The name he 
chose was the Ark. for it symbolized what 
reggae music attempts to do — bring peo- 
ple together. 
"Only Noah saw both the old and new 
world." Robb said. "The Ark is a new way 
to take us into a new world." 
The "new world" that the Ark's reggae 
will bring to those who attend tonight's 
Bob Marley tribute, according to Bobb. is 
a world of peace. God and love. This mes- 
sage of hope is one that must be heard, 
Bobh said. 
"Reggae must become popular — it 
must happen," he said. " Reggae brings 
people together just as cocaine pulls peo- 
ple apart. 
"Reggae is small now, but it grows more 
every day. It will be so big that it will be all 
over the radio, like the revelation," Bobb 
said. "Bob Marley was right, it must get 
big. Reggae is like a love song — you must 
listen to it." 
In the year since Bobb and his brother 
Eustace George formed the Ark. the group 
has gone through several personnel 
changes, particularly in the lead vocalist 
spot, hut the hand has not been suffering. 
Ark manager Tommi Cheuvront said At- 
lantic Records is currently considering the 
band in a record deal. She said Atlantic 
representatives have already seen the Ark 
once and are planning to take another 
listen in March when the group travels to 
Florida. 
"For Atlantic to look at reggae bands is 
a big change," Cheuvront said. "I think 
this is the first time they even thought of 
putting reggae on the label. People are re- 
ally starting to get into reggae." 
While Cheuvront and Bobb are hopeful, 
they are not going to fall apart if the deal 
does not go through. 
"I would definitely like to see it happen, 
but if is doesn't I won't be disappointed," 
Bobb said. "I have this philosophy that 
better is not best. I want it, I am working 
for it, but if what we want is not right for us 
it shouldn't and won't happen." 
Perhaps what has drawn Atlantic to the 
Ark is Bobb's music. He has written seven 
songs and is working on more whic.i will 
add to the group's present repertoire of 
roots rock and dancehall reggae, calypso 
andsoca. 
Bobb said that he never actually 'writes' 
■Sec reggae, page 11. 
Free 
Delivery 
Mark's 
Pizza Pub 
Large 2 - Item Pizza 
$6.00 
352-3551 
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THE HOUSE OF 
BLUE LEAVES 
FEB. 8th-llth, 8 p.m. 
FEB. 12th, 2 p.m. 
JOE E. BROWN THEATRE 
UNIVERSITY HALL 
ALL TICKETS — $3.00 
For Reservations, call 372-2719 
Lead guitarist Jell McKenny will perform with The Ark Saturday night 
Sunday, February 12th 
Valentine's Party 
Relief Pitcher Night 
Celebrate romance while 
winning cash, prizes, 
and much, much, more! 
19 and over 
THE FUNDRINKERY 
382-1386 
GLENBYRNE CENTER 
(CORNER Of BYRNE & GLENDAlf) 
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Lysistrata: Proof that sex sells, even in 411 B.C. 
The greatest strike of all time will hit the University when the women o( "Lysis- 
trata" go on a sex strike in the University Theatre's lively new adaptation of Aris- 
tophanes' masterpiece. 
This bawdy comedy will be presented at 8 p.m. Thursdays. Fridays and Satur- 
days (Feb. 16-18 and 23-25) in the Eva Marie Saint Theatre on the second floor 
of University Hall. 
Tickets are $4 for students and senior citizens: $6 for others. Reservations 
can be made by calling 372-2719. Tickets can also be purchased at the door 
the night of the performances. 
When the men of Athens refuse to end their war, the women decide to take 
over the peace problem by cutting their husbands off from any further sexual ac- 
tivity. Needless to say, matters quickly become serious for the men and hys- 
terically funny for the audience as the men try to persuade the women to give up 
the strike. 
Leading the Athenian women in their sex strike is Lysistrata, played by junior 
Lisa Barnett. Supported by her best friends, Kalonike (sophomore Arlene Hill), 
Myrrhine (master's student Monica Fay Anderson), and Lampito, from Sparta 
(sophomore Dana Sedensky), Lysistrata wages her own war against her husband 
Lykon (freshman G. Dean Cudworth) and Myrrhine's husband Kinesias (senior 
Michael Nobel). 
A large cast of supporting players join in the battle, including junior Andrew 
McLean as the leader of the old men and senior Amy Lyn Dunn as the leader of 
the old women. 
The University production uses an adaptation by August W. Staub with music 
and lyrics by James M. Ragland and Randy Hilding, with additional music by 
members of the cast The feeling is high-spirited, slapstick fun, but beneath it all 
is a strong social message about war, making "Lysistrata" one of the world's first 
anti-war plays. 
Director Norman Myers has assembled a fast-paced romp with the help of 
guest set designer David Guilkey from Los Angeles, costume designer Margaret 
McCubbin, and light designer Steve Boone. 
Black History Month 
A variety of activities are planned 
The celebration of Black History 
Month (February) continues over the 
course of the next two weeks with 
four major events set to take place 
The "All Rashad Umrani Racism 
Workshop" will begin at 7 p.m. Mon- 
day (Feb. 13) In 115 Education, and 
is sponsored by USG 
The workshop wiH use a subject 
group of about 20 students to serve 
as a window into the dynamics of ra- 
cism for the audience It will show the 
pain racism inflicts on blacks, but the 
focus will be on the emotional impact 
racism has on whites II is a workshop 
with emphasis on, and analysis of, 
white behavior patterns 
Detroit's foremost African cultural 
troupe, the Omowale Cultural Soci- 
ety, will present a program of tra- 
ditional West African music and 
dance at 7 p.m. Tuesday (Feb. 21) in 
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the 
Union. 
The Omowale Afrikan Drummers 
and Dancers promote, preserve and 
produce traditional African music and 
folklore using West African drums, 
dance, language, songs, acrobatics, 
artifacts and authentic colorful dress. 
Sponsored by Offenhauer Towers, 
admission to the program is free and 
open to all 
The Black Student Union will pre- 
sent a soul food dinner from 4 to 
6:30 p.m. Thursday (Feb 23) In the 
McDonald East Cafeteria. The menu 
will include, barbequed chicken and 
ribs, ham steak, macaroni and 
cheese, black eyed peas with rice, 
collard greens, yams, corn bread, 
whipped potatoes and gravy, and 
sweet potato pie. 
The second annual St Valentine's 
Day Dance, this year called "The 
Massacre II: And the Dream Lives 
On," will be held beginning at 8 p.m. 
Saturday (Feb. 25) in the Lenhart 
Grand Ballroom of the Union 
Last year's dance, "The Day We 
Killed Racism," accomplished a night 
of racial unity as more than 800 peo- 
ple attended. The organizing commit- 
tee for this year's dance hopes to 
make the event even more success- 
ful by focusing on establishing peace 
as well as racial unity Music will be 
provided by D.J Dennis Dove and will 
be a variety of styles including Rap, 
Raggae, Rock. Soul and Pop 
Film focuses on environmental concerns 
says. "'Downwind/Downstream' is a 
powerful reminder that we share a lim- 
ited environment with other humans 
and other life forms and that we will be 
ecologically and ethically accountable 
for thoughtless conduct." 
"Downwind/Downstream" is spon- 
sored by the Center for Environmental 
Programs and the Environmental Inter- 
est Group 
"Downwind/Downstream," winner 
of the Golden Gate Award at the 1988 
San Francisco International Film Fes- 
tival, will be shown at 7 p.m. Thursday 
(Feb. 16) in the Gish Film Theater. The 
program is free and open to all and will 
be followed by a question and answer 
session lead by Dr Donald Scherer, 
department of philosophy 
Narrated by Peter Coyote, "Down- 
wind/Downstream" is framed against 
the beauty and power of the Rockies, 
and documents the threats to water 
quality, sub-alpine ecosystems, and 
public health from mining operations, 
acid rain and urbanization. 
The problems "Down- 
wind/Downstream" addresses are on 
the minds of all Americans: abandoned 
toxic waste dumps, the safety of drink- 
ing water, the dangers posed by acid 
rain and air pollution, the impact of 
growing cities on wilderness areas and 
wildlife habitat. 
Fifteen thousand abondoned mines 
in the high country plus thousands of 
acres covered with waste from such 
huge operations as the Climax Molyb- 
denum mine, release a steady stream 
of toxic heavy metals into the head- 
waters of the western water supply 
These waters serve Los Angeles, 
Denver, Phoenix and El Paso 
Roderick Nash, professor of History 
and Environmental Studies, Univesity 
of California, Santa Barbara and the au- 
thor ol   [|«i Anwican-finviroruoAnt 
Fiction will be read 
A 1980 graduate of the University's 
MFA program in creative writing will re- 
turn to campus to give a reading at 
3:30 p.m. Friday (Feb  17) in 1 50A 
Jerome Library. 
John Calderazzo, an assistant 
professor of English at Colorado State 
University, will read, under the spon- 
sorship of the Creative Writing Pro- 
gram. The event is free and open to all 
Fiction by Calderazzo has appeared 
in "Carolina Quarterly." "North Ameri- 
can Review" and other journals. His 
essays and other non-fiction pieces 
have been published in dozens of 
periodicals, including "Audubon," 
"The Runner," "USA Today" and 
"Quest." 
Calderazzo recently traveled to Thai- 
land to write about tropical rain forests 
and how Buddhism is being used in 
environmental conservation He Is now 
working on a book about fr> 
wnrmg, . .v.V>V ;...,.o 
Monday     Wednesday 
February 13 
10:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. - Valentine's Balloon 
Sals 
Coat is $2 lor a helium lilted foil balloon of $3 lor 
a foil bakoon and three latex balloons Spon- 
sored by UAO Foyer. Union 
2:30-4:30 p.m. - Collaa Hours 
Snacks and refreshments Free and open to all 
Sponsored by WSA 411 South Hall 
5-5:50 p.m. - Baptist Student Ministries 
Fellowship and Bible study Open to all Prout 
Chapel 
6:30 p.m. - National Student Speech, Lan- 
guage and Hearing Association 
Valentine's tnp lo St Vincent's Chrfdrerrs Hospi- 
tal Depart from South Had 
r p.as. - Black History Month 
AM Rashad Umrani win present a workshop on 
racism to show the emotional impact racism has 
on whites Free snd open to al 115 Education 
7-4:30 p.m. - Interviewing Works**? 
Free and open to all Sponsored by Urtvtersity 
Placement Services Community Suite. Union 
7:30 pjn. - IPCO Chib 
Meeting: Open to communication majors 105 
Sou* Hal 
7:30-9:30 p.m. - Religion Mini-Course 
Church history will be discussed Free and open 
to all St Thomas More. 425 Thurstin 
6 p.m. - Concert 
Belgian pianist Marc Matthys will perform Free 
and open to all Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musi- 
cal Arts Center 
8 p.m. - Student Organization of Social 
Workers 
Meeting Open to all 213 South Hall 
9 p.m. - Study In France 
Information meeting Open to all 3000 Business 
Administration Annex 
10 p.m. - Prayer Group 
Free and open lo all SI Thomas More. 425 
Thurstin 
Tuesday 
February 14 
10:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. - Valentine's Balloon 
Sal* 
Cost is $2 for a helium-lilted (oil balloon or $3 lor 
a loil balloon and three latex balloons Spon- 
sored by UAO. Foyer. Union 
7 p.m. - Leadership Development Workshop 
Beth Adter ol the Office ol Student Activities and 
Orientation will discuss "How Do I Motivate My 
Organization's Members?" Open to all Register 
by calling 372-2843. 150A Jerome Library 
7 p.m. - Fellowship Meeting 
Active Christians Today Alumni Room. Union 
74:30 p.m.-Bible Study 
Open to all Conference Room. St Thomas 
More. 425 Thurstin 
7-9 p.m. - Art Reception 
Opening ol works by graduate students Cat 
Crotchet! and David Sapp Free and open to all 
Gaaery. Fine Arts 
7:30 p.m. - American Marketing Association 
Formal meeting Open lo all  115 Education 
t p.m. - Concert 
The Jazz Combos will perform Free and open to 
an Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"I Paint the Sky Rainbows. Sunsets and More " 
AS1 donation is suggested Planetarium. Life 
Sciences. 
8:30 p.m. - Women's Spirituality 
Meeting Open to all 217 W Washington 
8:30-9:30 p.m. - Christian Science Organiza- 
tion 
Meeting Open to all. Canal Room, Union. 
February 15 
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Show 
Works by graduate students Cat Crotchert and 
David Sapp will be on display Free and open to 
all Gallery. Fine Arts 
10 em-Noon - Program Advising 
For students m the hearing impaired program 
355 Education 
Noon-1:15 p.m. - Meat the President 
Open forum with President Paul Olscamp Chart 
Room, McFall Center 
Noon-1 p.m. - Affirmative Action Forum 
Dr Robert L Perry, chair ol the department of 
ethnic studies, and members of his staff will dis- 
cuss "Racial Harassment Looking tor Solu- 
tions " Free and open ka all State Room. Umon 
3:30 p.m. - Biotoajy Seminar 
Or JohnC Avise ol the University of Georgia 
win discuss  Molecular phytogeny -an empirical 
and conceptual bridge between micro and macro 
evolution   Free and open to al 112 Life Sci- 
ences 
i:38 p.m.-Basketful! 
Women's team vs Miami Univeraity (Ohio). An- 
derson Arena 
7 p.m. - Charismatic Prayer 
Agape Church ol Prayer United Christian Fel- 
lowship. 313 Thurstin 
7 p.m. - Church Service 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church ol God 620 
Second St 
7 p.m. - Leadership Develepment Workshop 
Gale Swanka. director ol UAO. w* discuss 
"Committees How to Make Them Work for 
You " Open lo all Register by casing 
372-2843  1 50 A Jerome Library 
7:30 p.m. - National Student Speech, Lan- 
guage and Hearing Association 
Bruce Blair will discuss utilizing computers in 
therapy Free and open to all 111 South Hall 
7:30 p.m. - American Marketing Association 
Career Search 89 Paul Sale of Lazarus will dis- 
cuss retail. Bill Rauch of Xerox wi> discuss sales, 
and Jim Slram of Fifth/Third bank will discuss 
finance Free and open to all Towne Room. 
Union 
7:30 p.m. - Resident Student Association 
General assembly meeting Open to all  114 Ed- 
ucation 
7:30 p.m. - Rugby 
New player organizational meeting Open to all 
State Room. Union 
8 p.m. - Faculty Artist Series 
Paul Makara will perform on the violin Free and 
open to all Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
8 p.m.-Basketball 
Men's learn vs Miami University (Ohio) Ander- 
son Arena 
9 p.m. - Peace Coalition 
Meeting Open to all United Christian Fellowship 
Center. 313 Thurstin 
9 p.m. - Public Relations Organization (BQ 
PRO) 
Resume workshop Open to majors 316 West 
Hall 
Thursday 
February 16 
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Show 
See9am Wednesday. Feb  15listing 
2:30-4:30 p.m. - Collee Hours 
See 230 p.m Monday. Feb  13 listing 
3:30 p.m. - Women lor Women 
Steering committee meeting. Open lo all. 
Women's Resource Room, fourth lloor, Union 
7 p.m. - Environmental Film 
"Downwind/Downstream ." Free and open to all. 
Sponsored by the Center lor Environmental Pro- 
grams and the Environmental Interest Group. 
Gish Film Theater, Hanna 
7 p.m. - Communication Career Night 
Free and open to all. Sponsored by University 
Placement Services Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
Union 
7 p.m. - Bible Discussion 
Open to all Sponsored by BGSU Bible Studies 
Commuter Center, Moseiey. and classrooms, 
second lloor. Bromfield. Harshman Quadrangle 
7:30 p.m. - Accounting Club/Bate Alpha Psl 
Elections Open lo members 112 Business 
Administration 
7:30 p.m.-College L.le 
Meeting Open to all Sponsored by Campus 
Crusade fay Christ Tewne Room. Union 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"Lysistrata " Tickets are $4 tor students and 
senior citizens. $6 for others and are available at 
the door or by calling 372-2719 Eva Mane 
Saint Theatre, University Hall 
• p.m. - Student Composers' Forum 
Free and open to all Bryan Recital Ha*. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
8 p.m. - Christianity and SexueHty 
Open te all Sponsored by United Christian Fel- 
lowship 313Ttiurstin. 
9 p.m. - UAO Campus Movie 
"East ol Eden " Free and open to all Gish Film 
Theater. Hanna 
4 p.m. - Church Service 
St Thomas More, 425 Thurstin 
9:1 S p J*. - PanheMenic Council 
Meeting Community Suite. Union 
7 p.m. - History S 
Meeting Open to all 203 Hayes 
Friday 
February 17 
9 e.m.-4 30 p.m. - Art Show 
See 9am Wednesday. Feb 15 listing 
Noon - Graduate Student Luncheon 
Si donation requested United Christian Fellow- 
ship. 313 Thursan 
9-7 p.m. - American Marketing Association 
Happy hours Open to all Admission is $1 tor 
members. S3 for non-members Uptown. 162 
N Main 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU at University ol Illinois-Chicago 
8 p.m. - Concert 
Pianstists Ann Pope and Valrie Kantorski will per- 
form Free and open to all. Bryan Recital Hall, 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
See 8pm  Tuesday, Feb  14 listing 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m Thursday. Feb  16lishng 
8,10 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"Bull Durham " Admission is S1  50 with ID. 210 
Math Science 
10 p.m.-2:30 a.m. - Black Greek Council 
Dance 
Open to all Commons 
Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
Beetlejuice " Admission is S1 50 with ID 210 
Math Science 
Saturday 
February 18 
11 a.m.-1 p.m. - Program for Youths wiih Dis- 
abilities 
Open to all Ice Arena 
12:30 p.m.-Basketball 
Men's team at Western Michigan University (Ka- 
lamazoo). 
2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Student tour guides will be on duty to answer 
questions about the authentically furnished one- 
room school house Free and open to all Little 
Red School House, north of Kohl Hall 
3 p.m. - Basketball 
Women's teem at Western Michigan University 
(Kalamazoo) 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU at University of Illinois-Chicago. 
S p.m. - Theatre Production 
See 8pm Thursday. Feb. 16 listing 
6, to p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"Bull Durham " Admission is $1 50 with ID. 210 
Math Science 
9 p.m.-2 a.m. - Dry Dock 
The band "Penguins" will perform Non-alcoholic 
nightspot No cover charge Basement. Harsh- 
man Quadrangle 
Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
"Beetlejuice." Admission is $1.50 with ID 210 
Math Science 
Sunday 
February 19 
l.lOim.-Church Services 
St John's Episcopal Church. 1509 E Wooster 
I, f 0 a.m., Noon - Church Services 
SI Aloysius Church. 150S Enterprise 
9:30.11 a.m. - Church Services 
Sunday School at 9 45 am St Mark's Lutheran 
Church. 315 S College 
9 a.m. - Church Service 
Sunday School al 10:15 a.m Peace Lutheran 
Church, 1028 West Pearl 
9,11 a.m. - Church Services 
First United Methodist Church. 1506 E Woos- 
ter 
9:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S Enterprise 
9:30 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church Services 
First Baptist Church 749 S Wintergarden 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
University Christian Church, 1040 Choral 
Rehearsal Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
First Presbyterian Church. 126 S Church 
10,11:30 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services 
St Thomas More Parish. 425 Thurstin 
10 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church Services 
Oayspnng Assembly of God. 17360 N Dixie 
Highway. 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Bible study at 9:30 am Agape Church ol 
Prayer United Christian Fellowship. 313 Thurs- 
tin 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Tnnity United Methodist Church. 200 N Sum- 
mit. 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
First Christian Church. 875 Haskins 
' 10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
Sunday School at 9:30 am Deliverance Taber- 
nacle Church of God. 1 7202 N Mercer 
11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services 
Sunday School at 10 a.m. New Horizon Pente- 
costal Church of God. 620 Second St 
1 p.m - Gymnastics 
BGSU at Illinois State University (Normal) 
2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
See2pm Saturday. Feb 18 listing 
3 p.m. - Concert 
The Brass Quintet will perform Free and open to 
all. Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. 
6 p.m. - Church Service 
Pentecostal Young People's Association 620 
Second St 
7 p.m. - Church Service 
Active Christians Today, 612 E Wooster 
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
See 8pm Tuesday, Feb 14 listing 
8 p.m. - Black History Month 
A panel discussion on "The Church's Response 
to Racism." will be held Free'and open to all.' 
United Christian Fellowship. 313 Thurstin 
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Car decorations convey changes 
by Elizabeth Ma»turzo 
What do garter belts, fuzzy dice, medallions, graduation 
tassels, and yellow diamond-shaped signs have in common? 
They're all part of the past, present and future continuum of car 
decoration fads. 
The tendency to keep the car a cold and impersonal machine 
faded out after World War II. The more time people spent in 
their automobiles, the more they tried to make it their home. 
By adding personal items that express their character to the 
outside world, the owner personalizes the car. Dr. Michael Mars- 
den, popular culture professor, investigated these decorations be- 
fore writing an article in the magazine, Motor Trends. "(People) 
imply that the seat is kind of like a living room sofa and that the 
windshield is kind of like a picture window and the engine is kind 
of like a fireplace and what you have is home on wheels." 
The dashboard, often compared to a mantlepiece. is an open 
space. Just as at home where the mantlepiece is covered with 
dearly treasured objects to add that homey and personal touch, 
so too is a dashboard decorated. 
Kathy Balunas, freshman elementary education major, hangs 
decorations in her car to amuse herself and her passengers. "1 
hang them there because my mom gave them to me,' Balunas 
said. 
Darla Shook, freshman psychology major, hangs a teddy bear 
she received for Christmas (from a cousin) over her rearview mir- 
ror. "(The bear) is a reflection of what I like," she said. 
Marsden also stated that in the early days, men used the rear- 
view mirror as a symbol of their maturation. The cycle included 
garter belts, graduation tassels, and baby shoes. 
"(They) take a technology — make it their own. They decorate 
it. They add objects that mean something to them. It might be a 
scarf, a pair of fuzzy dice. You may not be able to figure out what 
it is, but it may mean something to the driver," Marsden said. 
Friday/John Potter 
A "Teenage Mutant Nlnja Turtle" comic 
character protects a student's car. 
Photo show at Currents ^ 
by Beth Shannon  
"Men fear thought as they (ear nothing 
else on earth - more than death. Thought 
is subversive, and revolutionary, destruc- 
tive and terrible, thought is merciless to 
privilege, established institutions, and 
comfortable habits; thought is anarchic 
and lawless, indifferent to authority, care- 
less to the well-tried wisdom of the ages. 
Thought looks into the pit of hell and is 
not afraid. Thought is great and swift and 
free, the light of the world, and the chief 
glory of man." -Hertrand Russell. 
The word "photography'is vague. It is 
open to a wide variety of speculations. A 
picture can be taken of a newborn, a family 
reunion, or a stationed set of objects. 
Scott Cunningham, popular culture 
graduate student, has his own interpreta- 
tion of the word. His rendition of photog- 
raphy can be seen at Currents Gallery, 126 
E. WoosterSt., beginning Saturday and 
continuing through March 4. 
This is Cunningham's first solo exhibi- 
tion, and his work is presented in two 
methods. The first series of photographs 
are visual perspectives, whereas his other 
work, entitled "EXISTENCE," represents 
an array of intellectual and literal perspec- 
tives. According to Cunningham, the pho- 
tographic medium harbors an extensive 
amount of potential, and it is a relatively 
new medium to the realm of the fine arts. 
"EXISTENCE." which contains 75 
panels, combines words and images. The 
piece begins with Genesis/birth and ends 
with death. The work between these two 
panels is Cunningham's view of existence. 
"This work is intellectual with artistic 
expression. It is refreshing. A lot of art is 
pretty to look at but doesn't stir you to 
think," Rosemarie Basile, the owner of 
Currents, said. Basile said that the re- 
mainder of Cunningham's work is an ex- 
tension of existence, and the pieces cap- 
ture moments in time. 
Cunningham said he views his work as a 
social, philosophical, political commen- 
tary. Much of Cunningham's exhibit is 
work captured during his three- month 
stay in Europe. The 26-year old photogra- 
pher has set his next goal at publishing a 
small book of photographs. He said that 
the need to create is what brought him into 
the realm of photography three or four 
years ago. 
The Gallery hours are 11 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Tuesday through Saturday and 11 a.m.-8 
p.m. Friday. 
Scott Cunningham 
SAY 
"Happy Valentine's Day" 
with the 
BALLOONMAN 
• Balloons or Bouquets delivered 
wrtri a song and poem 
• Specials available 
• New costumes to choose from 
352-6061 
ORDER EARLY 
VISA and MASTERCARD ACCEPTED 
I 
$ 
? 
? 
1 Bob Marley Tribute with 
e M« BQ 
V     #  from OOJ     V 
^                °\ 
Sat., Feb. 11,9 p.m. 
N.E. Commons 
Free Admission - Open to all 
sponsored by the Caribbean Association 
with ECAP, GSS, TWGA, WSA, APA, 
PSO, Kohl Hall. 
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Today is Friday... 
Popular demand brings columnist back 
by Jim Cummer 
FRIDAY THEME OF THE WEEK ... 
This week's topic is crime. You know, 
breaking the law. Whether you're cruising 
five miles over the speed limit, stealing ink 
pens from the bursar's office, sneaking 
The Friday Column 
cookies out of the cafeteria, using a fake 
II) to drink alcohol at Howard's or procur- 
ing a prostitute to watch you abuse your- 
self, you're breaking the law. If this column 
is able to accomplish one thing it is to join 
countless other columnists in the crusade 
to end crime. Don't do crime. OK? 
(HOW IX) YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS 
WEEK'S TOPIC? ADDRESS ALL COM- 
MENTS TO THE FRIDAY COLUMN IN 
CARE OF THE BG NEWS AND WELL 
PRINT THE BEST RESPONSE(S).) 
FRIDAY FACTS OF LIFE ... Roy 
Rogers was bom on Nov. 5. 1912 in Cin- 
cinnati.Ohio. 
FRIDAY TOP FIVE THINGS I KNOW 
ABOUT LIFE: 
5. A little kindness goes a long way. 
4. Never leave the shower curtain out- 
side the tub. 
3. Little Richard is the real God. 
2. No matter what anyone tells you. no 
one gets out alive. 
1. Never show your worm to a big bird. 
THE FRIDAY SYNONYMSOFTHE 
WEEK ... This week we explore the eight 
best United States Congressional Synon- 
yms for secretary of defense nominee John 
Tower: 
juicehead. dipso. lush, tosspot. 
gin-hound, stew-bum. gasser. drunk. 
THE FRIDAY SIX-SENTENCE NOVEL 
... This week's title: I LIKE MY BIKE. 
I had been away longer than planned; 
the cats had taken over. I laving forgotten 
everything I had taught them, those 
crazed, mangy, foam-drooling felines had 
reverted to their crap-where-l-feel-like-it 
ways. I didn't have time to repair the dam- 
age because Willie Nelson was at the mall, 
so the local paper said, at the same time I 
was kicking as many cats in the ass as pos- 
sible. Tip-toeing through the cat drop- 
pings. I dashed out the door and lumbered 
toward the mall. Suddenly I turned and 
froze: peddling toward me was a gigantic 
dusty-white polar-bear-looking dog. In- 
stantly the dog was on me. incessantly paw- 
ing; I could swear he was trying to mount 
me from behind. Not that getting laid was 
troublesome, hut from behind? 
FRIDAY WITH GERALIX)... The only 
column that creates topics for this terribly 
important televison show. This week: 
PREGNANT NUDIST WOMEN WHO 
LISTEN TO GUNS N ROSES ... A gener- 
ation at risk or rock-a-hye-baby? This week 
on Geraldo. 
5th AND 
FINAL WEEK 
Starts Fab. 17th 
WILLIAM HURT IN THE ACCIDENTAL TOURIST 
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TONITE AT 8:45 
FRIDAY WITH ELVIS ... The only col- 
umn that tells you what Elvis was doing on 
a Friday. On Friday, March 19. 1976, Elvis 
closed his three days of shows in Johnson 
City. Texas. The total gate for the three 
days was $240,000. As Elvis was leaving 
for his motel, a well-endowed female fan (is 
there any other?) rushed toward THE 
KING and tore open her blouse, revealing 
her bare breasts (is their any other?) She 
shouted to a startled Elvis, "Here it is. 
honey. You can have it all!" Elvis turned to 
Red West and commmented. "It's tempt- 
ing." 
WEEKEND FILM 
A slapstick comedy 
that is guaranteed to 
make you laugh. 
CAMPUS FILMS 
PRESENTS 
A FISH CALLED 
WEEKEND FILM 
Friday & Saturday 
Feb 10 & 11 
210 MSC 
8, 10, & Midnight 
$1.50 admission 
Kobacker rent 
a headache for 
pageant officials 
by Ivan Oroger 
The Miss BGSU pageant overcame 
several obstacles before the show could go 
on. 
Financial difficulties and a contract 
problem with Kaye Lani Rae Rafko. 1988 
Miss America, plagued pageant organizers, 
said Michelle Peters, pageant director. 
Rent for the use of Kobacker Hall — 
where the pageant was held — was raised 
from $ 150 a day to (250. bringing the 
total six-day rental cost from (900 to 
$1,500. she said. 
Martin Porter, director of Kobacker 
concert office, said the rent was not raised, 
but the "good deal" offered to them in 
1987 was not repeated. 
In 1987. representatives of the 1988 
pageant signed a contract for the hall and 
said they would not be able to afford the 
current rent ($250) and requested a special 
discount, according to Porter. 
The request for the discount was ap- 
proved, but with the condition that the full 
fee would have to be paid in the future, he 
said. 
Peters said she was unaware of a special 
rate given for the previous pageant. 
In addition to rent, the pageant had to 
pay the stage crew for the nights the hall 
was used. 
When the campus orchestra needed to 
use the hall Saturday afternoon, the stage 
crew had to break down the stage Friday 
night and rebuild for the next night. Pro- 
duction costs increased from (2.300 last 
year to almost (5.400 this year. Peters 
said. 
Porter said the orchestra needed the hall 
for a dress rehearsal on Saturday in prep- 
aration for a Sunday concert. 
"Our first responsibility is to meet the 
requests of faculty and students of the Col- 
lege of Musical Arts." he said. 
The cost for the pageant, including ad- 
vertising, was estimated at (10.000. she 
said. 
"There was a point where we were wor- 
ried about where the money was coming 
from," she said. "We couldn't sign the Ko- 
backer contract until we had enough 
(money) in our budget." 
The money came from the Undergradu- 
ate Student Covemment and Panhellenic 
Council, both of whom donated (1.000. 
Peters said. 
A second difficulty was getting the for- 
mer Miss America here for the three nights 
of the pageant, she said. 
Rafko, who had a previous engagement 
with Pennsylvania State University, only 
could come to the University for two 
nights. Peters said. 
As a result, the 1989 Miss Ohio, Sarah 
Evans, was brought in for three nights as 
well as the nighLs Miss America was here, 
she said. 
According to Peters, having the two rep- 
resentatives here created another increase 
in the price. The cost for Rafko's appear- 
ance was (1,000 while it cost the pageant 
(500 to bring in Evans. 
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Polished ensemble shows strength 
Theater 
by Nancy Erikson and 
Lisa Bodollo 
Hi, and welcome to the first theatre cri- 
tique of 1989 by Bodollo and Erikson. To- 
day we will be reviewing The House of Blue 
Leaves by John Guare and directed by 
Helenc Gresser, senior theatre major, play- 
ing tonight and Saturday at 8 p.m. and 
Sunday at 2 p.m. in Joe E. Brown Theatre 
in University Hall. 
This show is special because it is the 
Theta Alpha I'M production, which is 
completely produced by members of Theta 
Alpha Phi (Theatre Honorary) and other 
undergraduate and graduate students. 
Bodollo: Well, hello Nance. Lei's gel 
started with the critique. The first thing I 
noticed was Jim Azelvandre (junior theatre 
major) playing the piano and singing to the 
audience. He did this as his character, Ar- 
tie Shaughnessy. a man who desperately 
wants to be a songwriter. I didn 't under- 
stand the purpose of this until the end of 
the play. I thought it was a good way to set 
the mood. 
Erikson: Yes. I liked the pre-show with 
Azelvandre as well, however, the first thing 
I noticed when I walked into Joe E. Brown 
theatre was the set designed by John 
Mayer (scene shop foreman). The set is 
realistic and very well-made. I never felt as 
though the actors or actresses were in 
danger or working in poor conditions. It 
was also very' attractive. It was the kind of 
set I just like looking at. 
Bodollo: At the start of Act 1.1 felt the 
play would he a farce. I thought it would he 
an outlandish comedy, hut later I realized 
this play was more dramatic than funny. 
Erikson: The play does seem to start out 
as a comedy, however I agree that it was 
more of a drama than a farce. I think this is 
because of the way Guare. the playwright, 
created the characters. They have comical 
qualities hut also have very real problems. 
This made it difficult, at least for me. to 
laugh at some of the obvious jokes in the 
show. 
Bodollo: I know Nance. For example. 
Kim Schulthiess played Bananas, the wife 
of Azelvandre's character Artie. I liked the 
way she played this insane character, he- 
cause she was able to portray emotions as 
well as humor. 
Erikson: I think Azelvandre gave a good 
performance. His choices didn't bother 
me. What blew it for me. however, was his 
articulation. I really had a hard time un- 
derstanding him. Granted I was sitting in 
the back of the house, but by the final 
week of rehearsal an actor should be ar- 
ticulate. 
Bodollo: Well. Nance, he slurred a little 
bit. but I didn t ha ve a major problem un- 
derstanding him. It didn't blow it'for me. 
gosh. Don't be so melodramatic. 
Erikson: Lisa, it blew for me because he 
had this wonderful monologue about the 
birds on the trees that he thought were 
blue leaves. In other words, he had the 
UniGrciohics 
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Serving your total graphic design and typesetting needs. 
•  Resumes 
• Graphic Design Consultation 
• Posters, Fliers, Newsletters, Brochures 
• Black & White PMTs, Halftones, Reversals. Film Positives 
• Word Processing Disks converted for typeset quality output 
• LaserWriter output from Macintosh™ disks 
• PC / Macintosh'" file conversion 
• Full Typesetting Services 
Call us for further Information 
211 West Holl 372-7418 
monologue that made the most reference 
to the tide and I couldn't understand a 
thing he said. I found it difficult to enjoy 
the rest of the play because I was stuck 
thinking about that monologue 
Bodollo: Nance, let's talk about other 
parts and people in the play. I liked every- 
body, especially the nuns. I thought they 
were SO cute. They were all sort ol the 
same but at the same time they each estab- 
lished different characters, h'or example. 
Julie Alms (sophomore, communications 
education majorl played the maternal nun. 
While Kelly Schafler. (iunior. theatre 
major) played the rude, out spoken nun. 
Mel Hatch, (sophomore. KTYF major) 
played the naive postulate. However, all 
the characters worked well together in the 
ensemble to make their scene very funny.. 
Erikson: I'll be honest. I didn't really en- 
joy Act Two that much because I was still 
back in Act ()ne trying to figure out the 
halt-heard reference to the blue leaves. 
Maybe I'm making too much of this, but I 
am the kind of person who likes to figure 
out the meanings of plays. This is a good 
play and it was directed well. The actors 
were good too. although I felt that the per- 
formance was almost too polished. But 
when I lose a line or close to a whole mon- 
ologue. I get very irritated. 
Bodollo: Nance, would you get off that?! 
Anyway, to continue about the way the cast 
worked as an ensemble. I liked another 
character. Corrinna. played by Elizabeth 
Anne Kimes. senior news-editorial major. 
She was good at playing deal'because she 
didn't overdo it. But like I said, the whole 
cast worked together to make the play a 
real ensemble show. 
Erikson: Well, let's not keep our readers 
in suspense any longer, Let's rate this 
baby. I really could have liked this play hut 
I didn't like enough to give it a "thumbs 
up." because of the problem with the 
monologue. I am going to have to give it a 
"thumbs down." 
Bodollo: Nance. I enjoyed the perform- 
ance. I did not dwell on the full meaning 
the reference to   Blue Leaves. "Some- 
times you just have to watch a program in- 
stead of analyzing everything you see. I'll 
give it a "thumbs up." 
So there you have it. 77ie House of Blue 
Leaves gets one "thumb up and one thumb 
down." Until next time, we'll see you at the 
theatre. 
Re memberii lg 
Of 
The Best 
WBGl-TV 
SUNDAY AFTERN'X)N.... 
1:00  LIMA: ON LtX'.ATION 
Enjoy comedian Phyllis Oilier us she 
plays wilh ihe Lima Symphony 
Orchestra (1973). 
1:30  R(K:K SONATA FOR PIANO AND 
AMPLIFIED CELLO 
Listen to rock, boogie and rag, 
blues, and hot-down (I9?<>) 
2:(K)  NEWS SIX 
Hear ihe concents ol Sixth graders 
from New Riegel and West Unity 
(I9HH), and from St   Mary's in 
Defiance (1974). 
WBGU 
TV27 
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Pageants too 'cheesy' for the Hero 
by Dennis Robaugh 
I have never thought of myself as the flag 
bearer of the feminist movement. I still 
don't. 
In fact I think hardline feminists rep- 
resent the Women's Conspiracy From Hell 
Against Men. 
But last week I met Yanina Vargas and 
Marketsquare 
Hero 
Valery Staskey, two women opposed to the 
Miss BCSU scholarship pageant held last 
Saturday. 
I approached them with a bit of trepida- 
tion. And guys, you may be astonished, but 
I came away with my genitals intact. They 
don't hate men. I was relieved. 
They explained their feminist beliefs and 
objections to the pageants to me. 
And I must admit they have a point. 
Now guys, don't get me wrong. You're 
not going to see me burning bras in front 
of the Union. I don't think feminists do 
that anymore anyway. 
Might be nice if they did. Whoa, chauvi- 
nist statement if I ever heard one. Snuck 
up out of nowhere, haven't a clue where it 
came from. 
Then again. I'm in training to be a dirty 
old man. I've only got 40 years to go. 
And I'm sure for 40 years there will be a 
lot of beauty pageants on TV for me to 
watch and drool over. 
Actually, I don't watch them and I prob- 
ably wont, unless I get a lobotomy. But if I 
get one I may be asked by the Republicans 
to run for vice president, so I won't have 
time to watch pageants. I'll spend my time 
going to funerals and playing with the 
swivel chair in my office. 
I don't watch beauty pageants because 
they are cheap. I imagine they could be 
construed as exploitative and sexist, but I 
think they are banal and cheesy. 
"Hi, I'm Hilary Hill from Idaho. As Miss 
America I hope to bring relief to the farm- 
ers in the Midwest stricken by hard times," 
she says, with a twinkling million dollar 
smile. Literally a million dollar smile. Her 
father shelled out a lot of green for those 
pearly whites. 
She stands on stage in her bathing suit 
with high heels that make her toes look 
like pickled pig's feet. Our lovable host, 
Gary Collins, nods and grins because he is 
more vacuous then she is. 
Looking for a unique 
way 
to wish your sweetie... 
Happy 
Valentine's Day? 
The BG News 
Tuesday, February 14 
DEADLINE IS TODAY! 
Feb. 10th, 4 p.m. 
Just $5.50 
orders must be placed in person 
214 West Hall 
■I'lVl'i'i  
"Wonderful plans!" he says, as he places 
the gumball machine crown on her head. 
Meanwhile, a million farmers across the 
nation say to themselves, "If you wanna 
help then get your perky little ass out in 
the com fields." 
"Now for this word from our sponsor, 
SlinkySex Soap," says Gary. 
And for the next year Miss Bubblehead, 
with her most obvious bubbles, bounces 
off to hawk soap across America. 
If she is lucky she'll get a bit part on a 
"quality" TV show like "China Beach." 
Enough of my dramatization. What do 
the females and feminists think? 
"We live in a world where the apprecia- 
tion of beauty has been commercialized," 
Vargas said. "We're not protesting the val- 
ue of beauty, we're protesting the exploita- 
tion of it." 
So, Miss America probably shouldn't 
prance around stage in a bathing suit sell- 
ing soap on a cheap TV show. 
Kaye Lani Rae Rafko, Miss America 
1988. said, "I don't see pageants as sexist. 
Miss America is an institution and tra- 
dition." 
Yes, the great American tradition of 
beauties in bathing suits prancing across 
stage while sponsors eye their bouncing 
breasts with dollar signs in their eyes and 
sex in their minds is not sexist at all. 
According to Vargas. "It is sex that 
sells." 
It kind of reinforces the image of our 
culture as an Imperialist Phallic Society, 
doesn't it? 
Michelle Peters, executive director of 
the Miss BGSU pageant, said that the fem- 
inists could make some gains in changing 
the pageants if they keep trying. 
"They could eliminate the swimsuit por- 
tion of the competition in the future if they 
keep protesting," she said. 
But the sponsors wouldn't like that. 
I'm in a quandary now. What do women 
really want? What do men think they want? 
There are a number of feminist issues 
that should be addressed. There are many 
injustices done to women that need to be 
rectified. 
I'm going to do a dangerous thing and 
invite people to write me at the Friday 
Magazine. Let me know what you think. 
I'm sure some people already decided to 
write and tell me where to go. 
I'm trying to be fair here. I've probably 
offended men and women, be they fem- 
inists or not. 
Hey, I try. 
>V
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HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. MAIN NO COVER 
BAND UPDATES ON BG 5 
From Chicago: 
Jimmy Dawkins 
Blues Band 
One of the Best Blues 
Guitarists in the country 
Wednesday thru Saturday 
February 8-11 
Howards in a Designated Driver Participant 
,'.. v. v. ■'. v.vttttXtfv.'/ 
Monday 
February 20 
• «.m -4 30 pjn. - Art Show 
See 9am Wednesday. Feb  1 5 listing 
2:30-4:30 p.m. - COHM Hour* 
See 2 30 p m Monday. Feb 13 listing 
5-5:50 p.m. - Baptist Student Ministries 
Fellowship and Bible Study Open to all Prout 
Chapel 
7 p.m. - Open Auditions 
As Is " Scripts are available in 322 South Hall 
Open to all 400 University Hall 
7:30 p.m. -IPCO Club 
Meeting. Open to communication majors 105 
South Had 
7:30-9:30 p.m. - Religion Mini-Course 
Moral Development will be discussed Free and 
open to al St Thomas More. 425 Thurstm 
10 p.m. - Prayer Group 
Opentoall St Thomas More. 425 Thurstm 
Tuesday 
February 21 
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Shew 
See 9 a.m Wednesday, Feb 15 listing 
Noen-i: 15 p.m. - Meet the President 
Open lorum with President Paul Olscamp Chart 
Room. McFall Center 
6:30-8:30 p.m. - Finer Womanhood Week 
Bowling tournament Buckeye Room. Union 
7 p.m. - Open Auditions 
"As Is." Scripts are available in 322 South Hal 
Open to all 400 University Hal 
7 p.m. - Leadership Development Workshop 
Gale Swanka. director ol UAO. will discuss 
"Committees: How to Make Them Work lor 
You."'Open loan Register by calling 
372-2843  150A Jerome Library 
7 p.m. - Fellowship Meeting 
Active Christians Today Alumni Room. Union 
7-8:30 p.m. -Bible Sludy 
Open to all Conlerence Room. St Thomas 
More. 425 Thurstm 
7:30 p.m. - Kappa Mu Epsllon 
Meeting Open to members 459 Math Science 
7:30 p.m. - National Student Speech, Lan- 
guage and Hearing Association 
General meeting to plan spring banquet Open to 
al. 111 South Hall 
8 p.m. - Concert 
The Trombone Choir will perform Free and open 
to all Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
0 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
See 8 p m Tuesday. Feb 14 listing 
8:30 p.m. - Women's Spirituality 
Meeting Opentoall 217 W Washington 
8:30-9:30 p.m. - Christian Science Organiza- 
tion 
Meeting Opentoall Canal Room. Union 
Wednesday 
February 22 
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Show 
See 9am Wednesday. Feb  15 listing 
10 a.m.-Noon - Program Advising 
For students in the hearing impaired program 
355 Education 
Noon - Green Sheet Deadline 
Deadline (or submission of materials tor the Feb 
24 issue Issue will cover Feb 27-March 12 
806 Administration 
5:30p.m.-Basketball 
Women's team vs Ohio University Anderson 
Arena 
7 p.m. - Leadership Development Workshop 
Beth Adler of the Office of Student Activities and 
Orientation will discuss "How Do I Motivate My 
Organization's Members?' Open to all Register 
by calling 372 2843  150A Jerome Library 
7 p.m. - Church Service 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church of God 620 
Second St 
7-10 p.m. - Finer Womanhood Week 
Theta Phi Beta Family Feud Open to aH Amani. 
Commons 
7:30 p.m. - Resident Student Association 
General assembly meeting Open to all  114 Ed- 
ucation 
I p.m. - Faculty Artist Series 
Alan Smith wtH perform on the cello Free and 
opentoall  Bryan RectiaJHafl. Moore Musical   . 
Arts Center 
0 p.m.-Basks— 
Men's team vs Onto University Anderson 
Arena 
0 p.m. - Peace CoaJHion 
Meeting Open to all United Christian Fellowship 
Center, 313 Thurstm 
Thursday 
February 23 
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Show 
See S a.m Wednesday. Feb 15 listing 
11 a.m. - Swimming 
Women's team at MAC Championships Ohio Un 
iversiry (Athena). 
2:30-4:30 p.m. - Collee Hour* 
See 2:30 pm Monday. Feb 13 listing 
3:30 p.m. - Women lor Women 
Steermg committee meeting Open to aH 
Women's Resource Room, lourth floor. Union. 
4-8:30 p.m. - Black History Month 
Soul tood dinner Sponsored by Black Student 
Union McDonald East Cafeteria 
S p.m. - Application Deadline 
University Ambassadors Open to all. Applica- 
tions are available and due at Mileti Alumni 
Center. 
7 p.m. - Swimming 
Women's team at MAC Championships Ohm Un 
rversity (Athens). 
7 p.m. - Bible Discussion 
Open to all Sponsored by BGSU Bible Studies 
Commuter Center. Moseley. and classrooms, 
second floor, Bromfield. Harshman Quadrangle 
7-10 p.m. - Finer Womanhood Wee* 
Hair and make-up demonstrations Opentoall 
Ohk) Suite. Union 
7:30 p.m. - Sludy In France 
Informational meeting Opentoall The French 
House. Sorority Row 
7:30 p.m. - Lallno Student Union 
Meeting. Open to all Lobby, second floor. Stu- 
dent Services. 
7:30 p.m. - College LMe 
Meeting Open to all Sponsored by Campus 
Crusade for Chnsl Towne Room, Union 
8 p.m. - College Comedy Competition 
Sponsored by UAO Free and open to all Len- 
hart Grand Ballroom. Union 
8 p.m. - Concert 
The Concert and University Bands win perform 
Free and open to all Kobacker Hall, Moore Mu- 
sical Arts Center 
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0 p.m. - Current Events Lecture 
Patrick LaceweH. a journalist, will present   El 
Salvador: An Eyewitness Report " Free and 
open to all Sponsored by the Peace Coalition 
and Democratic Socialists of America  104 
Business Administration 
0 p.m. - Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m. Thursday. Feb 16 listing 
0 p.m. - Christianity and Sexuality 
Open to all Sponsored by United Christian Fel- 
lowship 313 Thurstm 
0 p.m. - UAO Campus Movie 
"A Raism in the Sun " Free and open to all Gish 
Film Theater. Hanna 
Friday 
February 24 
0 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Show 
See9am Wednesday. Feb   15listing 
11 a.m. - Swimming 
Women 'steam at MAC Championships OhtoUn 
(v«rs.ry .Athena) 
Noon - Graduate Student Liwtchee*. 
S1 donation requested United Christian Fellow 
ship. 3l3Thurstin 
Noon-1 p-an. - ECAPlton* 
Lunchelne entertainment Open to aH Amant, 
Commons 
7 p.m. - Swimming 
Women s team at MAC Champtonshtpe Ohio Un- 
iversity (Athens) 
7,0:45 p.m. - UAO Campus Movie 
"Cry Freedom " Admission is $ 1 50 with ID 
210 Math Science 
7-11 p.m.-Dance 
Sponsored by WFAL Open to aH Lenhart Grand 
Ballroom, Union 
7-10 p.m. - Poetry Reading 
Open to al Sponsored by Women's Studies 
A man i. Commons 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU vs St Cloud State University Ice Arena 
0 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
See 8 p.m. Tuesday. Feb 14 listing 
0 p.m. - Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m Thursday. Feb 16 listing 
0 p.m.-2 a.m. - Dry Dock 
The band "Panorama" will perform Non- 
alcoholic nightspot No cover charge Base- 
ment, Harshman Quadrangle 
10 p.m.-2 a.m. - Finer Womanhood Week 
Dance. Open to all Eppler Complex 
10 p.m.2;30 a.m. - Zeta Phi Beta 
Dance Opentoall Commons. 
Midnight - UAO Campus Movie 
"The Blues Brothers." Admission is $ 1 50 with 
ID 210 Math Science 
Saturday 
February 25 
11 a.m. - Swimming 
Women's team at MAC Championships Ohio Un- 
iversity (Athens). 
12:45 p.m.-Basketball 
Women's team at Central Michigan University 
(Ml. Pleasant) 
2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
See 2 p m Saturday. Feb 18 listing 
3 p.m.-Basketball 
Men's team at Central Michigan University (Ml 
Pleasant) 
4 p.m. - Church Service 
St Thomas More. 425 Thurstm 
7 p.m.-Swimming 
Women's team at MAC Championships Ohio Un- 
iversity (Athens) 
7:80 p.m.-Hookey      -   
BGSUvs St Cloud State University Ice Arena 
7.9:45 p.m. - UAO Campus Movie 
"Cry Freedom " Admission is S1 50 with ID. 
210 Math Science 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m. Thursday. Feb 16 listing 
9 p.m.-2 a.m. - Dry Dock 
Gralitti Night Non alcoholic nightspot No cover 
charge Basement. Harshman Quadrangle 
10 p.m. - Black History Month 
Kill Racism Dance "The Massaccre II: And the 
Dreem Lives On " Lenhart Grand Ballroom. 
Union 
Midnight - UAO Campus Movie 
"The Blues Brothers " Admission is $ 1 50 with 
ID 210 Math Science 
Sunday 
February 26 
8,10 i.m., Noon - Church Services 
St Aloysms Church. 150S Enterprise 
8.10 a.m. - Church Services 
9t John's Episcopal Church. 1509 E Wooster 
830.11 a.m. - Church Service* 
Sunday School at 9 45 am St Mark's Lutheran 
Church. 315S Cesege 
9 a.m. - Church Service 
Sunday School at 10 15 a m Peace Lutheran 
Church. 1028 West Pearl 
9.11 a.m. - Church Services 
First United Methodist Church. 1506 E Woos- 
ter. 
9:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Grace Brethren Church. 121 S Enterprise 
9:30 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church Services 
First Baptist Church 749 S Wlntergarden 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
First Presbyterian Church, 126 8. Church 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
University Christian Church. 1040 Choral 
Rehearsal Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center 
10,11 30 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services 
St Thomas More. 425 Thurstm 
10 a.m., 6 p.m. - Church Services 
Dayspring Assembly ol God. 17360 N Dixie 
Highway 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Bible study at 9 30 a m Agape Church ol 
Prayer United Christian Fellowship, 313 Thurs- 
bn 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Tnnrly United Methodist Church. 200 N Sum- 
mit 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
First Christian Church. 875 Haskins 
10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
Sunday School at 9 30 a m Deliverance Taber- 
nacle Church of God. 17202N Mercer. 
11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services 
Sunday School at 10 a. m. New Horizon Pente- 
costal Church ol God. 620 Second SI. 
4:30 p.m. - Church Service 
Society ol Friends St John's Episcopal Church. 
1509 b  Wooster 
6 p.m. - Church Service 
Pentecostal Young People's Association 620 
Second St 
7 p.m. - Church Service 
Active Christians Today. 612 East Wooster 
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
See 8 p m Tuesday. Feb 14 listing. 
It's their life story 
The combined efforts of more than 
50 University students will be show- 
cased during the world premiere per- 
formances of the musical "Life in the 
Dark." 
Written, produced, directed and per- 
formed by University students, the 
show will be presented at 8 p.m. Fri- 
day (Feb. 17) and Saturday (Feb. 18) 
in Kobacker Hall of the Moore Musical 
Arts Center Admission is free and 
open all 
Senior Robert Steel composed the 
score and Ed Carmien, a master's stu- 
dent, wrote the script. The pair colla- 
borated on the lyrics. 
Steel, who won an ASCAP Young 
Composers Award in December, ap- 
proached Carmien last spring about 
collaborating on a piece of perform- 
ance art. The original idea grew from 
17 pages to a full-length script that 
combines poetry, drama, music, dance 
and visual art. 
Auditions for the show were held in 
October and rehearsals began in 
December According to director 
Karen Gygli, a doctoral candidate in 
theatre, taking the script and bringing it 
to life has been a challenge because 
no predecessor has provided artistic 
interpretation of the script. 
"Life in the Dark" follows the lives of 
a man. Jack, and a woman, Jill, from 
"womb to tomb," according to Steel. 
Jack is played by sophomore Mi- 
chael Pontikos. Silagh Chiappetta, a 
master's degree student in music, 
plays Jill. 
Graduate student Gina Watson, 
plays the Viewer who offers a com- 
mentary on the action because she 
"has seen it all before." The cast also 
includes four Shadows, whose sole 
means of expression are movement 
and dance. The Shadows are played 
by freshmen Dianne Malbone and Dar- 
rin David Broadway, and sophomores 
Robyn Alayne Zavodny and Michelle 
Rainery. 
Junior Laurie Robison is the choreo- 
grapher for the show and Jim Tutorow, 
also a junior at the University, is the 
project's technical director/designer. 
Craig Young, a recent graduate, is the 
musical director and conductor. 
Funding for the production is being 
provided by grants from Pro Musica, a 
community group that supports activi- 
ties of the College of Musical Arts, and 
Deadlines are approaching... 
.. .National Student Exchange 
Students interested in participating 
in the National Student Exchange 
program for the 1989-90 academic 
year must apply by 5 p.m. Friday 
(Feb. 17). 
Applications are now available in 
the Center for Academic Options, 
231 Administration. Additional infor- 
mation is available from the Center by 
calling 372-8208. 
The exchange program offers Uni- 
versity students the opportunity to 
study at any one of 84 colleges and 
universities in the United States and 
its territories 
Applicants must be registered as 
full-time students at the University, 
have a cumulative grade point aver- 
age of at least 2.5, have completed a 
minimum of 24 credit hours, and be 
at least a sophomore at the time of 
the exchange. 
.. . Washington Center 
Students interested in participating 
in an internship with the Washington 
Center during summer of 1989 must 
apply by 5 p.m. Friday (Feb. 17) in 
the Center for Academic Options, 
231 Administration 
The Center is also accepting appli- 
cations from students wishing to ap- 
ply for the fall semester of 1989 until 
April 21. There is an application fee 
of$40 for each session. 
The Washington Center offers stu- 
dents the opportunity to gain full-time 
work experience and to make valua- 
ble job contacts One full semester of 
academic credit can be earned for 
the internship. 
A number of other benefits of a 
Washington Center internship include 
additional guidance for the intern, 
housing in Washington DC, schol- 
arships, and the possibility of receiv- 
ing financial aid (based on need). 
Applicants must have a 2.5 cumula- 
tive grade point average and have 
completed at least one full semester 
at the University. Applicants must 
also be full-time students and be able 
to earn credit for the internship. 
.. .University Ambassadors 
The University Ambassadors are 
calling on highly enthusiastic and 
personable students to join them in 
representing the University for the 
1989-90 academic year. The 
30-member group is accepting appli- 
cations from undergraduate students 
until Wednesday (Feb. 15). 
The Ambassadors, sponsored by 
the Alumni Association, serve as 
hosts and hostesses at University 
functions involving distinguished 
alumni, visitors, and presidential 
guests. Some of these functions in- 
clude Commencement. Presidential 
receptions, alumni activities, Home- 
coming, and Parents Day. They also 
help to promote the University to 
prospective students and to the 
community. 
Applications may be acquired at. 
and returned to. the Mileti Alumni 
Center. Additional information is a- 
vailable by calling 372-2701. 
. . . Campus Fact Line 
Campus Fact Line, the University's 
telephone information service which 
annually answers more than 
200,000 calls from the University 
and surrounding communities, will 
begin accepting applications Friday 
(Feb. 10) for students wishing to 
work suring the next academic year. 
Only 100 applications will be avail- 
able beginning at 8 a.m. that day at 
the student employment office, 460 
Student Services Applications will be 
available only to freshmen and soph- 
omores or other students who will not 
be graduating before spring semester 
1991. 
The University will host potential leaders 
The Panhellenic and Interfraternity Councils are "Calling 
on Commitment" as they kick off the ninth annual leadership 
conference at 1 p.m. Friday (Feb. 1 7) in the Lenhart Grand 
Ballroom of the Union. 
The leadership conference has an admission fee of $ 17 
which was to be paid by Feb. 6, however, interested per- 
sons may still be able to attend by contacting the Greek Life 
office, 425 Student Services. A late registration fee of $10 
will be required. 
The conference is open to all; both Greeks and non- 
Greeks are strongly incouraged to attend. 
The conference will comprise of about 50 different ses- 
sions, covering such topics as legal liability, rush, creative 
programming, motivation, hazing, conflict management, 
scholarship programs, black/white Greek relations, and 
many others. 
Approximately 1,000 students from a six state region are 
expected to attend. The conference's region includes Ohio, 
Indiana, Michigan, Pennsylvania, West Virginia and Illinois. 
The conference agenda for the two day event is as fol- 
lows: 
Friday (Feb. 17) - 1 p.m., registration, Lenhart Grand Ball- 
room, Union; 3 p.m., sessions begin, various locations as 
specified at registration; 8:30 p.m., reception featuring 
"The Exchange", Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union; Saturday 
(Feb. 18) - 9 a.m., sessions begin, locations as specified 
at registration, and, Noon, luncheon and keynote address 
by William McKee, Dean of Students. Cumberland Universi- 
ty, Tennessee, Lenhart Grand Ballroom, Union. Additional 
sessions will take place following the keynote speech and 
the conference wiH conclude by 4:30 p.m. 
Additional information regrarding the conference can be 
obtained by contacting Jennifer Lark and/or Steve Spinks 
in 425 Student Services, or by phone at 372-2151. 
Funding for the conference was assisted by grants from 
Beta Theta Pi International Fraternity and the University 
Alumni Association. 
DNA is his forte 
Dr. John C. A vise, a research 
professor of genetics at the University 
of Georgia, will speak on "Molecular 
Phytogeny-an empirical and concep- 
tual bridge between micro- and macro- 
evolution." at 7:30 p. m Wednesday 
(Feb  15). 
The seminar will be held in 1007 
Business Administration Annex and is 
sponsored by the department of biolo- 
gical sciences. 
Avise is one of the world leaders in 
the field of molecular evolution. He is 
lional journals in evolution and genetics 
and is associate editor for the Journal 
of Molecular Evolution and Genetics. 
In addition, Avise is known for his 
conceptional work on the role of mito- 
chondrial DNA in evolution and on the 
use of mitochondrial DNA sequence 
variation in studies of population struc- 
ture and systematics. He has em- 
ployed these approaches to the study 
of numerous animals, including red- 
winged blackbirds, catfish, tree frogs, 
-rfeejnjprajd t*x*et gooAere 
Green Sheet is published by the 
Bowling Green State University Of- 
fice of Public Relations for students, 
faculty and staff. 
The next issue will be published on 
Friday, Feb. 24, and will cover 
events occurring Feb 27 to March 
12. The deadline for submitting mate- 
rial for that issue is noon Wednesday, 
Feb 22. 
All events must be submitted in 
writing to the Green Sheet editor, 
806 Administration Building There is 
no charge to have items listed 
Editor: Lori S. Everly 
Calendar Editor: Jeff Schober 
Production: Stacey Bayrle 
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bull. Rowland said, and most people can't 
always recognize one. 
"Sometimes you can't identify a pit bull, 
like if it's part German shepherd or 
mixed," she said. "The legislation doesn't 
do any good if you can't identify the dog." 
Johnson said as an animal controller, 
she must pick up any dog, regardless of its 
breed. 
"We've had a few pickups that were pit 
bulls but they were friendly," she said. 
Johnson said she did have some prob- 
lems with vicious dogs. 
"I've had to take a few people to court 
for vicious dogs, but neither of them were 
pit bulls," Johnson said. 
The reason pit bull attacks are more fre- 
quently talked about, according to John- 
son, is because pit bulls are the breed of 
today. 
"It's a phase to a certain extent." John- 
son said. "Pit bulls are today's dog. A few 
years back it was German shepherds." 
Johnson, however, blames the owners 
and not the dogs or the media for all the 
commotion. 
"It's not a dog problem, it's an owner 
problem." she said. "It's a vicious dog be- 
cause of the owner." 
According to Johnson, pit bulls have 
been labeled as vicious because they were 
primarily used for fighting. The dogs were 
only vicious toward the dogs they fought. 
"When they eventually got unfriendly 
against people, people got rid of them." 
she said. "Then Macho Joe says he'll take 
it. People screw the dogs up." 
Johnson, who also teaches obedience to 
dogs, said pit bulls may be slightly more 
vicious than the average dog, but all dogs 
can become aggressive. 
reggae 
This Valentine's Day, 
send a card 
^►V^Sf that truly 
V * * »C     expresses yourself. . . 
i:£-THE SOURCE 
518 I tfoorfer • B6, Ohio 352-6886 
(utton^ 
Friday 
Centerfold Contest 
Fabulous cash and 
prizes to give away! 
Saturday 
Mini-Skirt Contest 
win great prizes and cash. 
Open until 4 a.m. 
18 and over 
25481 Dixie Highway   874-2254 
■(Continued from page (i) 
songs, hut develops them over time in his 
mind. 
"I never wrote any song on paper." he 
said. "I've tried to sit down and write about 
something that happens, but I can't. 1 just 
hear a lyric and think about it for a week or 
two and boom, it comes together. Some 
come easier than others, but none take a 
day or two — it takes time." 
This process of coming up with a song is 
what makes the Ark's music unique, ac- 
cording to Bobb. "My music comes 
through the spirit," he said. 
When the Ark performs Bob Marley 
tunes at tonight's tribute, however, the 
sound will be completely Brother Bob's, 
liobb said the group tries to play covers as 
much like the original artists as possible. 
"W 'sped the sounds." he said "V 
do covers because we like how they 
sound" 
Whether playing original songs or 
covers ol reggae classics, the Ark always 
tries to share their message. Bobb said. 
"Bob Marley never imagined how big he 
is," he said. "Cod blessed Marley dearly 
and I'm trying to take the same road." 
Bohb said that everyone must try to 
travel that road. "Young people must ac- 
knowledge Cod." he said. "Pray, because 
prayer has power — it changes things. This 
is Cod's generation." 
The Ark will be performing at the Bob 
Marley tribute tonight at 9 p.m. in the 
North East Commons. The event is non- 
alcoholic and free and open to the public. 
TOLEDO 
Masonic Auditorium 
Toledo 36 WUPW 
PRESENTS 
"An Outspoken fcvening with 
MORTON 
DOWNEY, JR.!" BMr   M  1 
Sunday, Feb. 12, 7:30 pm 
Lsifcma 
Tickets available at:  Masonic Auditorium Box Office, 
or charge by phone at (41"») 3H1-8851. 
Thanks 
To You! 
VIEWPOINT: 
Silver Anniversary Show 
Tonight, WBGl' celebrates a quarter- 
century of being on the air and bringing 
great public TV to northwest Ohio Join 
us for a look back, and ahead, on a special 
25th anniversary edition of Viewpoint. 
Tonight 5:30 and 11 p.m. 
WBGU 
TV27 
_'5 )mrs-Tbank$ To \bu! 
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Inside All of Us 
The creative expression section of Friday Mag 
Drop Lauderhill Night 
This 
drop 
of 
water 
hugged 
my 
lower 
lip 
spun 
through 
the 
room 
that 
drop 
of 
water 
copyright, 1989 
by John Bradley 
Rising on the Sea of Tranquility's 
hot whirling water to dance with 
the only, lonely man on the moon 
over the cool white surface- 
to the dark side, 
as palms serenade, 
the Song of Serenity. 
copyright. 1989 
by Kathryn Dow 
Hollow eyes connect with dazzling lights 
The splendor of the city below 
in darkness. 
Alone — 
on the hood of an abandoned car. 
Chain smoking death. 
Turning away from the sharp city light 
The shadow looms in those hollow sockets 
Life's blank television screen. 
copyright. 1989 
by Kevin Kraika  
poem 
wounded in this war i reach back into the empty pack 
of Sundays & storms & burn curses at the gods 
i tug out the end & men & trees & dogs 
of a novemher cigarette 
& pull grey sheets wounded in this war 
over void eyes of Sundays & storms 
i bum curses at everything 
the final confusion of smoke flat upon this mattress 
hovers above me like a field like the plastic swan 
of delirious crow on the cemetery pond 
hovers li'<e the shadows 
of willows and vaults 
like the poking copyright. 1989 
canes of the blind 
by Mark Andrew Nowak 
wounded in this war 
of Sundays & storms ■ ~—-~~  
i unfold myself from the sheets 
from the gritty pages 
of weekold news that warm 
the parkhench drunks Kditoi's note: All I 'niversity students can 
contribute to Inside All Or I's. Send vour 
i unfold mvself from the sheets poetry, short stories, aiinxtrk and/or pho- 
& reach back into the empty pack tography (flPriday Magazine. 210 West 
the barricaded exit of lost fire Hall. 
More than just Sceeter 
Mama and Papa named me l^wrence at birth. Hut by 
the time I was eight, the world, or at least all of Heaver- 
brook, Ohio, knew me as Sceeter. 
Hilly Ray Wannemacher used to say that I was a dead 
ringer for a mosquito cause I had sunk-in eyes and a dag- 
ger-sharp nose attached to my fifty-pound frame. I got 
tired of his teasing a lot faster than he did. And I couldn't 
tell him no different because he was ten and almost had a 
full-formed bicep. 
But I never had to put up with Billy Ray; I had a world of 
mine own. 1 could get to that world by just squeezing my 
body between the celler door and the outhouse and tip- 
toeing over some old Firestones to a tiny clearing behind 
Mamma's sunflowers. Behind those flowers. 1 was never 
Sceeter Weber. On some afternoons. I was George Wash- 
ington crossing the Delaware, on others I explored the 
West Indies, and then on some special days that I wanted 
to treat myself. I became the powerful Lone Ranger. 
Armed with only a Dick Tracy secret de-coder ring bur- 
ied in my palm and a melting Mars Bar hidden in my 
pocket. 1 was able to overtake Mexico. Canada, and Ala- 
ska single-handily in a few short battles (I didn't know Ala- 
ska wasn't a country until I was a little older). 
Overpowering countries was nice, hut like I said, the 
Lone Ranger was my favorite. My faithful companion, 
Tanto. was really a dried sunflower with a few petals yan- 
ked off. A hollowed-out trunk would often serve as that 
week's guest villian, Big John Barlett. His equally-evil 
brothers disguised themselves as rocks behind him. 
Once, to make things more authentic. I stole my broth- 
er's cherished Sam Bowie army knife and carved eye holes 
into my Cranny's hand-stitched hankie so I could have a 
mask. I got a trip to the ol'woodshed for that one. But 
Granny said that 1 could have that hutchered-up hankie so 
I slipped it over my forehead every time Big John Barlett 
came slinking into town. 
But every once and a while, reality would come in like 
an unexpected guest and yank me from Dodge City and 
back to my Beaverhrook backyard. 
| I knew reality was coming whenever I would hear the 
back-porch screen door bang open. Prom where I was. I 
could just see Mamma's sun-faded pink apron strings 
struggling to get around her belly. 
"Lawrence,'' my Mamma would bellow, "those chickens 
are going to flop-over dead if they don't get some food in 
their bellies. And don't forget them eggs. The egg basket 
is on the porch swing." 
Her last words would be followed by my "Aw. Ma. do I 
have ta?", which would in turn be met by her "Nuff of your 
sassing. You'd be doing it toot-sweet, young man, if you 
want anything on your supper plate tonight." 
I hated those chickens. Its really easy to hate something 
that you are truly frightened of. You'd probably laugh to 
hear that I was afraid of birds that only stand a foot off the 
ground. But only if you could have seen those riled whirl- 
winds of poultry coming at me full-force with their giant 
wing-span, jumping two or three feet off the ground, stab- 
bing at me with their piercing beak. A tornado in heat is 
what Papa always called them. 
All chickens are agents of the devil, but I swear the 
Northern Charlotte hens are bred to bring out the fear of 
the 1 .ord in all eight-and-a-half-year-old boys. Papa gave 
one particular Northern Charlotte the name of Cogbum 
cause she was more like a rooster than a hen. Rooster 
Cogbum. get it? A holy terror with wings, she was. 
Cogbum was stocky (as she hoarded food), and the 
color of Hershey bars. She had powerful streaks of black 
above each wing, a tusk of burnt orange feathers between 
her beady eyes. 
I feared that 12-inch bird, and she knew it. 
Every time 1 would get within three feet to feed that fat 
bird, she would gin to squak and flutter, promting every 
other hen to join in on the chorus. And if 1 would ever try 
to grab any of oT Cogburn eggs, she would claw and peck 
and scratch 'til I bolted out of that henhouse, my cheeks 
drenched with tears. I kept telling myself that the Lone 
Ranger never cried, but I was never able to hold back my 
bawling. The Lone Ranger was never afraid of nothing, 
hut I couldn't even stand up to poultry. 
She held me captive in fear for nearly that whole sum- 
I mer. AiHtMrfgtha>K:ould do to stoyawayfromthjrt  
chicken. 1 did, including feigning every childhood illness 
known to man. 
Then finally, my fateful day came. The day of August 12. 
the Lom Ranger's birthday. I awoke feeling in control 
knowing that I could do anything on this day. my beloved 
Lone Ranger's holiday. 
Before breakfast I snuck down to Niemeyer's Mill and 
got me a few pocketfuls of sawdust. Part one of my plan 
was completed. 
I strutted into the chicken coop and went right up to ol' 
Cog. forever holding that hard-clenched sawdust behind 
my back. Before she could even let out a single squak. I 
called her a piece of crap with wings and flung the sawdust 
straight at her beady eyes. She jutted her head and the 
sawdust fell lifelessly onto the floor. 
I panicked. I frantically searched my pockets for any- 
thing else that I could heave. My left pocket only had my 
de-coder ring, but my heart raced when I discovered that I 
had my Granny's hankie, complete with eye holes, in the 
other. I quickly strapped it to my head, feeling a surge of 
power when it touched my forehead. 
And for the first time I noticed the striking resemblence 
of Cogbum to Big John Bartlett. 
With a jerk 1 threw the ring into Cogburn's face, niping 
the side of her beak. As her face went into a dazed shock. 
I lunged for the egg. Cogburn pecked, and striked my 
finger tip dead center, drawing blood. In one quick reflex. 
I threw my backhand at her. SNAP! The bird's head loped 
forward and her body crashed to the wooden floor. Blood 
oozed from her beak. 1 didn't think that I hit her that 
hard. All I could do was stare blankly at her. 
After lunch, I stuffed her into a huge shoebox and 
wrapped rubber bands around it. I took the make-shift cof- 
fin to the Little Auglaize River, said a few Hail Marys, and 
tossed it in. I was now the law in town, i ran home and told 
Mamma that Cogbum had ran away. And without saying a 
word, the Lone Ranger rode off into the sunset. 
Copyright 1989 
■by Tim Hoehn 
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CD ALF Cont'd Ed Grimley Punky B Costly Kids Young Univ HSOuiz Eat-Be Thin Cheers College Basketball: Florida at Kentucky PGA Golf Hawaiian Open 
m Bugs a Tweety Crack-Ups WYVF Superstars Baldness Twin Star TBA PBA Bowling: Fla Open Wide World ol Sports 
& Cooking Madeleine Moneymk Garden Gourmet Old House Workshop Collectible Quilting Hometime Discover Science Creatures Great & Small 
89 Flower Shop Yao Cooks Motorweek Rod 1 Reel Old House Garden Workshop Hometime Gourmet Lap Quilting Alexander Tony Brown European Set. Jml. 
89 China Billy Packer To Be Announced College Basketball: Michigan at Minnesota Buck Rogers Happenin TandT Scratch It's a Living 
89 Corvette Munsters War ol the Worlds Movie:   Halloween II' Movie: "Cagney A Lacey' Ropes Happy Days 
ESPN Sports Gameday Truck and Tractor Pull Auto Racing College Basketball Maryland at Duke Sf Gott: PGA Champ. 3rd Rd Women's Tennis 
TMC Macaroni'' Movie:   Planes. Trains and Automobiles Movie:  "Ernest Goes to Camp Short Film Movie    Throw Momma from the Train" Movie: "No Way Out"' 
SATURDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News PM Weekend Dolphin Cove Smothers Brothers West 57th News Movie: "Carrie" 
o Sat Report House Calls Boater Don Cherry NHL Hockey: Philadelphia F lyers at Toronto Maple Leals News Spit Image I. Claudius 
CD News CBS News Fortune Cash Exp Dolphin Cove Smothers Brothers West 57th News Movie: "Hotline" 
CD PGA Golf News War ol Ihe Worlds 227 Amen Golden Girls Empty Nest Hunter News Saturday Night Live 
83 Fishing ABC News Star Search Mission Impossible Man Called Hawk Murphy's Law DC Follies WWA Bruiser Bedlam Twin Star 
89 DeGrassi Station Lawrence Welk Show Wonderworks Great Performances: Melba Pacific Bealsville Austin City Limits 
89 Nova Lawrence Welk Show Wonderworks Austin City Limns Movie: "OSS." Sign-Off 
89 Mama The Shenfl Star Trek College Basketball: Michiga n SUM at Ohio State Star Trek: Next Gener Nightmare on Elm St. Fn the 13th Series 
89 Star Trek: Ne xt Gener War of the Worlds Reporters Beyond Tomorrow Star Search M-A"S"H Movie: "Psycho HI" 
ESPN Tennis SportsCtr. College Basketball: St Joh is at Syracuse College Basketball Xavier at Wichita State SportsCtr College Basketball 
TMC No Way Out Cont'd Movie: "King Kong Lives Movie: "Planes. Trains and Automobiles Movie "She-Devils on Wheels 
DOUG'S WASH & DRY 
Where Doing Your 
Laundry is a Pleasure 
• Clean, Modern Atmosphere 
• Well Maintained Machines 
open 
7 a.m. • 11 p.m. • 7 days a week 
wAmvmmte*. 
How to control your fantasies. 
CSSS2S 
Hrj'<   Thteods of xnogifHtfw. fro1" 
*M ran be woten potterni that 
refktfoui secretdreads  Motm 
It* look of the trade lor those who 
dore to weave 
Ast us obovl out syrwgiied hrte of 
Mo'.- < ittoipooi. conditioners ond 
styling odi  Whote*ei yow 
lontQSy. weHpilfOl/ CflW/fll 
wtth Mom • 
Hair E. Canary 
315 S   Wooster 
354-1477 
Falcon House 
Sporting Goods 
"Your Athletic Shoe And Sports Headquarters in B.G.' 
Valentines' Day Special 
Lycra running tights 20% off 
Reebok basketball shoes 
Save Now 
123 S. Main St. Downtown B.G     352-3610 
Across from Huntington Bank 
Daily 10-9 Sat. 10-9:00 Sun 12-5 
 
6o: 
1045 N. Main Across from Foodtown JgMjBSBJ 
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON        FEBRUARY 12,1989 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
o Neighbor Shier Auto Racing College Basketball Arizona at Oklahoma NBA Basketball All-Star Game 
o Gardener Best Years Meeting Race Canada Hymn Sing Showcase' Elephant Blizzard 1 
CD G Williams Jay Eck Auto Racing College Basketball Arizona at Oklahoma NBA Basketball Alt-Star Game 
IB Shul-ins Mass Health Fishing College Basketball: UNLV at North Carolina State SpotsWorld PGA Golf: Hawaiian Open 
S) Wort) Tom David Brinkley Close-Up Bus World Eat-Be Thin Twin Star College Basketball: Regional Coverage Figure Skating: U S Championships 
© Tony Brown Market Adam Smith Wai si Una Rock Sonata News Six Editors Bodywatch Bookmark One on One McLaughlin Firing Line Sci Jrnl 
SD DeGrassi Rockschool Computers Adam Smith Wash. Week Wall St. Great Performances Melba Pacific Discover Science Ethics in America 
03 Blade Tribute Movie: "Popeye Movie:   Huckleberry Finn" Munsters Charles Out ol World My Secret Superboy 
0D WWF Wrestling Challenge Star Trek Next Gener Movie: "The Hunter'' Movie: "Key Largo" Rich & Famous 
Eim Reporter Gameday Women s Tennis: America's Cup Final Match PGA Golf: Seniors Championship Final Round Wmterwortd Pro Ski Tour Ski World 
TMC 'September   Cont'd Nerds II Nerds In Paradise Movie: "Modern Girls Movie: "Firewalker" "The Color ot Money 
SUNDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:011 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News 60 Minutes Murder. She Wrote Movie: "The Outside Woman" News Siskel USA Today 
e Land of Hope Raccoons Bcombers 9B Struggle for Democracy Venture News Sports Zone Movie:  A Place to Die 
ID News CBS News 60 Minutes Murder. She Wrote Movie:   The Outside Woman News "Town Like Alice: The War Years" 
CD PGAGoll News Magical World of Disney Family Ties Day by Day Movie: "Perry Mason: The Case of the Lethal Lesson" News Entertainment This Week Heroes 
m Movie: "The Adventures of Mark Twain" To Be Announced Movie: "Raiders of the Lost Ark Siskel Grow Rich The Dr. Is In 
m Lawrence Welk Show Long Ago Ramona Nature Masterpiece Theatre Danger UXB Singing Stream Sign-Off 
63 Bookmark Bodywatch The Horse in Sport Nature Masterpiece Theatre Sea ol Faith Frontline Sign-Off 
Qj) Star Trek: Next Gener 21 Jump Street Wanted Married G Shandling Ullman Duet Too Close Melhnger China Sign-Off 
0D Star Trek 21 Jump Street Wanted Married G. Shandling Ullman Duet Scratch M'A'S'H Kenneth Copeland Wortdvision 
ESPN Skiing: Freestyle SportsClr Baseball College Baseball Stanlord at Cal-Stale Fuilerton SportsCenter Billiard 9-Ball Champ 
TMC "The Color of Money Movie: "Planes, Trains and Automobiles' Movie: "Revenge of the Nerds II: Nerds In Paradise" Movie "September"                              [Eat Daisies 
MONDAY EVENING              FEBRUARY 13,1989 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News USA Today Newhart Kate S Ailie Murphy B Design W Almost Grown News Taxi Jeffersons Benson 
o News Com d Monitor Danger Bay AIIO   Allo DeGrassi Bless Me Don Cherry's Grapevine Journal News Movie: 'Crash of Flight 401" 
CD News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy! Newhart Kate & Allie Murphy B Design. W. Almost Grown News Magnum. P.I. 
CD News NBC News Ent Tonight Cheers ALF Hogans Movie: "The Hiujcking of the Achille Lauro" News Tonight Show Letterman 
ffl News ABC News Affair Family Feud MacGyver ABC Mystery Movie News Nigritlme Arsenio Hall 
a AH Purposes Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour War i Peace Secret Intelligence Power Game OH Busin EastEnders Ideas 
MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wonderful Wort] ol Disney War i Peace Secret Intelligence Power Game Served Business Sign-Ofl 
© Charles A Break WKRP H s Heroes Rockford Files Movie: "Lone Woll McQuade B Miner Morton Downey Jr. TBA 
SD Spoons Facts of Life Family Ties 3 s Co. Movie "Revenge ol the Nerds News H'mooner Jeffersons Santord Fall Guy 
ESPN S portraits SportsLook SportsClr College Basketball: Syracuse at Georgetown College Basketball Ohio State at Iowa SportsCtr College Basketball 
TMC Movie: "Crimes of the Heart" Cheech A Chong's the Corsican Bros. Movie: "'battenes not included" Movie    Rosary Murders' 
\ 
Open Mon. - Sat. 
10-10 
Sun. 11-6 
Located in 
the 
Woodland Mall 
Corn Chips 
$.99 /lb. 
Pork Rinds 
S.29/oz. 
Jolly Ranchers 
$1.49/lb. 
Deluxe Mixed 
Nuts 
$3.99/lb. 
Feb. 10th thru Feb. 16th 
[IffitW ^Mang&mem^ 
20% Off <C ^/4air,   *Jw!M|   ana   flail  -Z V ) OREDKEN, 
perms, highlighting, manicures,  toh^M|| 
make-up demos, and haircuts     paui Mitchell 
M€*US 
Vickie, Darcy, Judy, Shelly, Nettie, and Natalie 
expires 2/24/89 
352- 4101    181 S. Main Downtown B.G.    352-4143 
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TUESDAY EVENING           FEBRUARY 14,1989 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News USA Today Tour ol Duty Movie:  'Babycakes' News Taxi Jeffersons Benson 
o News Cont'd Babar Talkaboul Broken Promises Man Alive Journal News Gave War S Nobody Came 
ID News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy! Tour ol Duty Movie: "Babycakes" News Magnum. P.I. 
CD News NBC News Ent Tonight Cheers Maiiock In the Heal ol the Night Midnight Caller News Best ol Carson Letter man 
m News ABC News Affair Family Feud Boss' Roseanne Moonlighting thirtysomething News Nightlme Arsenio Hall 
m Oceanus Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Nova Frontline Ethics in America Univ. Forum EastEnders ideas 
6D MacNeil/Lehrer Newshout Wonderful World of Disney Nova Frontline Ethics in America Served Business Sign-Off 
m Charles A Break WKRP H.'s Heroes Rocklord Files Movie: "An Eye lor an Eye" B Miller Morton Downey Jr. Benny Hill 
CD Spoons facts ol Lite Family Ties Movie: "Mask" News NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Los Angeles Lakers 
ESPN PGA Tour SportsLook SportsCtr Trucks Muscle Magazine Top Rank Boxing: From Atlantic City, NJ. Lighter Side SportsCtr Drag Racing: Northstar 
TMC Movie:   Wall? Across Texas" Movie: "Children of a Lesser God"                             JMovie: "No Way Out" Movie:   Top Secret 1" 
WEDNESDAY EVENING     FEBRUARY 15,1989 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
e News CBS News USA Today Gartek) Bugs Bunny Equalizer Wiseguy News Taxi Jeffersons Benson 
o News Cont'd Front Page Best Years Nature of Things Windsor Forum Journal News Movie: "Junior Bonner 
CD News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy! Garfield Bugs Bunny Equalizer Wiseguy News Magnum. P.I. 
CD News NBC News Ent. Tonight Cheers Unsolved Mysteries Night Court Two Dads Nightingales News Tonight Snow Lefterman 
W News ABC News Affair Family Feud Gro. Pains Head Ciss Wonder Hooperman China Beach News Nightlme Arsenio Hall 
m All Purposes Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour National Geographic American Playhouse Plenty Art Beat EastEnders Ideas 
0D MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wonderful World of Disney National Geographic American Playhouse Plenty Served Business Sign-Off 
S3 Charles A Break WKRP H.'s Heroes College Basketball: Northwestern at Wisconsin Rocklord Files B Miller Morton Downey Jr. Waggoner 
ED Spoons Facts of Ufa Family Ties 3 s Co Movie: "Arthur News Hmooner Jelersons Sanlord Fall Guy 
ESPN NBA Today To Be Announced Sports College Basketball: Seton HaH at Connecticut College Basketball: Oklahoma at Kansas SportsCtr PGA Tour 
TMC Movie: "Playing tor Keeps Movie. "Eddie Murphy Raw" Movie: "Modern Girls" Movie: "Assassination" Wild Ibiza 
THURSDAY EVENING        FEBRUARY 16,1989 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News USA Today 48 Hours Paradise Knots Landing News Taxi Jeffersons Benson 
o News Com d Gala On Ice Movie: "The Heatwave Last ed Four Days' Journal News Movie: "Lady Caroline Lamb" 
CD News CBS News Fortune Jeopardy! 48 Hours Paradise Knots Landing News Magnum, P.I. 
CD News NBC News Ent. Tonight Cheers Cosby Show Dit. World Cheers Dear John LA   LJW News Tonight Show Letterman 
83 News ABC Ne*s Affair Family Feud Fine Romance Dynasty Heart Beat News Nightlme Arsenio Hall 
ea Oceanus Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wild Am. Animals Mystery1 America By Design Time Out EastEnders Ideas 
ED MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wonderful Work) of Disney Ok) House Wild Am Mystery' Smileys People Served Business Sign-Off 
63 Charles A Break WKRP H.'s Heroes Rocklord Files Movie: "Code ol Silence B. Miller Morton Downey Jr. Gateway 
ED Spoons Facts of Life Family Ties 3 s Co Movie: "An Eye tor an Eye" News H'mooner Jeffersons Sanlord Fall Guy 
ESPN Motorweek SportsLook College Basketball: Louisville at Florida State College Basketball: Wake Forest at North Carolina SportsCtr College Basketball California at Stanlord 
TMC Movie: "Honky Tonk Freeway"                                   | Movie "Riders ol the Storn | Movie:  The Mean Season The Corsican Brothers 
Coraiciertihel&sts 
If you use two aluminum 
cans per day, but don't 
recycle, you waste more 
energy than each of a 
billion human beings in 
poorer lands use daily. 
DONT THROW YOUR MONEY AWAY 
Call 
372-8909 
lor 
Miss Mom's Cooking? 
LIKING FOR A GttOD MEAL? 
GETTING TIRED OF BIG MACS? 
WE SPECIALIZE IN HOME COOKING! 
HOMEBAKED PIES 
HOMEMADE SOUPS 
OPEN 6am to 8 pm MON. - FRI. 
^ 6om to 2 pm SAT. A. 
4
 HERMIT'S 
RESTAURANT 
307 S. Main St. 354-1388 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
(Right around the corner from Video 
Spectrum) 
W 
hiuirrlutiisr 
"• I 
Check with us for 
Your Valentine's Specials 
Order €arlu! 
428 E. Wooster       353-1045 
